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Monday, April 19-Saturday, June 12; Saturday,
June 19-Thursday, July 1
Registration and program change period for graduate students. No grad-
uate student will be admitted or readmitted on June 21, 22, 23.
Monday, June 14-Friday, June 18
No graduate registration and no graduate program changes.
Monday, April 12-Friday, June 4
Advanced registration for all undergraduate students.
New students should refer to the Advisement and Registration procedure
on page 1 for further procedural information.
All continuing undergraduate students are expected to be registered
by June 4.
Wednesday, June 9
Undergraduate students will have their advanced registration cancelled if
fees are not paid at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on this date, unless
they have had approval for deferment of fees and presented the deferral
fee cards to the Bursar.
Beginning-of-the-Quarter Activities for Undergraduates
The dates listed below from Sunday, June 20, through Thursday, June
24, are for undergraduates. Graduate students may register through the
Graduate School during the dates given above.
Sunday, June 20
New student orientation starts.
Residence Halls open.
Monday, June 21
Advisement and registration open for all non-registered new and re-entry
students only. All new students are expected to be advised and registered
by this date. Non-registered continuing students must wait until Wednes-
day, June 23, to register.
Registration will be located at the S.I.U. Arena from Monday through
Thursday, June 24. Arena hours: 8:00-11:30 and 1:00-4:30 daily.
Night classes (5:45 p.m. or later) start.
Tuesday, June 22
Day classes start.
Advisement and registration open only for program changes.
Wednesday, June 23
Advisement and registration for any non-registered student at the Arena.
This is the last day for regular registration. Late fee will be assessed on
fees paid by undergraduate after this date.
Thursday, June 24
Last day for advisement and registration for the summer quarter, except
iv
)r those students registering only for courses whose starting date is after
lis date. Registration in such cases may take place on the first day of
lass without the late registration fee being charged.
ast day to add a class.
loth registrations and program changes will be processed.
ate registration fee will be charged on fees paid by undergraduate.
Registration ends at 4:30 p.m.
Thursday, July 1
leadline for payment of fees by students whose fees were deferred.
raduate student registration will be cancelled if fees are not paid at the
ursar by 4:00 p.m.
ast day to withdraw from school to be eligible for a refund of fees.
ast day to drop a course to be eligible for a refund if that drop changes
se categories.
Friday, July 16
ast day for undergraduates to withdraw from a course without receiving
letter grade.
raduate students officially dropping a course after this date need not be
iven an evaluative letter grade.
ast day to change from credit to audit or vice versa for all students. (See
uditing of Courses, page 4)
Friday, August 13
ast day for making a program change or withdrawing from school.
Calendar of Events
June
i, Friday American College Test (Residual
), Saturday Graduate Record Examination





Saturday American College Test (National)
r
,
Saturday National Teacher Examinations
[, Saturday Graduate School Foreign Language Tests
>r all of the above, pre-registration is required. Applicants should con-
ct the Counseling and Testing Center for details at least 4 weeks before
e test.
University Calendar
SUMMER, 1971 Quarter Begins Monday, June 21 *
Independence Day Holiday Monday, July I
Final Examinations Monday-Friday, August 30-
September i
Commencement (Edwardsville) Friday, September <
Commencement (Carbondale) Saturday, September
FALL, 1971 New Student Days Sunday-Tuesday, September 19-2:
Quarter Begins Tuesday, September 21
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 p.M.-Mondayl
8 a.m., November 23-21!
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 11-ffl
WINTER, 1972 Quarter Begins Monday, January 3 I
Washington's Birthday Holiday Monday, February 2]
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, March 11-1
SPRING, 1972 Quarter Begins Monday, March 27 :
Memorial Day Holiday Monday, May 2!
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, June 3-!
Commencement (Carbondale) Friday, June !
Commencement (Edwardsville) Saturday, June 1<
SUMMER, 1972 Quarter Begins Monday, June 19
Independence Day Holiday Tuesday, July
Final Examinations Monday-Friday, August 28
September
Commencement (Carbondale) Friday, September
Commencement (Edwardsville) Saturday, September
FALL, 1972 New Student Days Sunday-Tuesday, September 17-1
Quarter Begins Tuesday, September 19
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 p.M.-Mondaj
8 a.m., November 21-2
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 9-1
WINTER, 1973 Quarter Begins Tuesday, January 2
Washington's Day Holiday Monday, February 1
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, March 10-1
SPRING, 1973 Quarter Begins Monday, March 26
Memorial Day Holiday Monday, May 2j
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, June 2-|
Commencement (Edwardsville) Friday, June |
Commencement (Carbondale) Saturday, June
* Classes begin with the evening classes after 5:30 p.m. at Carbondale and with the evenii
classes after 4:30 p.m. at Edwardsville.
vi
General Information
his bulletin contains the schedule of classes offered for the summer
tarter, 1971, by Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. It also pro-
des information relative to advisement and registration, fees, and allied
Iformation.
Admission
quiries concerning undergraduate admission should be directed to the
Amissions Office; those on the graduate level to the Graduate School
idergraduate admission applications should be completed at least
irty days in advance of the desired entrance date.
Registration and Advisement
uthern Illinois University at Carbondale uses an academic advisement
ptem whereby each undergraduate academic unit has a chief academic
fcfcer and a number of assistant advisers selected from the teaching
ulty. Undergraduate students entering the University for the first time
II receive selective dates from the admission process from which they are
select the preferred date on which they will come to the campus to be
zised and to advance register. This includes both freshmen and transfer
dents. They are not to write for appointments nor are they to come to
rbondale expecting to register unless it is the date indicated for them
10 so.
Graduate students will initiate advisement with their advisers, and will
aplete the registration process at the Graduate School, where all
ustration forms will be completed and retained. Graduate students will
be required to go through the Registration Center. The registration
jcess is handled at a later time, and the student receives a fee statement
.mail. Cancellation of graduate student registrations for non-payment
fees occurs on the date indicated in the Registration Calendar. Grad-
e students may register during the period indicated in the Registrationjendar. No late fee will be assessed during this period. Graduate stil-
ls who need to make program changes must follow the same procedure
-indergraduate students in that these must be personally processed by
graduate students through the Registration Center,
iter advisement the student may register for classes. See the Registra-





and 1:0° to 4:30 PM
-> Monday through Friday
|
from 8:30 to 11 :30 a.m. on Saturday.
King the registration process the student goes through the Registra-
L.enter, where he assigns himself to specific sections of the courses
s to take.
fere attendance does not constitute registration in a class nor will
ndance in a class for which a student is not registered be a basis for
asking that a program change be approved permitting registration i
that class.
New Students
Students entering the University for the first time are permitted to 1
vance register only after they have been admitted to the University
evidenced by their receiving the Certificate of Admission.
New undergraduate students, freshmen and transfer, will be expect*
to advance register on the same date that they come to the campus f
advisement. Dates for students to do so will be selective ones in whi<
the students are asked to come to the campus on specific dates as d
termined by the University. Students should not expect to be advis
and registered on the same date they are admitted nor are they to cor
to the campus for advisement and registration without an appointmei
Appointments for advisement and registration will be mailed from ai,
are to be returned to the Registrar's Office. # j
New graduate students may register during the registration peno.
indicated on the registration calendars. Arrangements should be clear
with the Graduate School to do so to assure that the appropriate advu
will be available.
Re-Entering Students
Students who have attended the University at some former time but I
during the session immediately prior to the time they plan re-entry
expected to advance register during the periods outlined in the Regis!
tion Calendar. After completing readmission procedures (Admissici
Office for undergraduate students and Graduate School for graduate s'
dents) advisement appointments should be made at the advisement offi
of the academic units into which the students are entering and clearai
of the registrations should be completed on that same day at the Regist
tion Center.
Current Students, Carbondale
Students currently registered in the University will be continued
their present curricula unless a change of college or major is ma
A change of college or major area of concentration is initiated with the £
dent's adviser. Either change should be made at the time of advisem*
Undergraduate students currently registered in the University 1
schedule appointments with their adviser. Registrations should be |
essed through the Registration Center as soon after advisement
possible.
.
Graduate students in a degree program should make appointments v
the departmental adviser for program advisement. Unclassified gradu
students preparing for a degree program should contact the departmei*
adviser for pre-advisement. Unclassified graduate students in other a
gories may report directly to the Graduate School for registration pre
dure Unclassified students who are planning to take qualifying coin
must report those courses to the Graduate Admissions office before regis
ing each quarter.
Current Students, Edwardsville
Undergraduate students attending Southern Illinois University at
I
wardsville who plan to attend Southern Illinois University at Carbon*
must initiate their registration process by presenting to the Admiss
>ffice at Carbondale either an official transcript of their University record
r a letter of good standing from the registrar at Edwardsville. The
sason for reporting to the Admissions Office is to permit the necessary
oding changes to be made so that pertinent information about their aca-
emic programs, etc., can be up-dated to reflect the change of campus.
Graduate students report first to the Graduate School.
Payment of Fees
rndergraduate students receive their fee statements at the time of regis-
ation. During the advance registration period students are asked to delay
aying their fees in person at the Bursar's Office until the day following
jgistration. This is to permit necessary fee information to reach the
ursar by the time of fee payment. Students will find it easier simply
) mail the fee statement along with a check or money order for the
roper monetary amount to the Bursar's Office so as to arrive there by
le deadline dates which are stated in the Registration Calendar located
irlier in this bulletin. If students pay fees in person at the Bursar's
ffice they receive a Certificate of Registration at that time. When fees
e paid by mail the Certificate will be mailed to the address given by
ie student on the back of his fee statement. Students will receive their
inted schedule of classes within one week after the cancellation date,
is important that these forms be carried by the students at all times.
Undergraduate students registering at the start of a quarter must pay
es at the time of registration.
Graduate students receive fee statements by mail and must clear their
es at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, July 1, 1971.
Fees for a Regular Quarter
ie University reserves the right to change fees and to have the change
into effect whenever the proper authorities so determine. Undergrad-
te students pay the following regular fees:
Not more More than 5, 11 or
than 5 hrs. less than 11 more
lition Fee—Illinois Resident $39.00 $78.00 $117.00
lition Fee—Out-of-State Resident .... (133.00) (265.00) (398.00)
udent Welfare and Recreation
Building Trust Fund Fee 5.00 10.00 15.00
>ok Rental Fee 3.00 6.00 8.00
udent Activity Fee 3.50 7.00 10.50
pversity Center Fee 5.00 5.00 5.00
^etic Fund Fee 3.00 6.50 10.00
to/—Illinois Resident $58.50 $112.50 $165.50
to/—Out-of-State Resident (152.50) (299.50) (446.50)
Students who register for a course for audit or for a non-credit course
jl be assessed fees according to the imputed hours of that course. Im-
fed hours is generally the number of hours the class meets per week.
graduate students do not rent their textbooks and do not pay the book
ital fee. They must purchase their books.
Students having special fee status, such as scholarship holders, faculty,
I staff, will pay fees according to their particular status.
jrhe activity fee is prorated according to the number of hours carried.
3
Health Service benefits vary according to the amount paid. In certai]
instances graduate assistants, research assistants, graduate fellows, o
students on fee code 27 may seek permission from the health service I
pay the full activity fee even though they are only part time student*
Written consent from the Health Service must be presented at the tim
of registration so that the student may be properly assessed.
Late Registration
A late registration fee will be charged any undergraduate student registe]
ing after the date specified in the Registration Calendar. Graduate sti
dents will not be charged a late fee if they register within the perio
indicated in the Registration Calendar.
Auditing of Courses
Students may register for courses in an audit status. They receive I
letter grade and no credit for such courses. An auditor's registration musjj
be marked accordingly. They pay the same fees as though they wei
registering for credit. They are expected to attend regularly and are 1
determine from the instructor the amount of work expected of them,
auditing students do not attend regularly, the instructor may determir
that the students should not have the audited courses placed on the
record cards maintained in the Registrar's Office. Students registenr
for a course for credit may change to an audit status or vice versa on!
for fully justified reasons and only during the first four weeks of a quarte
Such a change will require the student's academic dean's approval.
Program Changes
Students are officially registered only for those courses appearing on the
schedule of classes. Any change therefrom can be made only after fe
are paid and must be made through an official program change, whi.
includes the following steps:
1. Initiating the change.
Students report to their advisers for approval and Program Chan
form completion. Graduate students must also secure approval fro
the Graduate School. If the change involves only that of changii
sections within the same course, this may be done at the Registrar
Center without the necessity of securing adviser approval.
2. Registration.
. .
Students must take the program change form to the Registration Ce
ter after approval by the adviser.
Program changes which involve the adding of a new course to t
schedule or the changing of sections must be done by the "last day |
add a class" as indicated in the Registration Calendar.
Dropping a Course
A program change must be made in order to drop a course. A stude,
may not drop merely by stopping attendance. The last date for droppij
a course by an undergraduate student without receiving a letter graj
is the last day of the fourth week of a quarter. Graduate students may 1
necessarily receive a grade for dropping after the fourth week. (Refer
Registration Calendar.)
Changing Fee Status
students making program changes which result in their moving from one
se status to another will be assessed additional tuition and fees when
ppropriate. If the change is to reduce the academic load resulting in a
Dwer tuition and fee status, students may apply for the appropriate
mtion and fee refund provided the reduction in program is made officially
y a program change during the same period at the start of a quarter in
'hich students withdrawing from the University are eligible for a refund
T
his is usually during the first ten days. For dates refer to the Registra-
ion Calendar.
Withdrawing from School
student who finds it necessary to withdraw from school while the quar-
t is in progress must report to the Registrar's Office to initiate official
ithdrawal action. No withdrawal will be permitted during the last two
eeks of a quarter, except under exceptional conditions. A refunding of
ies is permitted only if a withdrawal is officially completed by Thursdav
uly 1.
A student who advance registers, including paying of fees, and then
ids that he cannot attend school must also officially withdraw from
hool. He may do this either by reporting to the Registrar's Office in
irson or by writing to the Dean of Students' Office. This must be done
r the end of the first two weeks, if he expects to get a refund.
Cancellation of Registration
i advance registration including the payment of tuition and fees may
considered invalid if the student is declared to be ineligible to register
le to scholastic reasons. The same situation may exist due to financial
disciplinary reasons if certified to the Registrar by the Dean of Students.
Personal Data Changes
the time of registration students are asked to review a Biographic Data
etch containing personal data. Certain items, if in error, may be cor-
:ted at that time. Other items which may require some type of verifying
idence, are changed by reporting to the offices listed below
Local Address Change.—Housing Office, Graduate School, Registrar's
Office, Registration Center, or VTI Office.
Name Change, Marital Status Change, Date of Birth Change—
Records section of the Registrar's Office. Verification is required
Selective Service Data Change or Information.—Registration Center
Legal Residence Change (whether an Illinois or out-of-state resi-
dent) .—Must be requested by completion of the Application to be
Classified an Illinois Resident form in the Registrar's Office. Before
the change is made the student must have met the regulations gov-




Human Sexuality (Child and Family 408-2, Section 2) Jul
5-16, Monday through Friday, 9:30-11:20. Biological criteria in sex rol
determination; the relationship of sexual mores and customs to a person'j
self-concept of sexuality; and the relevance of current scientific investiga
tions of the psycho-physiology of human sexual response. Mrs. Mar;
Hicks.
Developing Achievement Motivation in the Disadvantaged Chit
(Child and Family 408-2, Section 3) July 19-30, Monday through Fr
day, 9:30-11:20. Teachers could benefit from the new findings in develop
ing motivation in the disadvantaged child, as this knowledge could ap
preciably improve their effectiveness. To supply this knowledge, th
workshop stresses two environmental areas that affect the motivation c
the disadvantaged child: first, the ways in which family, community, an
peer group exert influences that retard or advance positive attitudes, sel
concept, and other requisites of achievement motivation and, second, th
nursery school and elementary school as an agency for developing th
attribute in disadvantaged children. This involves programs of curricuk
innovation, new understandings about the teacher learning process, an
specific personality characteristics that should be developed by the edua
tional programs. Timothy Flynn.
Family Guidance Through Community Services (Child and Fan
ily 408-2, Section 4) August 2-13, Monday through Friday, 2:30-4:21
An orientation to various state and private agencies, religious organiz
tions, and the services they offer to families who need help in the are^
of physical and mental health, finances, and crisis situations. The studei
becomes familiar with present trends and legislation which support con
munity based family counselling service programs. Included are techniqu(
of referral of families needing help. Student participation in developmei
and use of community resources within their area of employment is 1
couraged.
Black American Child (Child and Family 408-2, Section 1) Jui
21-July 2, Monday through Friday, 9:30-11:20. Understanding the 1
fluences of the black child's social and cultural environment. The wor
shop develops insight into the black child as a person, as a member of tl
family, school, and community. Other specific topics include characteristic
of the disadvantaged child, special problems and needs, influences
poverty on child relationships, economics influences upon children's lear
ing and motivation, and other areas of group interest.
Clothing & Textiles
Foundations of Fashion ( Clothing and Textiles 432-4, Section 1
)
une 21-July 16, Monday through Friday, 9:30-11:20. Anthropological
pproaches to fashion and socio-economic and psychological forces as
ieterminants of fashion in modern times. Thelma Berry.
Fitting and Alterations (Clothing and Textiles 432-4, Section 2)
une 21-July 16, Monday through Friday, 1:30-3:20. Fitting of com-
mercial patterns, fitting for men, alterations of ready-to-wear garments,
'helma Berry.
Driver and Safety Education
Driver Simulation (Health Education 445s-4) June 22-July 16,
:30-4:20. For in-service and pre-service teachers and supervisors of
river and traffic safety education. Deals with simulation use and roles in
river and traffic safety education, methods of instruction, equipment
imiliarization, program development and objectives. Prerequisite: 443s
p consent of instructor.
Highway Safety as Related to Stimulants and Depressants
Health Education 470s-4) July 19-August 6, 8:30-10:20. Relationship
3tween alcohol and drugs and traffic accident causes. A review of the
mcepts and educational programs designed to alleviate alcohol- and
'ug-related accidents. Prerequisite: advanced standing or consent of
istructor.
Driver Education for the Handicapped ( Health Education 495s-
i) July 19-August 6, 12:30-2:20. A study of the methods and techniques
^signed to teach handicapped persons how to drive. Consideration of
rograms for EMH and physically handicapped. Familiarization with
jsistive equipment and program materials. Prerequisite: Advance stand-
|g or consent of instructor.
|
Current Developments in Driver and Safety Education (Health
Iducation 550s-4) July 19-August 6, 2:30-4:20. Current problems, trends,
jid developments are reviewed, analyzed, and evaluated relative to driver
iid safety education. Prerequisite: advanced graduate standing and con-
nt of instructor.
Family Economics & Management
Methods and Materials in Home Management (Family Eco-
mics and Management 407-2, Section 1) July 19-30, Monday through
iday, 7:30-9:20. Exploration of basic concepts in home management
d ways of presenting these to groups at various educational levels,
lected teaching aids and their evaluation. Of particular interest to those
io work in education, extension, and business and who wish to apply
knagerial principles to the solution of family problems. Betty Jane
ihnston.
Decision Making for Consumers (Family Economics & Manage-
>nt 407-2, Section 2) July 19-30, Monday through Friday, 11:30-1:20.
Theories of decision making are identified as they relate to use of family
resources. Then they are applied to choices which must be made to meet
specific wants related to housing and to protection, particularly buying
health and life insurance. This workshop should be of interest to anyone
dealing with how and why consumers make choices, especially those teach-
ing consumer education from a problem-solving approach. Karen Craig.
Food and Nutrition
School Lunch Program (Food and Nutrition 247a-2) June 14-18 :
Monday through Friday, 9:00-4:00. Lecture, discussion, and demonstra-
tion of quantity food production menu planning, principles of nutrition
institutional equipment, record keeping, sanitation, principles of merchan-
dising, and principles of administration as they apply to the school luncr
personnel. Henrietta F. Becker.
Health Education
Workshop in Health Education (Health Education 461-4, 462-4
and 463) July 19-August 13, Monday through Friday, 1:20-4:40. "Emo
tional Health: A Critical Challenge for the 1970's" is the theme. Focuses
are on some variety of personality theories and modes of therapy, oi
chemical mood modifiers as helping and hindering factors in emotiona
functioning, and on the supportive and frustrating effects of relations
between the sexes. Emphasis is on discovering and developing som<
tangible ways of achieving and maintaining good emotional health n
today's world. The essential task for participants is to translate facts am
ideas into teaching approaches and/or materials for use in school or colleg
classrooms or in community settings.
Higher Education
Administration and Admission of Records: Foreign Student
(Higher Education 535h-2) June 22-July 2, Monday through Friday. Ai
admission and advisement workshop on international students, dealing ii
a concentrated way with current problems of the foreign student and th
institution. Detailed discussion by authorities on the pressing topics c
admission, financial aid, work permits, evaluation of foreign credits, in
migration problems, cultural shock, counseling, and problems of the retur;
to the home country. Also includes discussion of the future of internations
student exchange in the light of world understanding.
Adult and Continuing Education (Higher Education 535k-2
July 12-23, Monday through Friday, 1:30-3:20. For community an
junior college deans and directors of adult and continuing education, e>
tension and community services. Individual administrator's and grou
concerns and issues will be treated. Presentations on selected subject
relating to such special problems areas as administration, public relation
advisory committees, funding, services to special groups, and the need
of adult students and of the teachers of adults. Dr. Hawley and D
Swinburne.
Junior College Administration (Higher Education 535i-2) Jur
23-July 16, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 1:30-3:20. Explores maj(
8
ispects of the administration of community and junior colleges. Attention
iven to the duties and responsibilities of board members, presidents,
leans, business managers, and other administrative personnel. Readings
nd discussions focus upon theories of educational administration and
•rganization appropriate to the two-year college. Dr. Tolle.
Law, Legislatures, and Higher Education ( Higher Education
45s-2) August 2-13, Monday through Friday, 1:30-3:20. Workshop for
tudent personnel administrators in senior colleges and universities. A
tudy in depth of recent laws and court decisions affecting the student/
ollege relationship. Attention given to the application of proper legal
irocedures dealing with the college relationship and the special needs of
tudents. Dr. Casebeer and Dean Hammond.
Student Financial Aid Program Development and Administration
Higher Education 545v-3) June 22-July 9, Monday through Friday,
: 30-3: 20 (plus 6-8 hours in special sessions at the Office of Student
Vork and Financial Assistance ) . Deals with student financial aid program
evelopment on local, state, and national levels, with implications for
mplementation in junior and senior colleges and universities. Emphasizes
he importance of providing equality of educational opportunity for those
/ho lack the financial resources to attend college. Dr. Adams.
Student Personnel Group Work: Community College (Higher
Education 535c-2) July 19-30, Monday through Friday, 1:30-3:20. Gen-
eral overview of college student personnel group work designed for the
iersonnel worker of the community or junior college. A study in depth
f the methods of working with student groups, using procedures of
|rganization and function of an integrated personnel program on the two-
ear college campus. Dr. Casebeer.
Home Economics Education
Wage Earning (Home Economics Education 507-4, Section 1)
uly 19-August 13, Monday through Friday, 7:30-9:20. Planned to pre-
are home economics teachers to initiate and carry on gainful employ-
tent programs in home economics related jobs. Anna Carol Fults.
Individualized Instruction (Home Economics Education 507-2,
ection 3) July 19-30, Monday through Friday, 1:30-2:20. Teachers
udy the philosophy, theories, and concepts related to individualized
istruction and examine methods that are currently being practiced in
lis country. Opportunity is available for the teachers to fashion indi-
idualized instruction for use in their own situations. Edna J. Eddleman.
Concepts and Generalizations (Home Economics Education
37-4, Section 2) June 21-July 16, Monday through Friday, 11:30-1:20.
'evelopment of a better understanding of concepts and generalizations
id their use in teaching. Preparation of curriculum materials for use in
aried situations. Dorothy Keenan.
Supervision for Cooperating Teachers ( Home Economics Educa-
on 507-2, Section 4) August 2-13, Monday through Friday, 9:30-11:20.
tome economics education cooperating teachers examine and experience
some new communication approaches to aid them in their role as de-j
velopers of the potential of student teachers. Cooperating teachers have
an opportunity to examine and study educational concepts being taught
in professional home economics education courses that are new to them. It
is expected that the job of the cooperating teacher will be made easier
and her influence more effective. Common problems should be easier toj
handle. Rose M. Carter, Edna J. Eddleman.
On-Site Training for Prospective Home Economics Teachers
Working with Rural and Inner-City Disadvantaged (Home Economics
Education 507-6, Section 5) June 21-July 30, Monday through Friday.
This on-site program, designed for the Chicago and rural poverty areas
of southern Illinois, develops an intimate association between the prospec-
tive teachers and (a) the personnel and services of social service agencies,
the courts, and vocational guidance centers; (b) the hard-core reality of
rural and inner-city living: homes, schools, and socio-economic environ-
ment; and (c) the people who live in the inner cities and in depressed
rural areas. Violet Moore.
Consumer and Homemaking Programs ( Home Economics Educa-
tion 507-2, Section 6) July 5-16, Monday through Friday, 1:3(3-3:20
Developing consumer-homemaking programs for the secondary school
with emphasis on the dual role. Attention is given to disadvantaged. Fults.
Carter, Eddleman.
Curriculum Development for Disadvantaged Learners in Home
Economics (Home Economics Education 507-4, Section 7) June 21-Julj
16, Monday through Friday, 7:30-9:20. Characteristics of disadvantaged
students are interpreted in light of their effect on the curricular structure
Assistance is given for structuring curriculum for these learners, develop
ing appropriate teaching aids, and planning evaluative devices. Of specia
interest to home economics teachers dealing with the disadvantagec
learner. The end product is a curricular structure with supporting teaching
materials for use at the local level. Carter.
Instructional Materials
Classroom Teaching with Television (Instructional Material
450-4) August 16-27. For in-service teachers who wish to utilize televisior
in their classroom. The viewing and discussion of television programs i
made possible by using video tapes and kinescopes. The course is ap
plicable to all levels of the public schools.
Interior Design
Home Furnishings and Interior Design (Interior Design 418-2
Section 1) July 19-30, Monday through Friday, 7:30-9:20. Discussion:
and lab experience dealing with current practice and teaching technique;
for home economics educators; use of human factors engineering researcl
in furniture selection and arrangement, lighting, color usage, etc.
Furniture Design and Construction (Interior Design 418-4, Sec
tion 2) June 21-July 16, Monday through Friday, 1:30-4:20. The use o
human factors engineering data in the design of original seating units
10
ncludes the production of large-scale working drawings and mock-ups.
Walter J. Moran.
Journalism
Summer Workshop in Journalism, July 4-31, $225. For juniors
md seniors in high school as of September, 1971. Four weeks of theory
ind practice in producing secondary school yearbooks and newspapers,
['hree divisions: beginning newspaper, advanced newspaper, and year-
book. Actual publications produced: JuLion, a 12-page yearbook-like
x)oklet; "The Workshop Journal," weekly newspaper; and a page each
Saturday in the Daily Egyptian. Upper half of high school class.
Music
Music in the Elementary School (Music 455-3) June 21-26,
1:30-10:15, 3:30-5:30. In-depth practical instruction in the many facets
)f music in the elementary school. Guest lecturers include Dr. Robert B.
Smith, outstanding author of the book, Music in a Child's Education; Mrs.
vleg Peterson, recognized authority on autoharp, author of Many Ways
o Play the Autoharp; Dr. William Johnson, Illinois state supervisor of
nusic. Other aspects will be taught by Dr. Catherine McHugh, professor
>f music, who will also serve as co-ordinator for the workshop.
Music for Exceptional Children (Music 483-3, Section 2) June
18-July 3, 8:30-10:15, 3:30-5:30. For special education teachers and
nusic teachers who work with exceptional children. Miss Lane Ann
Dexter, music therapist for the Fraser School in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
/ill be the principal resource person. Other lecturers will include Miss
vlarjorie Reenes, music supervisor for Springfield, Illinois, Public School
nd author of a resource guide on "Music for the Handicapped" published
fy the State of Illinois; Dr. Robert B. Smith, professor, University of
[llinois—Champaign, author of Music in a Child's Education. Additional
esource personnel will be drawn from the faculty of the School of Music.
)r. Catherine McHugh will serve as co-ordinator.
Sounds, Tapes, and Imagination (Electronic Workshop Music
99-2) Section 2: June 21-26. Section 3: June 28-July 3. Assists the
sacher or composer in the beginning techniques of electronic music. Par-
icular emphasis is on the formative, low-budget laboratory and its utiliza-
tion. 2 hours daily individual studio time available to all participants,
jtottje, Oldfield.
Music and Youth at Southern Illinois University. July 5-18,
lorning, afternoon, evening. Offers to high school musicians in Southern
jilinois and surrounding areas a unique experience in music learning on
be campus. The two-week sessions include participation in band, chorus,
Irchestra, piano, stage band.
Opera Workshop (Music 346, 568-6 to 8) June 21-July 30. Hot
iprings, Arkansas. Registration for the annual Opera Workshop will be
jmited and must be made by June 1, 1971. For those who desire, six to
ight hours of credit may be given. Six weeks of intensive vocal and opera
!
aining under the direction of Marjorie Lawrence.
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Summer Music Theater (Music 347, 568) June 20-September 1
Talented singers, actors, dancers, technicians, and orchestra personne
come to the campus of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale fron
colleges and universities throughout the United States for a summer c
performing and instruction in the Broadway Musical repertoire. Partici
pants receive full-load graduate and undergraduate academic credit. \fy
Taylor, M. Hanes.
Physical Education for Men
Basketball (Physical Education for Men 404-2) June 21-21
1:00-5:00. Emphasis is on organization of the total pressure offense an<
defense. This includes converting from defense to offense quickly throug
the fast break and into the set offense, as well as making the transition
from offense to defense through pressure techniques. Individual drills am
team drills. Lambert and Wilkinson.
Wrestling (Physical Education for Men 404-2) June 25-July i
1:00-5:00. For the beginning wrestling teacher and coach. Basic skill;
theories, and philosophy of wrestling. Emphasis is on set up and counte
moves. One period is devoted to the International Freestyle Wrestlin
program. Long and Wilkinson.
Physical Education for Women
Contemporary Dance Workshop (Physical Education 444-1 to 4
June 23-July 31, Monday through Friday, 1:30-4:30. An intensive cours
in dance technique and theory, composition, improvisation, and produc
tion. At the graduate level, attention is given to the advanced study c
the problems of choreography and production. Winston Gray.
Psychology
Theory and Practice in the Preschool ( Psychology 459-4 ) . Fc
those who are either preparing for or engaged in preschool education. E^
amines a variety of topics and provides lectures, demonstrations, anj
practicum experience in the Child Study Cooperative Nursery. Offere
on a four-week basis. Prerequisite : consent of instructor.
Secretarial and Business Teacher Education
Simulation in Vocational Business Education (Secretarial an
Business Teacher Education 414b-3) June 22-July 9, Monday throug
Friday, 2:30-4:30. Includes preparation of a series of correlated projed
of simulation in office occupations or retailing. Students prepare projeci
in their field of vocational interest. Each participant completes a set <
simulated projects for actual and immediate use.
Vocational Business Education Workshop (Secretarial and Bus
ness Teacher Education 411-1 to 2) August 19, 8:00-5:00 and 7:00-9:0
and August 20, 8:00-5:00. Emphasis is on vocational business educatio
programs in office occupations and retailing in our objective to reach th
academically deprived and potential dropouts. A project is required (





Courses which students are to take to meet the General Studies require-
ments are listed in the front part of the Schedule of Classes. These
courses are listed by the area which they satisfy and within the area by
course number and section number.
Departments in which courses are being offered are listed in alpha-
betical order. Courses within each department are listed in order by
course number and section number.
Course Numbers and Hours
The line containing this information shows the number of the course
first, followed by the short title and number of hours of credit. Course
numbers are three-digit numbers. In some cases the three digits may
be followed by a letter which is also part of the course number.
In a variable-hour course the student decides the number of hours for
which he is going to register in consultation with his adviser.
The course numbering system is as follows :
)00-099 Course not properly in the following categories
100-199 For freshmen
£00-299 For sophomores
J00-399 For juniors and seniors
100-499 For seniors and graduate students
)00-600 For graduate students only
Prerequisite
The prerequisite entry lists requirements which must be satisfied before
student registers for the course. These prerequisites may be listed in
arious ways. Usually they are other courses in the same department,
ndicated by a course number. A prerequisite in another department is
fidicated by the department's code letters and the number.
Section Number, Time, and Days
he section number is indicated in the first column. The times given
jidicate the beginning and ending of each class period. Students register-
jig for courses listed as "to be arranged" may obtain times and days from
istructor indicated or, if no instructor is listed, from the department
hairman offering the course.
Building and Room Number
he following list of building abbreviations will help in the location of
assrooms. Buildings are listed alphabetically according to the code used
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in the class schedule. Temporary buildings are indicated in the schedule
by a four-digit number.
If a building contains more than one classroom, then the number o
the room follows the building's code name.
code: building name





BAILEY: Bailey Hall (T.P.)
BOAT: Boat Dock
BROWN: Brown Hall (T.P.)
CL: General Classroom Building
COMM: Communications Building
FELTS: Felts Hall (T.P.)
GYM: Gymnasium
HDBALL: Handball Courts
H EC: Home Economics Building
LAWSON: Lawson Hall
LAKE : Lake on the Campus
LIB: Morris Library
LG: Little Grassy Lake
LS I: Life Science Building I
LS II: Life Science Building II
L-APS: Physical Plant (Building 56)
OBF: Old Baptist Foundation
PARK: Parkinson Building
BUILDING NAM!




NKRS B: James W. Neckers Buildin;
B
NKRS C: James W. Neckers Buildin,
C
PIERCE: Pierce Hall (T.P.)
PULL: Pulliam Hall (Universit;
School)
PULL I: Pulliam Hall (Industrial Ed
ucation Wing)




TECH A: Technology Building A
TECH B: Technology Building B
TECH D: Technology Building D
TENNIS: Tennis Courts
U CTR: University Center
WARREN: Warren Hall (T.P.)






























































Farm Machine Shop—between the James W
Forestry Research Laboratory
Journalism—next to 0831 (above)
Journalism Annex—next to 0832 (above)
Cinema and Photography—next to 0833 (above)
West of the Agriculture Building's north wing
Next to 0842 (above)













Corner of Washington and Par
St.








Neckers Building and tr
0861 General Classrooms—southeast of the Communications Building on
Lincoln Drive
i 0862 General Classrooms—next to 0861 (above)
0864 Northwest of the Agriculture Building's north wing
0865 Next to 0864 (above)
0871 General Classrooms—southeast of the Communications Building on
Lincoln Drive
0875 General Classrooms—next to 0871
0889 901 West Chautauqua
Explanation of Entries
The entry for each course is arranged as follows
:
First Line: The course's identification number is followed by the short
title and the number of quarter hours of credit.
Second Line: The prerequisite (if applicable)
.
Section-Number Lines: The first column lists section numbers for
courses offered. Following each section number are the time the class
begins and the time it ends. The days on which the class meets, the place
where it meets, and the instructor's last name complete the entry.
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SCHEDULE OF GENERAL STUDIES COURSES
COURSE & TITLE & BLDG.
SECTION NO. HOURS DAYS & RM. INSTRUCTOR
General Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
101A INTRO-PHYS SCIENCE 04.0 CR
1 10. 30-11, 20 M W F PARK 124
01. 30-03. 2G M PHY SC 405 WALKER RONALD
2 10.30-11.20 M W F PARK 124
08.30-10.20 T PHY SC 405 HAAK RICHARD A
3 10.3C-li.20 M W F PARK 124
08.30-10.20 TH PHY SC ^05
4 1C. 30-11.20 M W F PARK 124
08.30-10.20 TH PHY SC 405 WALKER RONALD
5 10.30-11.20 M W F PARK 124
08.30-10.20 T PHY SC 405
6 10.30-11.20 W W F PARK 124
01.30-03.20 M PHY SC 405 LORENZ PATRICK E
1C1B INTRO-PHYS SCIENCE 04.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 MT THF NKRS B 240
102A SPACE SCIENCE 04.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 TMHF LAwSON 121 SANDERS
110A EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 TW F LAwSON 171 HARRIS STANLEY E J!
TO BE ARRANGED FRANK
2 II. 30-12. 20 TW F LAWSON 171
TO BE ARRANGED FRANK
HOB EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 12.30-01.20 MT TH LAWSON 171 GRENOA JAMES C
TO BE ARRANGED GRENDA JAMES C
201A INTROOLCT BICLCGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA FIRST LEVEL CR CHEM HO CR
111
1 08.30-09.20 M W F LAWSON 221
C8.3U-10.20 T LS I 208
2 08.30-09.20 M W F LAWSON 221
12.30-C2.20 T LS I 208
3 C8. 30-09. 20 M W F LAWSON 221
09.30-11.20 W LS I 208
4 08.30-09.20 M W F LAWSON 221
01.30-03.20 W LS I 208
5 08.30-09.20 M W F LAWSON 221
08.30-10.20 TH LS I 208
6 08.30-09.20 M W F LAWSON 221
12.30-02.20 TH LS I 208
201B INTRODOCT BIOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201A
1 08.30-09.20 T TH LAwSON 221
09. 30-11.20 T TH LS I 213
2 08.30-09.20 T TH LAWSON 221
12.30-02.20 T TH LS I 213
3 C8. 30-09. 20 T TH LAWSON 221
02.30-04.20 T TH LS I 213
4 08.30-09.20 T TH LAWSON 221
07.30-09.20 W F LS I 213
5 08.30-09.20 T TH LAWSON 221
C9. 30-11. 20 W F LS I 213
6 C8. 30-09. 20 T TH LAWSON 221
12.30-02.20 W F LS I 213
210A INTRO ENVIRON BIOL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 110 OR CHEM 115
1 09.30-10.20 M W F LAWSON 221 PETERSEN BRUCE W
08.30-09.20 M LS I 308
2 09.30-1G.20 M W F LAWSON 221 PETERSEN BRUCE W









09.30-10.20 M M F LAWSON 221
08.30-09.20 F LS I 308
C9. 30-10. 20 M U F LAWSON 221
10.30-11.20 M LS I 308
11.30-12.20 M W F LAWSCN 221
10.30-11.20 W LS I 308
11.30-12.20 M w F LAWSCN 221
10.30-11.20 F LS I 308
11.30-12.20 M w F LAwSON 221
12.30-01.20 M LS I 308
11.30-12.20 M M F LAWSON 221
12.30-01.20 M LS I 308
01.30-02.20 M w F LAWSON 221
12.30-01.20 F LS I 308
01.30-02.20 M W F LAWSON 221
02.30-03.20 y LS I 308
01.30-02.20 M W F LAWSON 221
02.30-03.20 W LS I 3C8
01.30-02.20 M u F LAwSON 221
02.30-03.20 F LS I 308
INTRO ENVIRON BIOL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 110 CK CHEM 115
10.30-11.20 M W F LAWSON 221
C9. 30-10.20 M LS I 308
10.30-11.20 P W F LAWSCN 221
09.30-10.20 TH LS I 308
10.30-11.20 M W F LAWSCN 221
09.30-10.20 TH LS I 308
10.30-11.20 H W F LAWSON 221
11.30-12.20 M LS I 308
12. 30-01. 2C ¥ W F LAWSCN 221
11.30-12.20 W LS I 308
12.30-01.20 M W F LAWSON 221
11.30-12.20 F LS I 308
12.30-01.20 M h F LAWSON 221
01.30-02.20 M LS I 308
12.30-01.20 M M F LAWSON 221
01.30-02.20 W LS I 308
SURVIVAL OF MAN 04.0 CR
09.30-10.20 MTU LAWSCN 121
09.30-10.20 TH WHAM 301B
09.30-10.20 MTW LAWSCN 121
09.30-10.20 TH CL 326
C9. 30-10. 20 MTW LAWSON 121
10.30-11.20 F CL 25
09.30-10.20 MTW LAWSCN 121
10.30-11.20 F CL 326
PRIN OF PHYSIOLOGY 04.0 CR
09.30-10.20 M h LAWSON 141
07.30-09.20 M LS II 149
09.30-10.20 F LAWSCN 161
09.30-10.20 M H LAWSON 141
07.30-09.20 1 LS II 109
09.30-10.20 F LAWSON 161
09.30-10.20 M w LAWSCN 141
07.30-09.20 U LS II 149
09.30-10.20 F LAWSCN 161
09.30-10.20 M M LAWSON 141
07.30-09.20 TH LS II 149
09.30-10.20 F LAWSON 161
09.30-10.20 M h LAWSON 141
07.30-09.20 F LS II 149
09.30-10.20 F LAWSCN 161
09.30-10.20 M U LAWSON 141
01.30-03.20 M LS II 149
09.30-10.20 F LAWSCN 161
09.30-10.20 M w uAWSON 141
01.30-03.20 1 LS II 149




























8 09.30-10.20 M W LAwSCN 141 RICHARCSCN AND GASS
01.30-03.20 W LS II 149
09.30-10.20 F LAWSCN 161
302 PSYC-PHSL FOUN BFH 03.0 CR
PKERtQ GSA 2G1B ANC C
1 10.30-11.20 T TH LAwSGN 231 LhVITT
01.30-03.20 TH LS II 228
2 10.30-11.20 T 1H LAaSCN 231 LEVITT
08. 30-10. 20 S LS II 228
303 WILD FLOWERS 03.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 W LS II 430
08.30-12.20 M LS II 423
2 08.30-09.20 P LS II 430
08.30-12.20 W LS II 423
3 09. 30-10. 20 W LS II 430
08.30-12.20 F LS II 423
4 09.30-10.20 T LS II 430
08.30-12.20 TH LS II 423
5 01.30-C2.20 W LS II 430
01.30-05.20 T LS II 423
6 CI. 30-02. 20 F LS II 430
01.30-05.20 W LS II 423
312 CONS OF NATURAL RES 03.0 CR
1* 01.30-02.20 M WTHF LAwSCN 141
JUNE 22-AUG 13
313 EVOLUTION 03.0 CR
PREREQ ONE YEAR CF B1GLCGY
1* 08.30-09.20 MTh F LARSON 161
JUNE 22-AUG 13
314 HANS GEN HERITAGE 03.0 CR
I* 09.30-10.20 NTkTH LAwSON 201 EISGLERT DUWAYNE C
JUNE 22-AUG 13
321 INTRO PALEGNTDLCGY 03.0 CR
1 12.30-01.20 W F LAWSON 201 GRENOA JAMES C
08.30-10.20 M PARK 107
2 12.30-C1.2C W F LARSON 201
10.30-12.20 M PARK 107
3 12.30-01.20 W F LAWSON 201
01.30-03.20 T PARK 107
4 12.30-01.20 W F LAvsSON 201
03.30-05.20 T PARK 107
322 INTR TO ROCKS 6 MIN 03.0 CR
1 C7. 30-08. 20 T TH PARK 204 RELL PRANK J
08.30-10.20 W PARK 112
2 C7. 30-08. 20 T TH PARK 204 BELL FRANK J
10.30-12.20 M PARK 112
3 07.30-08.20 M W PARK 204 BELL FRANK J
12.30-02.20 W PARK 112
4 07.30-08.20 M W PARK 204 BELL FRANK J
02.30-04.20 W PARK 112
5 C7. 30-08. 20 M fc PARK 204
04.30-06.20 W PARK 112
331 CLIMATE 03.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 M TH WHAM 105 SHARPE DAVID
08.30-09.20 F 0483 101
2 C9. 30-10. 20 M TH WHAM 105
08.30-09.20 F AG 224
3 09.30-10.20 M TH WHAM 105
09.30-10.20 F 0483 101
4 09.30-10.20 M TH WHAM 105
10.30-11.20 F 0483 101
5 09.30-10.20 M TH WHAM 105
11.30-12.20 F 0483 101
6 09.30-10.20 M TH WHAM 105
09.30-10.20 F AG 224
7 09.30-10.20 M TH WHAM 105
10.30-11.20 F AG 188
8 09.30-10.20 M TH WHAM 105
11.30-12.20 F AG 188
18
GSB
336 NUTRITIONAL ECCLGGY 03.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 M W F WHAM 105 KCNISHI
340 ECOLOGY 03.0 CR
1 C8. 30-09. 20 N W F LARSON 1 <, 1
2 09.30-10.20 M W F LAWSCN 151
3 10.30-11.20 M W F LAWSCN 161
4 01.30-02.20 M W F LAWSON 151
5 02.30-03.20 M W F LAWSCN 151
346 MEAT IN MANS WCRLD 03.0 CR
PREREQ SATISFY REQ IN GSA 2Gu CR JR S
TANOING
I 08.30-09.20 M WTH AG 102
353A ANAL OF PHYS SYSTEM 03.0 CR
PREREQ 1ST LEVEL GSA £ MATH 111A&B
1 03.30-04.20 T TH TECH A 222
01.30-03.20 F TECH 122
3586 ANAL CF PHYS SYSTEM 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 358A
1 11.30-12.20 T TH TECH A 320
09.30-11.20 TH TECH B 139
361 ACOUSTICS OF MUSIC 03.0 CR
1* 01.30-02.20 M WTFF LAWSON 161 GOROON RODERICK D
363A PHIL OF SCIENCE 03.0 CR
PREREQ 1ST LEV SEG CR ITS ECUIV IN
AREA A
1 1C. 30-11. 20 M W LAWSON 231 AUDI
01.30-02.20 W H EC 104
2 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSON 231
02.30-03.20 W H EC 122








































M WTH LAWSON 161 BREHM
M H EC 104
M WTH LAWSON 161 EREHM
T H EC 208
M WTH LAWSCN 161 BREHM
W H EC 122
M WTH LAWSON 161 EREHM
TH H EC 118
M WTH LAWSON 161 PREHM
F H EC 118
M WTH LAWSON 161 eREHM
M H EC 120
M WTH LAWSON 161 BREHM
T H EC 104
M WTH LAWSON 161 EREHM
TH H EC 208
M WTH LAWSON 161 BREHM
F H EC 118
M WTH LAWSON 161 BREHM
M WHAM 319
M WTH LAWSON 161 BREHM
W H EC 120
M WTH LAWSCN 161 BREHM




T THF LAWSON 141 ZUCKER
W H EC 120
T THF LAWSON 141 ZUCKER
M H EC 122
T THF LAWSON 141 ZUCKER
W H EC 120
T THF LAWSON 141 ZUCKER











5 11.30-12.20 T THF
12.3C-01.20 W
6 11.30-12.20 T THF
01.30-02.20 F
102A MAN AND HIS WORLD
11.30-12.20 M W F
07.30-08.20 TH
11.30-12.20 M K F
08.30-09.20 TH
11.30-12.20 M W F
09.30-10.20 TH
11.30-12.20 P W F
10.30-11.20 TH
11.30-12.20 M M F
11.30-12.20 TH
11.30-12.20 M W F
12.30-01.20 TH
30-12.20 M W F
30-02.20 TH
30-12.20 M W F
30-03.20 TH
30-12.20 M W F
30-08.20 F
30-12.20 M W F
C8. 30-09. 20 F
11.30-12.20 M W F
09.30-10.20 F
11.30-12.20 M W F
03.30-04.20 TH
















13 02.30-04.20 W F
201B SOCIETY £ BEHAVIOR
1 09.30-10.20 T TH
07.30-08.20 M W
2 09.30-10.20 T TH
10.30-11.20 W F
3 09.30-10.20 T TH
10.30-11.20 W F
4 09.30-10.20 T TH
12.30-01.20 W F
5 C9. 30-10. 20 T TH
12.30-01.20 M W
6 09.30-10.20 T TH
02.30-03.20 M W
7 09.30-10.20 T TH
02.30-03.20 W F
8 09.30-10.20 T TH
03.30-04.20 M W
201C SOCIETY L BEHAVIOR
1 10.30-11.20 M W
07.30-09.20 TH


































































































































































































3 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSON 141
11.30-01.20 TH LS II 250
4 1C. 30-11. 20 M W LAWSON 141
01.30-03.20 TH CL 109
5 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSCN 141
07.30-09.20 F LS II 250
6 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSCN 141
09.30-11.20 F CL 109
7 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSON 141
11.30-01.20 F LS II 250
8 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSON 141
01.30-03.20 F LS II 250
9 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSON 141
09.30-11.20 TH NKRS C 116
1C 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSON 141
11.30-01.20 TH NKRS C 116
211A POLITICAL ECONOMY 04.0 CR
1 C8.30-C9.20 MTWTH LAWSCN 171
211B POLITICAL ECONOMY 04.0 CR
1 10. 30-11. 20 M U F WHAM 105
08.30-09.20 W H EC 106
2 10.30-11.20 M W F WHAM 105
08.30-09.20 F COMM 1018
3 10.30-11.20 M W F WHAM 105
10.30-11.20 T CL 109
4 10.30-11.20 M W F WHAM 105
10.30-11.20 TH CL 109
5 10.30-11.20 M W F WHAM 105
10.30-11.20 T H EC 202
6 10.30-11.20 M W F WHAM 105
10.30-11.20 TH H EC 104
7 10.30-11.20 M W F WHAM 105
10.30-11.20 T NKRS A 160
8 10.30-11.20 M W F WHAM 105
10.30-11.20 TH NKRS A 160
9 10.30-11.20 M W F WHAM 105
12.30-01.20 W H EC 104
299B SURVIVAL OF MAN 04.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 MTW LAWSON 121
09.30-10.20 TH WHAM 3018
2 09.30-10.20 MTW LAWSCN 121
09.30-10.20 TH CL 326
3 09.30-10.20 MTW LAWSCN 121
10.30-11.20 F CL 25
4 09.30-10.20 MTW LAWSCN 121
10.30-11.20 F CL 326
300A UNITED STATES HIST 03.0 CR
1 C9. 30-10. 20 T THF LAWSCN 141
300B UNITED STATES HIST 03.0 CR
1 01.30-C2.20 M W F WHAM 105
300C UNITED STATES HIST 03.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 TWTH LAWSON 151
302 LAW CIVIL RIGHTS 03.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 T THF H EC 203
303 INTERNATIONAL REL 04.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 M W H EC 203
08.30-09.20 T TH H EC 102
2 01.30-02.20 TWTH CL 24
01.30-02.20 F CL 1C9
306 CHILD DEVELOPMENT 03.0 CR
1 03.30-04,20 M W F LAWSCN 141
321 SOCIALIZAT OF INDIV 03.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 T THF COMM 1017
331 AMER ED SYSTEM 03.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 M W F WHAM 321
2 08.30-09.20 M W F WHAM 321
3 09.30-10.20 M W F WHAM 321






























5 11.30-12.20 M W
6 12.30-01.20 M W
345 INTR TO AM FGN POL
i 09.30-10.20 TWTH LANCECKER & PAINE
355 GECG OF U S
1 08.30-09.20 H WTH LCBB GARY
361 FUNO OF OECIS MAKE
PREREQ NATH 111-lC A£B CR GSD 1C8A &B
1 11.30-12.20 M W F TECH A 111
39C INTR TO COMP GCVT 04.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 MTWTH WHAM 201 MORRIS

























































MTW F LAWSON 171 NACAF GEORGE

































M W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE
W H EC 120
M W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE
W H EC 106
M W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE
W H EC 201
M W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE
TH H EC 104
M W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE
TH H EC 208
M W LAWSCN 151 GILLESPIE
TH WHLR 113
M W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE
TH WHAM 303
M W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE
F AG 2 20
M W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE
F WHLR 214
GSC
1C 10.30-11.20 r W LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE02.30-03.20 TH H EC 202U 10.30-11.20 M h LAWSON 151 GILLESPIE12.30-01.20 F H EC 104
12 10.30-11.20 M W LAwSON 151 GILLESPIE09.30-10.20 F CL 326
12.30-01.20 T TH LAwSON 151
10.30-11.20 F H EC 202
PCORE
14 12.30-Gi.20 T TH LAWSON
01.30-02.20 F H EC 208
151 fCCRE
15 12.30-01.20 T TH LAWSON
08.30-09.20 T WHLK 113
151 PCORE
16 12.30-01.20 T TH LAWSON
09.30-10.20 T H EC 120
151 ^CORE
17 12.30-01.20 T TH LAWSCN 151 NOCRE
CR
102
03.30-04.20 TH H EC 202
18 12.30-01.20 T TH LAWSON 151 VCCRE
02.30-03.20 F H EC 202
103 WORLD LIT FOR CCMP 03.0 CR
PREREU GSD 102 CR THE APPROPRIATE ACT
SCORE
1 07.30-08.20 M W F 0720 101
2 08.30-09.20 M W F 0720 103
3 09.30-10.20 « W 0720 117
09.30-10.20 F 0720 118
4 1C. 30-11. 20 M w F wHLR 107
5 11.30-12.20 M W F PULL 35
6 11.30-12.20 M 0720 114
11.30-12.20 W F 0720 107
7 12.30-01.20 M W F 0720 104
8 12.30-Ci.20 M W F 0720 102
9 01.30-02.20 M W F TECH A 308
10 02.30-03.20 M W H EC 202
02.30-03.20 F H EC 120
20C CRAL INTERP OF LIT 04.
G
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTH 0875
2 01.30-02.20 MT F 0871 102
01.30-02.20 TH WHAM 329
201 INTRO TO DRAMA 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 1C3 OR EQUIV
1 08.30-09.20 M COMM 1022
08.30-09.20 W F COMM 1020
2 10.30-11.20 M h PARK 309
10.30-11.20 F H EC 104
3 12.30-01.20 M 0720 108
12.30-01.20 T TH 0720 105
4 01.30-02.20 M W F 0720 105
202 INTRO TO POETRY 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 103 OR ECUIV
1 07.30-08.20 M W F 0720 105
2 12.30-01.20 MT TH H EC 104
203 DRAMA-ARTS OF ThEA 03.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 161 GRAY WINSTON G12.30-C1.20 TH WHAM 305
2 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 161
01.30-02.20 TH WHAM 312
3 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 161 GRAY WINSTON G02.30-03.20 TH WHAM 312
4 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 161 GRAY WINSTON G12.30-01.20 F WHAM 307
5 10. 30-11. 20 T TH LAWSON 161 GRAY WINSTON G01.30-02.20 F WHAM 303
6 10. 30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 161 GRAY WINSTON G02.30-03.20 F WHAM 303
204 MEANING IN VIS ARTS 04.0 CR
PREREC GSC ICi
1 09. 30-10.20 T F LAWSON 231
09.30-10.20 w 0843 104
09.30-11.20 TH 0843 104
GRAY WINSTCN G




2 09.30-10.20 T F LAWSON 231
11.30-12.20 T 0843 104
11.30-01.20 TH 0843 104
3 09.30-10.20 T F LAWSGN 231
09. 30-10. 2C W 0843 103
C9. 30-11. 20 M 0843 103
205 MANS CGNTEMP ENVIR 04.0 CR
1 12.30-02.20 T LAWSCN 161 GRGSOWSKY HAROLD
12.30-01.20 THF LAWSON 161
206 FOUNCATICNS GF MLS 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 100 CR CCNSENT
1* 07.30-G8.20 MTWTHF ALTG 116 FLOYD
207 PHIL OF BEAUTIFUL 03.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 151
12.30-01.20 TH H EC 122
2 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSGN 151
01.30-02.20 TH H EC 104
3 10.30-11.20 T TH LAwSGN 151
08.30-09.20 F H EC 202
4 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSGN 151
09.30-10.20 F H EC 202
5 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 151
08.30-C9.20 T H EC 202
6 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 151
09.30-10.20 T CL 326
208 LOGIC AND MEANING 04.0 CR
1 08.3G-09.20 M W LAWSCN 151 ^GCRE WILLIS
09.30-10.20 M W TECH A 322
2 08.30-C9.20 M W LAWSGN 151 VCCRE WILLIS
10.30-11.20 M W NKRS A 278
3 08.30-09.20 N W LAWSON 151 PCORE WILLIS
11.30-12.20 M W PULL 41
4 08.30-09.20 N W LAWSON 151 PGCRE WILLIS
12.30-01.20 N W H EC 201
5 08.30-09.20 M W LAWSGN 151 fOCRE WILLIS
01.30-02.20 M W WHAM 303
6 08.30-09.20 M W LAWSGN 151 POORE WILLIS
09.30-10.20 T TH COMM 1018
7 08.30-09.20 M W LAWSON 151 MCGRE WILLIS
10.30-11.20 T TH H EC 102
8 08.30-09.20 M W LAWSON 151 MOQRE WILLIS
11.30-12.20 T TH H EC 208
9 08.30-09.20 M W LAWSGN 151 MCCRE WILLIS
12.30-01.20 T TH COMM 1022
10 08.30-09.20 M W LAWSON 151 NCORE WILLIS
01.30-02.20 T TH H EC 201
11 08.30-C9.20 M W LAWSON 151 MOORE WILLIS
07.30-08.20 T TH H EC 122
12 08.30-09.20 M W LAWSON 151 MCGRE
09.30-10.20 W F H EC 120
209 MCD LIT FORM IDEA 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 103 OR EQUIV
1 08.30-09.20 T TH 0720 103
08.30-09.20 M F 0720 114
2 12.30-01.20 MT THF 0720 103
3 02.30-03.20 MT THF H EC 118
210 INTRO TG FICTION 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 103 CR ECUIV
1 07.30-08.20 M W F H EC 104
2 09.30-10.20 M 0720 105
09.30-10.20 W F 0720 105
3 10.30-11.20 M W WHLR 214
10.30-11.20 F 0720 101
4 01.30-02.20 MT TH 0720 108
5 02.30-03.20 T TH 0720 109
02.30-03.20 M 0720 101
2996 SURVIVAL OF MAN 04.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 MTW LAWSON 121
09.30-10.20 TH WHAM 301B
24
GSC
2 09.30-10.20 MTk LAwSCN 121
09.30-10.20 TH CL 326
3 09.30-10.20 MTfc LAWSCN 121
IC.3U-11.20 F CL 25
4 C9.30-1C.20 MTW LAWSCN 121
10.30-11.20 F CL 326
317 RECENT AMER LIT 03. C CR
PREREQ GSC 1C3 CR EQUIV
1 07.30-C8.2O M W F G720 104
2 08.30-00.20 M 0862 101
08.30-09.20 * F C862 102
3 10.30-11.20 W F 0861 102
10.30-11.20 M CCMM 1018
4 11.30-12.20 M v« F WHAM 321
5 12.30-01.20 M WHAM 228
12.3u-Cl.20 WTH 0720 106
6 01.30-02.20 MT TH 0720 106
7 C2.3J-03.20 M W F TECH A 4C8
8 02.30-03.20 M WTH 0720 106
9 C3.30-C-+.20 M kTH ARENA 125
10 C3.30-C4.20 M *TH H EC 1C4
325 ELACK AMER WRITERS 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 1C3 CR EQUIVALENT
1* 06.30-09.20 MT THF 0720 116
2* 10. 30-11. 20 MT THF 0720 109
341 MCDERN ART B-2C CEN 03.
C
CR
1 08.30-09.20 T TH LAWSCN 151
08.30-09.20 F LAWSON 171
343 ART STUOIQ-NON MAJ C3.0 CR
1 10.30-12.20 M W F 0843 104
345A wORLO LITERATURE 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 1C3 CR EGUIV
1 08.30-09.20 MT TH 0720 106
2 09.30-10.20 MT TH 0720 106
345C kCRLD LITERATURE 03.0 CR
PREREW GSC 1C3 CR EGUIV
1 09.30-10.20 MT TH 0720 107
2 12.3j-01.20 MT 0720 106
12.30-C1.2C TH 0720 104
3 02. 30-03.20 MT TH 0720 103
349 THE CINEMA 03.0 CR
1 01.30-03.20 T TH LAWSON 151 CAVIS
02.30-03.20 W LAWSCN 161
$5 SCREENING FEE
3518 MASTERPIECES NCVEL 03.0 CR
PRbREQ GSC 103 OR EGUIV
1 08.30-09.20 M w F AG 116
2 11.30-12.20 M W F 0720 104
363A PHIL OF SCIENCE 03.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 M W LAWSCN 231 AUDI
09.30-10.20 TH H EC 120
2 10.30-11.20 M w LAWSON 231 AUDI
10.30-11.20 TH H EC 120
365 SHAKESPEARE 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 1C3 CR ECOIV
1 10.30-11.20 M F 0720 106
10.30-11.20 W 0720 109
2 11.30-12.20 MT TH 0720 102
371 EVCLUTION OF JAZZ 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 100 CR ECOIV
1* Ci. 30-02. 20 MT THF ALTG 115 BRANCH
381 GREEK PHILOSOPHY 03.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 M W F H EC 208 FLCCHMANN & HOWIE
382 GRAECO-ROM MED PFIL 03.
C
CR
1 10.30-11.20 M W F H EC 208 CEMATTEIS
383 EARLY MODERN PHIL 03.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 M W F H EC 208 CEMATTEIS




General Studies Area D—Organization and Communication of
Ideas (GSD)
1C1 ENGLISh COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 M H F 0721 L01
2 07.3C-C8.20 M fc F 0721 102
3 07. 30-08.20 M W F H EC 120
< C8.30-C9.20 M w F 0721 102
5 08.30-09.20 M W 0720 108
08.30-09.20 F H EC 208
6 C8. 30-09. 20 M fc F 0720 107
7 G8. 30-09. 20 M 0720 109
08.30-09.20 M F 0720 106
8 08.30-09.20 N W 0721 101
08.30-09.20 F 0720 108
9 09.30-10.20 M M F 0720 108
10 C9. 30-10. 20 M H EC 106
09.30-10.20 W F GYM 203
11 09.30-10.20 M fc F NKRS A 160
12 09.30-10.20 M W F TECH A 222
13 09.30-10.20 M M AG 222
09.30-10.20 TH H EC 104
14 10.30-11.20 M I* F 0720 107
15 10.30-11.20 M F 0720 114
10.30-11.20 W 0720 116
16 10.30-11.20 M W F PULL 39
17 10.30-11.20 M W F NKRS A 258
18 10.30-11.20 M W F 0720 108
19 11.30-12.20 V H F 0720 101
20 11.30-12.20 M W F WHAM 301A
21 11.3J-12.20 M K F GYM 203
22 11.30-12.20 M M F 0720 108
23 11.30-12.20 M W F 0720 106
24 11.30-12.20 M W F 0720 116
25 12.30-01.20 M W F 0720 116
26 12.30-01.20 M H F 0720 105
27 12.30-01.20 M W F 0720 107
28 12.30-01.20 M W F 0720 101
29 01.30-02.20 M W F 0720 107
30 Gl.30-C2.20 M U F 0720 116
31 CI. 30-02. 20 M W F H EC 120
32 02.30-03.20 M W F 0720 105
33 02.30-03.20 M W F 0720 107
34 02.30-03.20 M W F WHAM 321
35 03.30-04.20 M W F WHAM 307
102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
PRfcREQ GSC 101 CR THE APPRCPRIATE ACT
SCORE
1 07.30-08.20 M W F 0720 102
2 07.30-08.20 M W F 0720 107
3 08.30-09.20 M PARK 309
08.30-09.20 U F 0720 105
A 09.30-10.20 M W F 0720 109
5 10.30-11.20 M K F TECH A 111
6 11.30-12.20 M W F 0721 102
7 12.30-01.20 M W F H EC 122
8 01.30-02.20 M W F 0720 114
g 02.30-03.20 M W F H EC 201
10 03.30-04.20 MT TH H EC 118
103 CRAL CCMM OF IDEAS 03.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 T THF CCMM 1020
2 08.30-09.20 MT TH COMM 1020
3 09.30-10.20 T TH CCMM 1020
09.30-10.20 F COMM 1022
4 10.30-11.20 MT TH COMM 1020
5 10.30-11.20 T THF COMM 1018
6 11.30-12.20 T THF COMM 1018
7 11.30-12.20 T THF H EC 106
26
GSD









14 CI. 30-02. 20
01.30-02.20
15 CI. 30-02. 20






ABOVE SECT FOR PRE
2 12.30-01.20
ABOVE SECT FOR PRE
3 02.30-03.20
ABOVE SECT FOR PRE
4 03.30-04.20
ABOVE SECT FOR PRE




















































T TH CCMM 1021
M M F COMM 1020
T THF H EC 106
THF COMM 1021
W COMM 1017
M W F COMM 1020





T TH COMM 1021
W CCMM 1006
M W F TECH A 422
TWTH COMM 1021
oc).C i CR
TfcTHF TECH A 210
-107 STUDENTS SECT 1
TwTHF NKRS C 118
-111A STUDENTS SECT 2
MTWTH NKRS C 118
-111A STUDENTS SECT 3
MTWTH TECH D 131
-107 STUDENTS SECT 4
05 .0 CR
CR 1 YR H .S. ALGEBRA
MTfcTHF TECH A 320
MTfcTHF TECH C 131
MTWTHF NKRS A 156
MTWTHF TECH D 131
MTWTHF NKRS A 156
MTWTHF NKRS C 113
03 .0 CR
M W F TECH A 220
T THF TECH A 210
T THF NKRS C 116
S 03 .0 CR
t ll48 t 0R EQUIV
























































MTWTHF 0720 10 3
TH WHLR 18






126C ELEMENTARY GERMAN 03.0 CR
PRtREQ GSC 126B
1 08.30-09,20 M w F WHLR 113
08.30-09.20 TH WHLR 18
2 02.30-03.20 M W F WHLR 212
02.30-03.20 TH WHLR 18
136 ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN 39.0 CR
1 08.30-10.20 MT ThF WHLR 212 CRECHE OLGA
08.30-09.20 W WHLR 212 CRECHwA OLGA
09.30-10.20 W WHLR 18 LRECHWA CLGA
ACCELERATED
140 ELEMENTARY SPANISH 09.
C
CR
1 08.30-10.20 MTW F 0861 101
08.30-09.20 TH WHLR 113
09. 30-10.20 TH WHLR 18
ACCELERATED
2 12.3O-C2.20 M F WHLR 212
12.30-01.20 TH WHLR 212
01.30-C2.20 TH WHLR 18
12.30-02.20 T H EC 118
12.30-02.20 W 0720 118
ACCELERATED
140A ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 M W F WHLR 203
07. 30-08. 20 TH WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LIST FCR SPAN CONVERSATION
2 08.30-09.20 M WTH 0871 101
08.30-09.20 T WHLR 18
3 CI. 30-02. 20 M WTH 0720 103
01.30-02.20 T WHLR 18
14CB ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREU GSC 14QA CR EQUIVALENT
1 08.30-09.20 T F H EC 118
08.30-09.20 W WHLR 203
08.30-09.20 M WHLR 18
2 11.30-12.20 M W F H EC 120
11.30-12.20 T WHLR 18
3 01.30-02.20 M WTH WHLR 207
01.30-02.20 T WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LIST FCR SPAN CONVERSATION
14CC ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 1406 OR EQUIVALENT
1 07.30-08.20 MT TH WHLR 212
07.30-08.20 W WHLR 18
2 08.30-C9.20 M WTH H EC 202
08.30-09.20 T WHLR 18
3 09.30-10.20 TW H EC 104
09.30-10.20 F H EC 106
C9. 30-10. 20 M WHLR 18
4 02.30-03.20 TWTH 0720 101
02.30-03.20 M WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LIST FOR SPAN CONVERSATION
210 UNCOMMON LANGUAGES 15.0 CR
I 09.30-11.20 MTWTHF 0721 102 NGUYEN DINH HOA
11.30-12.20 MTWTHF 0720 121 NGUYEN DINH HOA
02.30-C3.20 MTfcTHF 0721 102 NGUYEN DINH HOA
INTENSIVE VIETNAMESE SECT 1
General Studies Area E—Health and Physical Development
(GSE)
100A RESTRICTED P E 01.0 CR
































































06.00-07.00 PM T F
RESTRICTED TO LITTLE GRASSY
104J ACTIVITY-SOFTBALL
1 08.30-09.20 M WTH
2 C9. 30-10.20 M WTH
1C4N ACTIVITY-CROSS CCLN
1 07.00-C8.00 PM T F













1 C8. 30-09. 20
2 12.30-01.20

















































1 07.30-C8.20 M W F
114A ACTIVITY-ARCHERY
1 10.30-12.20 T TH
2 10.30-12.20 M W
114D ACTIVITY-BOWLING
1 12.30-01.20 M W F
2 01.30-03.20 T TH

































M W F PULL P 11
M W F PULL P 11
01. C CR
M W F GYM 207


























































1 09.30-11.20 M M GYM 207 BRECHTELSBAUER
2 09.30-11.20 T TH GYM 207 BRECHTELSBAUER
3 11.30-01.20 T TH GYM 207 BRECHTELSBAUER
4 12.30-02.20 M W GYM 20 7 BRECHTELSBAUER
rl ACTIVITY-TENNIS 01.0 CR
1 C7. 30-09. 20 M U GYM 114 BLACKMAN
? 08.30-10.20 T TH GYM 114 COTTEN
3 09.30-11.20 T TH GYM 207 BLACKMAN
4 09.30-11.20 M W GYM 114
5 12.30-02.20 T TH GYM 114 BLACKMAN
ACTIVITY-FENCING 01.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 M K F GYM 114 BLACKMAN
HEALTHFUL LIVING 03.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 MT TH TECH D 131
2 07.30-08.20 M ARENA 125
07.30-08.20 T TH TECH A 220
3 08.30-09.20 M to F TECH A 422
4 08.30-09.20 M W F TECH A 222 080YLE THCMAS J
5 08.30-09.20 M h F TECH A 410 FURLEY OONALD R
6 C8. 30-09. 20 M W F H EC 201
7 09.30-10.20 T TH TECH A 222 VCGEL HERBERT L
09.30-10.20 F ARENA 119 VOGEL HERBERT L
8 10.30-11.20 MT TH ARENA 119 VCGEL HERBERT L
9 10.30-11.20 M W F TECH A 222 CBOYLE THOMAS J
IC 10.30-11.20 M W F TECH A 310 LEDBETTER ROBERT
11 10.3U-11.20 M k F H EC 201 MAZIE ROBERT
12 11.30-12.20 M M F NKRS A 156
13 11.3C-12.20 V«TH TECH A 410 PHILLIPS FRANCES
11.30-12.20 T NKRS C 116
14 11.30-12.20 M W F TECH A 222 LEDBETTER ROBERT
15 11.30-12.20 M W F TECH A 408 CASEY LESLIE R
16 11.30-12.20 M W F H EC 201 MAZIE ROBERT
17 12.30-01.20 M W F ARENA 119
18 01.30-02.20 TKTH ARENA 121 VINCENT RAYMOND J
19 02.30-03.20 M KTH ARENA 121 CASEY LESLIE R
20 05.30-08.20 M GRASSY 100 KLAWITER











































































453 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING 04 PR
PREKEQ ACCT 351A,B
i 08. 30-09. 20 MTWTH CL lfl456 AUDITING 04#0 Q^PREREQ ACCT 331, 341, AND 35lA,e
1 07.30-08.20 MT THE CL 1ft
459 INTERNSHIP IN ACCT 04 CRPREREQ CONSENT CF INTERNSHIP
COMMITTEE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Agricultural Industries (AG I)
3C6A SCIL £ WATER CCNS
PREREQ ONE COURSE IN SOILS
1 10.30-11.20 M W F AG
CROSS-LISTED WITH PL I 306A
306B SOIL I WATER CCNS 02. C CRPREREQ AG I 306A CR CCCURRENT
ENROLLMENT IN 306A
1 09.30-11.20 T TH AG 195
CROSSLISTED WITH PL I 306A
351 FARM FINANCIAL MGT 04. C CRPREREQ AG I 350 OR EQUIV
1 07.30-08.20 MTW AG 214
07.30-09.20 TH AG 225
INTERN PROGRAM C3.C TC 05.0 CR
PREKEQ JR STANDING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
FIELD MACH 6 POWER 05 CRPREREQ MATH 1C7A, GSA 101A,B CR EQUIV
1 08.30-09. 20 M W F AG 225
07.30-09.20 T TH 0831 101SPEC STUD AG I Cl.C TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
HONORS IN AG INDUST 01.0 TC 06.0 CRPREREQ JR STAND, 4.0 GPAS4.25 IN MAJ<
t& CONSENT OF DEPT CHM
1 TO BE ARRANGED
PRIN-PHIL VO TEC ED 03.0 CRPREREQ STUDENT TEACHING CR CONSENT CF
DEPARTMENT
1 08.30-10.20 MTWTHF TECH A 122JUNE 28-JULY 16
AG IND RES METHCOS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
I 10.30-12.20 MTWTH AG 225
JUNE 21-JULY 16
AG OCCUP INTERNSHIP 03.0 TC 06. C CR
PREREQ AG I 312B OR CONSENT OF DEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 07.30-04.20 MTWTHF AG 155
JUNE 21-JULY 16
52C READINGS 01. C TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
525 COCP VOC-TECH ED 04 CR
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING
1 10.30-12.20 MTWTHF TECH A 122
JUNE 28-JULY 16
575 RESEARCH 01#c Tc 06#c CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Administration of Justice (A J)
200 INTRO-CRIMINAL Bfch
1 09.00-10.50 T TH
302 CCMM-BASED CORRECT























w 0685 200 JCHNSCN
04. C CR
V, 0685 200 ERCOSKY
C5.C CR
MTW F AG 116 KAMMLAOE
TH AG 116
03.0 CR
CR CONSENT OF INSTR
M W AG 214 KAMMLADE
383 INTERNSHIP 04.3 TC 12.0 CK
PREREQ 16 HRS AJ
1 TO BE ARRANGED
411 CRIT ISSUE-CRIM JOS










PREREQ AN I 315
I 01.30-02.20
01.30-03.20 T AG 214
332 ANIM BREED 6 GENET 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 121, GSA 201B CR EGUIV
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTH AG 214 GCODMAN
359 INTERN PROGRAM 03.0 TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
39C SPEC STUD AN I 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREG JR CR SR STANDING AND CONSENT
OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO RE ARRANGED
391 HONORS IN AN I 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING, 4.0 GPA,4.25 IN MA
JOR, CONSENT OF OEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
502 SURG RES TEC-FARM A 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 09.30-10.20 M AG 132 STRACK
09.30-12.20 F AG 132 STRACK
52C READINGS IN AN IND 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH Cl.C TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
581 SEMINAR 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 03.30-04.20 T AG 214 LEE
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Anthropology (ANTH)
275 INDIVIDUAL STUDY 01. C TC 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
399 HONORS TUTORIAL 03.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
401 LANGUAGE IN CULTURE 04.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 25C CR EGUIV
1 02.30-04.20 T TH H EC 106 VARING
43C ARCHAEOL OF N AMER 03.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 250 OR EQUIV
1 02.30-03.30 M W F H EC 106 BELMONT
483 INDIV STUDY IN ANTH 01.0 TC 18.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 25C CR EGUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
497 HONORS IND RESEARCH 01. TC 18.0 CR
PREREQ FOR UNDERGRADS - ANTH 250 OR E
QUIN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
499 HONORS THESIS 03.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 399 AND CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
32
581 SEM-ANTHROPOLOGY u 3.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO Bfc ARRANGEC MARING
582 PKCB-ARCHAEOLOCY Gl. C TC 27. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF UEPT
1 TO OE ARRANGEC
584 PRCB-CULTORAL ANTH 01. G TC 27. CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
585 READINGS IN ANTH Cl.C TC 27. C CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
597 FIELDWORK IN ANTH C1.0 TC 2 7.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TC 09. C CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
6LG DISSERTATION 01.0 TC 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Applied Science (AP S)
418 DIG COMP IN RESRCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 222 AND PATH 150A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF COORDINATOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
57C SPECIAL INVEST1GAT 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
580 SEMINAR 01. TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Art (ART)
10CA SCLLPTURE-CRAFTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART,PHCTO»OR H EC
1 07. 30-09. 2C M W F ALLYN 112 ACCINGTON ALDGN M
10CB CRAFTS-SCLLPTURE 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TC MAJORS IN SCHCCL
OF ART,PHOTO,OR H EC
1 09.30-11.20 M W F ALLYN 112 FUHRMANN WILLIAM F
100C PAINTING-GRAPHICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TC MAJCRS IN SCHCCL
OF ART,PHCTC,CR H EC
1 07.30-09.20 M hi F ALLYN 202 EERNSTEIN LAWRENCE
100D GRAPHICS-DRAWING 04. CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
CF ART,PHCTC,CP H EC
1 01.30-03.20 M W F ALLYN 106 LITTLEFIELD LEE F
10CE DRAWING-PAINTING 04. C CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART t PHOTO,OR H EC
1 07.30-10.20 T TH ALLYN 202 PAULSON ROBERT L
20CA SCLLPTURE 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJCRS IN SCHCCL
OF ART,PHCTC,CR H EC
1 07.30-09.20 M W F 0549 101 WALSH THOMAS J
20CB DRAWING 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHCCL
OF ART,PHGTO,OR H EC
1 01.30-03.20 M W F ALLYN 202 CNKEN MICHAEL
200C PAINTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TC MAJCRS IN SCHCCL
OF ART,PHOTC,CR H EC
1 10.30-01.20 T TH ALLYN 202 PAULSCN ROBERT L
2256 INTRO TO ART HIST 03.0 CR
1 12.30-01.20 M W F LAWSCN 131 SULLIVAN JAMES E
259 STUOIO 04. C TC 24.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC LITTLEFIELD LEE F
33
30CA ART £D FOR EL TEACH 04.0 CR
I 10.30-12.20 MTWTHF POLL I 105 LAWSCN
JULY 5-AUG 13
302A PCTTERY-BEGINNING 04.0 CR
PktkEQ 12 HRS CF ART 100 CR CONSENT C
F INSTR
1 C9. 30-11. 20 H W F ALLYN 5
3G2R POTTERY-INTERMEu 04.0 CR
PREREG ART 3C2A
1 08.30-11.20 T TH ALLYN 5
307 THEORY&PHIL ART ED 03.0 CR
1* 10. 30-11. 20 MTWTH PULL I 105 £8RAHAMS0N ROY E
320A CIL PAINT TECH-BbO 04.0 CR
PREREQ ART 20CC CR CONSENT CF INSTR
1 11.30-01.20 M W F ALLYN 202
332A JEWELRY SMETALSMITH 04.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS CF ART 100 CR CONSENT
F INSTR
1 08.30-11.20 T TH ALLYN 11
3328 JEWELRY &METALSMITH 04. C CR
PREREQ ART 332A
1 07.30-09.20 M W F ALLYN 11
341 DRAWING 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS CF ART IOC, 200, CR CCN
SENT CF INSTR
1 C9. 30-11. 20 M w F ALLYN 202 WALSH THOMAS J
358 PRINTS 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ ART 100 £ 200 CR CONSENT OF IN
SIR
1 07.30-09.20 M W F ALLYN 211 KCLOEN LARRY D
385A WEAVING - BEGIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS CF ART IOC CR CCNSENT C
F INSTR
1 08.30-11.20 T TH 0701 101 GINSBERG
385B WEAVING - INTERMED 04.0 CR
PREREQ ART 365A
1* 07.30-10.20 M W F 0701 101 GINSBERG
393 SCLLPTUkE 04.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ ART 200-12 HKS
1 TO BE ARRANGEC SLLLIVAN MILTON F
406 STUDIO IN PAINTING 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED CNKEN MICHAEL
410 RESEARCH IN PRINTS 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED KCLDEN LARRY D
426 STUDIO IN POTTERY 02. TC 12.0 CR
1 TC 3E ARRANGEC eCYSEN BILL H
436 STUDIO METAL CCNSTR 02.0 TC 12.0 CP
1 TO BE ARRANGED KINGTCN LCUIS BRENT
441 STUDIO IN DRAWING 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ ART 341-12 HRS
1 TO BE ARRANGED LINK LAWRENCE JOHN
446 STUDIO IN WEAVING 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1* TO BE ARRANGEC PLACE RUTH L
466 STUDIO IN ART ED 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1* 07. 3C-10. 20 T TH PULL I 105 ABRAHAMSCN RGY E
493 ADVANCED SCULPTURE 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ ART 393-12 HRS
1 TO BE ARRANGED SLLLIVAN MILTON F
501 SEMINAR PAINTING 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC BERNSTEIN LAWRENCE
502 SEM IN SCULPTURE 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SLLLIVAN MILTON F
511 SEMINAR IN PRINTS 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED FINK HERBERT L
526 RESEARCH POTTERY C2.0 TC 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED EOYSEN BILL H
34
2.0 T C 12.0 C R
02.0 TC 12.0 CK
536 RFSEARCH METAL CCNS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
540 SEMINAR IN WEAVING
1 TO RE ARRANGED
542 RESEARCH IN DRAWING 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS CF ART 3CC
1 TO BE ARRANGED
556 RESEARCH ART EDUC 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1* C7.3C-C9.20 M W F POLL I 105
571 READ ART HISTORY 02. C TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ GRAC STANCING £ CONSENT CF
INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02. C TC 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Black American Studies (BAS)
309 INTRO BLACK STCDIES 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 102 6 109
1 01.30-C3.00 T TH WHAM 3 17
318 SEM-BLACK STUDIES 02. C TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 309 CR GSC 325 CR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 12.30-03.20 M LS II 146
320 SEM-GRGUP LDRSH1P 02. G TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 12.30-02.20 W WHAM 202
322 METH OF BLK STUDIES 02. TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 12.30-04.00 F CCMM 2012
Biology (BIOL)
3C7 ENVIRONMENTAL BICL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201B CR 210B CR ADVANCED
STANDING
1 09. 30-10.20 MTWTH LS II 450
2 12.30-C1.20 MTWTH LS II 450
3G8 CRGANISMIC BIGLCGY 04. C CR
PREREQ GSA 201B CR 21CB OR ADVANCED
STANDING
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTH LS II 350






























































M W F LS II 450
T LS II 404
M W F LS II 450
TH LS II 404
04.0 CR
T TH LS II 450
M W LS I I 404
05. C CR
CHEM 350 OR MINOR IN
M W F LS II 450
T TH LS II 457
M W F LS II 450
T TH LS II 457
02. C TC 04.0 CR
AND CONSENT CF INSTR
02. C TC 05.0 CR
ANC CONSENT GF DEPT
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03.0 TC 21.0 CR
GF DEPARTMENT
TH LS II 4 30 MCHLENBRCCK
F LS II 430
C3.C TC 04.0 CR
CR CONSENT CF INSTR
M W F LS II 450 YGPP





CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
TH LS II 480 TINDALL DCNALD
02.0 TC 05.0 CR
02.0 TG 04.0 CR
MTWTHF LS II 450 FAPPfcLIS
.M W F LS II 450 MCHLEN8ROCK
03. TC 09. C CR










1 TO BE ARRANGED
552 MISS FLORA AQUATIC
PREREQ GSA 3G3
1 08.30-04.20
570 READINGS - BOTANY
1 TO BE AKRANGEC




PREREQ CONSENT GF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 03. C TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
6CC DISSERTATION 01. C TC 36. C CR
1 TG BE ARRANGED
Business Administration (BA)
502 BUSINESS £ SOCIETY 04. C CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA PROGRAM OR C
ONSENT CF INSTR
1 CI. 30-03. 20 M W 0861 IC2
510 MGR ACCT & CONTROL 04.0 CR
PREKEQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA PRCGRAM OR C
ONSENT OF INSTR
1 c8.3G-10.20 T F 0871 1C1
521 BUSINESS COND ANAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA PRCGRAM OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.30-12.20 T TH CL 24
53G FINANCIAL MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA PRCGRAM OR C
CNShNT GF INSTR
1 08.30-10.20 M W TECH A 420
550 MARKETING MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA PROGRAM OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
I 10.30-12.20 M W CL 24
590 INDEPENDENT STUDY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA PROGRAM OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED WATERS
598 BUSINESS POLICIES 04. C CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA PRCGRAM OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 01.30-03.20 T TH WHAM 201
599 THESIS 04. C TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA PRCGRAM OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Community Development (CD)
512 CHNG AGNT-PLAN CHNG 04.0 CR
PREREQ CD 401 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
513 LAB-STYLES & TECH 04.0 CR
PREREQ CD 4C1, CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
36
596 INDEP6N0 bTUDY - CO 01. C TO 08.0 CR
PREkEQ CC 401 E CONSENT OF INSTR
1 JO BE AKKANGED
599 THESIS RESEARCH 01.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CD 4C1, 501, 502, 503, 511 I
98








IMKG GENERAL CHE* i 05.0 CR
08.30-09.2 M w F NKRS P 2 40
C7. 30-08. 20 F NKKS C 213
u 7. 30-09. 20 T TH NKRS C 102
8.3 0-09.20 M rt F NKRS B 240
C7.30-G8.20 F NKRS C 218
07. 3&-C9.2Q T TH NKRS C 104
08.30-09.20 M w F NKKS B 240
7. 30-0 b.2 Vv NKRS C 218
07.30-09.20 T TH NKRS C 106
GEN QOANT ANALYSIS 05. C ; cr
PREREC CHEM 12 IB
12.30-01.20 M Vv F NKRS C 218
01.30-02.20 M NKRS C 213
02.30-04.20 V NKRS C 408
01.30-04.20 Vv NKRS C 408
12.30-01.20 M a F NKkS C 218
12.30-01.20 T NKRS C 218
01.30-03.20 T NKRS C 408
12.30-0 3.20 TH NKRS C 408
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 11C CR 121
A
11.30-12.20 M V, F NKRS B 240
09.30-12.20 T NKRS C 109
1 1.30-12.20 TH NKRS C 113
11.30-12.20 M Vi F NKRS B 240
12.30-03.20 T NKRS C 109
11.30-12.20 TH NKRS C 118
11.30-12.20 M W F NKRS fi 2 40
C9. 30-12. 20 TH NKRS C 109
11.30-12.20 T NKKS C US
CRG CHEM-PRE PROF 05. CR
PREREQ CHEM 3G5A
11.30-12.20 M WTH NKRS C 218
12.30-03.20 T TH NKRS C 205
11.30-12.20 T NKRS C 218
11.30-12.20 M W F NKRS C 218
08.30-11.20 T TH NKRS C 205
11.30-12.20 T NKRS C 218
BIOLOGICAL CHEM 04. C CR
PREREQ CHEM 24C OR 3C5B OR 341C
02.30-03.20 M W F NKRS C 218
01.30-04.20 T NKRS C 204
C2. 30-03. 20 M V\ F NKRS C 218
CI. 30-04.20 TH NKRS C 2 04
INST ANAL MEASMTS 04 . CR
PREREQ CHEM 461B 2MAY BE TAKEN
CGNCURRENTLY<
08.30-09.20 M Vv NKRS C 218
08.30-11.20 T TH NKRS C 318
08.30-G9.20 M Vv NKRS C 218
11.30-02.20 M H NKRS C 318
GUAL ORGANIC ANALY 04.0 CR446
PREREQ 235 6 341C OR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 07.30-C8.20 T TH NKRS C 218
C8. 30-11. 20 T TH NKRS C 203
46C PRIN PHYSICAL CHEM 05. C CR
PREREQ CHEM 235, 3C5B CR 341C & 1 YR
OF PHYS CR CONSENT
1 10.30-11.20 M H F NKRS C 116
C8. 30-11.20 T TH NKRS C 105
* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
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4S6A ChEM PROB ANALY C1.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR AND OEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
496B CHEM PROB BIOCHtM 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR AND DEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
496C CHEM PROB INORGANIC 01. C TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR AND OEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
496D CHEM PROB ORGANIC C1.0 TC 12. CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR AND OEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
49fcE CHEM PROB PHYSICAL 01.0 TC 12.0 CR
PRERFQ CONSENT OF INSTRlCTOR AND OEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
594A SP READ-CHEM ANALY 02.0 TC 15.0 CR
PREREG 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
594B SP READ-CHEM BIO 02. C TC 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
594C SP REAO-CHEM INORG 02. C TC 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF CIV
1 TC BE ARRANGED
594D SP READ-CHEM ORGAN 02. C TC 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
594E SP READ-CHEM PHYS 02.0 TC 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595C ADV SEM-CHEM ORGAN 00.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS OF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 03.30-05.20 T TH NKRS C 218
596A AOV CHEM PROB-ANAL 03.0 TC 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
596B ADV CHEM PROB-BIO 03.0 TC 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
596C ADV CHEM PROB-INCRG 03.0 TC 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
596D ADV CHEM PROB-CRGAN 03.0 TC 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
596E ADV CHEM PROB-PHYS C3.C TC 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
597A RES 6 THESIS-ANAL 03. C TC 40.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
597B RES & THESIS-BIO 03. C TC 40.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
597C RES L THESIS-INORG 03. C TC 40.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
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5970 KES 6 THESIS-ORGAN C3.C TC 40.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
597E RES & THES1S-PHVS 03. C TC 4 0.G CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
598A RES-COCTOR ANALY C3.G TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ M A DEGREE OR EGUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
5988 RES-DCCTOR BICCHEM 03.0 TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ M A CEGREE OR EQCIV
I TO BE ARRANGEC
598C RES-COCTCR INORGAN G3.C TC 4 8.0 CR
PREREQ M A DEGREE OK EQCIV
1 TO Bt ARRANGtC
598D RES-DCCTCR ORGANIC 3.0 TC 48. G CR
PREREQ M A CEGREE OR tQUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
598E RES-DOCTCR PHYS 03.0 TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ M A CEGREE CR EQCIV
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
60CA DISSERT ANACYTICAL 03. G TC 4 8.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSICN TO PH C CANDICACY
1 TO Bt ARRANGED
60GB DISSERT BIOCHEM C3.C TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TC PH C CANDICACY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
60GC DISSERT INORGANIC 03. C TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TO PH C CANDIDACY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
60u0 CISSERT ORGANIC 03.0 TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSICN TO PH C CANDICACY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
60 OE DISSERT - PHYSICAL 03. C TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ ACMISSICN TO PH C CANDIDACY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
VAN ATTA
Child and Family (C&F)
227 FAMILY LIVING 03. C CR
1 02.30-03.20 M W F LArtSGN 141 HICKS
4C8 WORKSHOP 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
1 09.30-11.20 MTWTHF H EC 206 ZUNICH MICHAEL
SJUNE 21 - JULY 2<-BLACK AMERICAN CHILD
2 C9. 30-11. 20 MTWTHF H EC 206 HICKS
*JULY 5 - JULY 16<-HUMAN SEXUALITY
3 C9. 30-11. 20 MTWTHF H EC 206 FLYNN
UULY 19-JULY 3C<-DISA0VANTAGED CHILD
4 C2.30-C4.20 MTfcTHF H EC 203 PCNTON
IAUG 2 - AUG 13<-FAMILY GUID THROUGH
COMM StRVlCES
471 FIELD EXPERIENCE 02. C TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGEC ZCNICH MICHAEL
481 READINGS 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CCNSENT CF INSTR & CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED ZUNICH MICHAEL
556 PRE-SCHQOL CHILD 04.0 CR
1 12.30-02.20 MTfeTHF H EC 2C2 ZUMCH
3JULY 19 - AUG 13<
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
I TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Cinema and Photography (C&P)
320 FUND OF STILL PHCTC 04.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 M WTH CCMM 1122 FCRRELL
10.30-11.20 M CCMM 1122
01.30-C3.20 M CCMM 1135








2 09.30-10.20 M WTH CGMM 1122 HGRRELL
10.30-11.20 k CO MM 1122
1.30-C3.20 fc CCMM 1135
3 09.30-10.20 M kTH CC W M 1122 FCRRELL
10.30-11.20 TH CGMM 1122
01.30-03.20 TH CC VW 1135
INTRO TO CINEMA 04. D CR
1 08.30-C9.20 M CGMM 1122 ELUMENBERG
09.30-10.20 T CGMM 1122
08. 30-10. 20 F CC^M 1122
$5 SCREENING FEE
BEGIN FILM PRODUCT 04. CR
1 08.30-C9.20 TkTH CGMM 1122 VERGER
09.30-11.20 T CGMM 1135
2 00.30-09.20 TWTH CGMM 1122 MERCER
09.30-11.20 * CCW*! 1135
3 08.30-09.20 Tv>TH CGMM 1122 MFRCER
09.30-11.20 TH CCMM 1135
FILM PLAN £ SCRIPT 04. CM
1 07.CO-10.00 PP k
1 HR CONFERENCE TBA
CCVM 1122 ELUMENBERG
2 C7.Co-10.00 PM W CCMM 1122 ELUMENBERG
2 HR CONFERENCE TBA-GPADS CNLY-REC FOR C
CP 48C-4
WORKSHOP-FILM PPOC CI. C TG 06. CR
PRcREQ CONSENT GF DtPT £ FILM PRODUCT
ION
I TO BE ARRANGED
IND WK AT FILM PRODUCTION
2 01.30-C4.20 T CGMM 1122 ^ERCER
1.30-02.2 F CCMM 1122
AOV PRODUCTION kK SH'P-ENRCLL FC* 4 CP
PRCJ-CINEMA I PHCTC 01. TC 12. C CR
PRfcREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TG BE ARRANGED
IND PRDJ IN C + P
2 01.30-C2.2O M KTH CGMM 1122 HCRRELL
LAB TBA-WKSHP IN PUB PHCTC -REG FOP 4 CR
3 02. 30-04. 20 MT CCMM 1122 GILMCRE
LAB TBA-WKSHP IN CREATIVE PHOTO-REG FOR
4 CR
INC STUDY IN C£P 01. C TC 12. CR
PREREO CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT
2 07.CO-10.00 PM k CCMM 1122 eLUMENBERG
2 HR CUNF TBA-WKSHP SCRIPT KTG-GRADS
CNLY-REG 4CR
Clothing and Textiles ( C & T
)
127B CLOTHING CONSTRUCT 02.0 CR
1 12.30-02.20 M Vi H tC 310 RIDLEY
233 PATT DES £ CLO CCNS 03.0 CR
PRERFQ C£T 127 CR CCNSENT GF CHAIRMAN
1 02.30-04.20 T TH H EC 310 RIDLEY
36C TAILORING £ CCNST 04. Q CR
PREREQ C£T 233 OR CONSENT CF CHAIRMAN
1 09. 30-11. 20 M W F H EC 310 RIDLEY SAMANTHA SUE
371 FIELD EXPERIENCE 03.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREG CONSENT GF CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
432 WORKSHOP 02. C TC 08. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN
1 09.30-11.20 MTWTHF H EC 303 BERRY
3JUNE 21 - JULY 16<-FCUNDATI0NS OF
FASHION
2 01.30-03.20 MTWTHF H EC 303 BERRY
2JUNE 21 - JULY 16<-FITTING £ ALTERATION
PADGETT SRIDLEY
40
47C SEMINAR IN C£T 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF CHM
1 TO 8E ARRANGED
481 READINGS 02. TC 06.0 CR
PREREG CONSENT GF CHAIRMAN
1 07.30-09.20 M H F H EC 301 PAOGCTT
572 SPECIAL PROBLFMS 02. TC 05.0 CR
1 TG Bh ARRANGED NCRAN SALTER J
59S THESIS C2.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED P ADGE T T&MORAN
Computer Science (CS)
202 INTRU-CCMPUTER PRCG . 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 108 OR 111A GR 2 YRS H.S.
ALGEBRA
1* C9. 30-10. 20
08.30-09.20



















302A CCMPUT STRUC & PRCG
PREREQ CS 202
1* 11.30-12.20 MT THF TECH A 322
ENGR 222 IS A SUBSTITUTE PREREG FCR
CS 3C2A
403 DATA STRUCTURES 03.0 CR
PREREQ CS 3C2A
1* 01.30-02.20 MT THF TECH D 130
AP S 323 IS A SUBSTITUTE PREREG FOR
CS403
442 CISCRETE STRUCTURES 03.0 CR
PREREG MATH 301
1* 12.30-01.20 MT THF TECH A 420
451 INTRO-TH QF COMPUT 03.0 CR
PREREQ CS 442 £ 445 CR CCNSENT OF INS
TR
1* 02.30-03.20 MT THF TECH A 322
MATH 428B IS A SUBSTITUTE PREREQ FGR
CS 451
495 READINGS 01. TC 09. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR £ DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
59C SPECIAL TOPICS 01.0 TC 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
593 SEMINAR 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.30-04.20 T TH NKRS C 410
595 READINGS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR £ DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
M V, F NKRS B 440
T TH NKRS A 258
M to F NKRS B 440
T TH TECH B 20
M W F NKRS B 440
T TH TECH B 20
M W F NKRS B 440
T TH TECH B 20
M to F NKRS B 440
T TH NKRS A 258
M W F NKRS B 440
T TH TECH B 20
M W F NKRS B 440
T TH TECH B 20
M W F NKRS B 440
T NKRS A 458
TH NKRS A 278
M to F NKRS B 440
T TH TECH B 20
M to F NKRS 8 440
T TH NKRS A 258
03.0 CR






597 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 01. C TC 09.0 CR
PRER6Q CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Conservation and Outdoor Education (CO ED)
301 OUTDOOR EDUCATION 04.0 CR
1* 07.30-09.20 M H F 0629 101
PRACT OUTDOOR EC 12.0 TC 16. C CR
PREREQ DEPARTMENT CONSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
CROSSLiSTED WITH REC 49C
OUTDOOR ED WCRKSHP 34.0 CR
1 08. 00-11. CO M W F U629 101
08.0U-04.00 T TH 0629 101
JUNE 14-25 CROSSLISTED WITH REC 510
INDEPENDENT STUDY 02.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WITH REC 596
2 08.00-11.00 M W F 0629 101
08.00-04.00 T TH 0629 101
JUNE 28-JULY 9 CROSSLISTED WITH REC 596
Desiqn (DES)
366~ P-S DESIGN C4.C TC 16.0 CR
PREREQ DES 200 215 275
1 TO BE ARRANGED
375 VISUAL DESIGN 04. C TC 16. G CR
PREREQ DES 200 215 275
1 TO BE ARRANGED
490F STUDIO P-S DESIGN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
49CG STUDIO-VISUAL DES
1 TO BE ARRANGED
550 FIELD STUDY DESIGN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TC 12.0 CR
02.0 TC 12.0 CR
02. C TC 16.0 CR




















1 TO BE ARRANGED






315 MONEY ANC BANK
PREREQ ECON 215 OR CON
1 12.30-01.20 MTWTH
330 PUBLIC FINANCE
PREREQ GSB 211A CR ECC
CONSENT OF INST
1 11.30-12.20 TWTHF
436 GOVT AND LABOR
PREREQ GSB 211A 6 2118
INSTR



















































































































5 CR CONSENT CF INSTR








S ED 49C-AUGLST 16-27
01. TC 05. C CR
OF DEPARTMENT







MTW F COMM 2012
04.0 CR
1 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
MT TH H EC 202
F H EC 201
CN 04.0 CR
OK CONSENT CF INSTR
MTW H EC 102
F H EC 104
Cl.C TC 09.0 CR
T 01. C TC 48.0 CR
Educational Administration and Foundations




4 C8. 30-09. 20
08.30-09.20
5 C9. 30-10. 20







360 SUBCULT IN AMER ED
1 1C. 30-11. 20
431 HIST OF EDUC IN U 5
1* 08.30-C9.20






502 SEMINAR COMP EDUC
1* 09.30-10.20
502V SEM COM ED-VIETNAM
PREREQ GRAD STATUS
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF
504 SEM HIST EUR EOUC
1* C9. 30-11. 20 M W
506 CURR REL AM CULTURE
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507B 2CTH CENTURY & EDUC 04. C CR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF WHAM 308 CCUN1S
508B INTERDISCIP SEM ED 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTPLCTCR
I* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 112 MOORE
511A INTERN PRACTICE 04.0 CR
PREREG CONSENT OF THE DEPARTMENT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
1 TO BE ARRANGED E^ING PARMER LELANO
511b INTERN PRACTICUM 04.0 CR
PREREQ 511A
1 TO BE ARRANGED tWlNG PARMER LELAND
511C INTERN PRACTICUM 04. G CR
PREREG 5118
1 TO BE ARRANGED EMNG PARMER LELAND
52CA LEGAL BASIS-AMER ED 04.0 CR
1* 10.3G-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 202 SASSE EDWARD B
524A SCHL ADMINISTRATION 04. C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF WHAM 305
524B SCHL ADMINISTRATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ EDAF 524A
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 312 APMISTEAD
524C SCHL ADMINISTRATION 04.0 CR
PREREG EDAF 524B
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF PULL 34
533 SCHGOL BUILDINGS 04.0 CR
1* C8.30-C9.20 MTWTHF WHAM 312
534A SCHOOL FINANCE 04.0 CR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF WHAM 305
554 CONTRAST PHIL IN ED 04.0 CR
PREREG 355 CR PHIL 355 CR EQUIVALENT
1* 11.3C-12.20 MTWTHF- WHAM 208 LEAN ARTHUR EDWARD
556A SCHOOL SUPERVISION 04.0 CR
1* 09. 30-10. 20 MTfcTHF WHAM 303 ARNISTEAD FRED J
556B SEM-EO SLPERVISION 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECAF 556A
I* 06.30-09.20 MTWTHF WHAM 212 BRACEWELL GEORGE
560 CURRICULUM 04.0 CR
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 328 FISHBACK WCODSON W
563 SCHOOL PUBLIC REL 04.0 CR
1* C9.3J-10.20 MTWTHF WHAM 317
564 SEC S PRINCIPALSHIP 04. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF WHAM 3C5
575A IND RES CURRICULUM 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO FISHBACK
575B IND RES SUPERVISION 01.0 TC 04. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ARMSTEAD
575C IND RES BUILDINGS 01. C TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575D IND RES FINANCE 01. U TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575E INO RES SCHOOL LAW 01.0 TC 04. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SASSE EDWARD B
575F IND RES COMPAR EDUC 01. TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED LEAM
575G IND RES HIST EDUC 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED V1N0CUR SAMUEL M
575H IND RES PHIL EDUC 01. C TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR tlll . u j







INO RES ADMIN 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
READINGS ADM-SUPV 01. C TC 04 CR






Cl.G TC 04.0 CR





01.0 TC 04.0 CR
CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN AND
INSTRCCTCR
i TO BE ARRANGED
591 SEN-SOC S PHIL FOUN
PREREU AUVANCEC STANDING
1* 09.30-11.20 k
2* 09.30-11.20 M W




1 TO BE ARRANGEC
597 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION












01. TC 03. C CR
01.0 TO 48.0 CR


















1 08. 30-09. 20 ft
2 01.30-02.20 M
3 C2. 30-03. 20 M






























KIND PRI STUD TCH























































04.0 TO 16.0 CR












1 TO BE ARRANGED
GENERAL
2 TU 6b ARRANGED
ART
3 TO BE ARRANGED
E M H
4 TO BE ARRANGED
MUSIC
5 TO BE ARRANGED
P E
6 TO BE ARRANGED
P H
7 TO 6£ ARRANGEO
SP c
8 TO BE ARRANGED
SP ED
READINGS IN EL ED 02
1 TO BE ARRANGED
KIND-PR1 ARITHMETIC
PREREQ MATH 21G
1* 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF WHAM 203
SEM - INSTRUCTION 02. G TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2* 12.30-01.20 MTwTHF WHAM 317
CHILDRENS LIT 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305
1* 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF WHAM 112
2* 12.30-01.20 MTWTHF WHAM 321
IMPR ARITH ELEM SCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 21C CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 208
TCH EL ENG LANG ART 04.0 CR
PREREQ 314, 316, S 337
1 09.20-10.20 MTWTH WHAM 228
MUST BE TAKEN CCNCURRENTLY WITH ELED 337
SECTION 1
TEACH EL SOC STUD 04.0 CR
PREREQ 314, 316 6 337
1* 11.30-12.20 MTwTHF WHAM 210
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS WHO HAVE HAD 314
431 ED FOR DISADV CH1LC 04. C CR
PREREQ 337
1* 08.30-09.20 MT TH
08.30-09.20 W
08.30-09.20 F
433 WORKSHOP KIND PR I
1* 08.30-11.20 MTWTHF
3JJULY 19-AUG 13<
441 INTRO-TEACH EL SCI
PREREQ ELED 314
1* U.30-12.20 MTWTHF
445 PAR INVOLVE IN ECUC




465 PSY OF ELEM SCH SUB
PREREQ 314, GUID 305




MUST BE TAKEN CONCURRENTLY WITH GEOG
4C2A
rt „„
475F WKSHP ELED-SOC STUD 04.0 CR
PREREQ ELED 314
1 09.30-11.20 MTWTHF TECH A 408
490 ECON ED IN ELEM SCH 02.0 TC 03.0 CR













SLOAN FRED A JR
LINDBERG











SLCAN FRED A JR




505 READING IN ELEM SCH 04.0 CR
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF WHAM 203 FRCD ERNEST E
507 READINGS IN READING 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 505 AND CONSENT CE INSTRUCTOR
1 TO Bt AKRANGED (-ILL, MARGARET
2 TO BE ARRANGED FISHCO, DANIEL
3 TO BE ARRANGEC eULLER, MELVIN
4 TO BE AKRANGED B ROD, ERNEST
5C9 PRACTICUM IN READ 04. C TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ 521A,B,AND C, 6 CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HILL
2 TO BE ARRANGED
515 PRCB ARITH ELEM SCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ 415 CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF WHAM 210 BEATTIE IAN D
516 INTERN IN READING C4.G TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ 521A, B, ANC C, & CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HILL, MARGARET
2 TO BE ARRANGED
517 KIND-PRI PRACTICUM C2.C TC 04. C CR
PREREQ 8 HOURS CF STUDENT TEACHING
1 TU BE ARRANGED BAKER REBECCA E
518 SUP OF ST TEACH 02.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 MTwTHF PULL 39 CASEY JOHN P
IJUNE 22-JULY 17<
519 READINGS-ELEM MATH 02. Q TC 04. C CR
PREREQ 415, 515
1 TO BE ARRANGED BEATTIE IAN D
520 DIAG ELEM MATH DISA 04.0 CR
PREREQ 515 CR CONCURRENT REGISTRATION
1 TO BE ARRANGED BEATTIE IAN D
521A DIAG-COR READ DISAB 04.0 CR
PREREQ 505, CR CONCURRENT REGISTRAT.,
AND TEACHING EXPER.
1* 10.30-11.20 VTfcTHF WHAM 231 FISHCH
TAKE AS A UNIT WITH 8SC-STUDENT MAY TAKE
NOTHING ELSE
5218 DIAG-COR READ DISAB 04.0 CR
PREREQ 521A
1* 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF WHAM 231 FISHCO, DANIEL
TAKE AS A UNIT WITH AfiC-STUDENT MAY TAKE
NOTHING ELSE
521C OIAG-COR READ DISAB 04.0 CR
PREREQ 521B
1* 12.30-01.20 MTWTHF WHAM 231 FISHCO, DANIEL
TAKE AS A UNIT WITH ASB-STUDENT MAY TAKE
NOTHING ELSE
537 KIND-PRI READING 04.0 CR
PREREQ 337 CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 114 HILL
541 PROB, TREND -EL SCI 04.0 CR
PREREQ 441 CR 442 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF WHAM 212 HUNGERFORD HAROLO R
542 LANG ARTS IN EL SCH 01. C TC 04. C CR
1* 10. 30-11. 2C MTWTHF WHAM 210 EULLER
543 SOC STUD IN EL SCH 04. u CR
1* 11.30-12.30 MTWTHF WHAM 206 RANDOLPH VICTOR
557 ELEM PR INCI PAL SHI
P
04.0 CR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF WHAM 212 BRADFIELD LUTHER E
560 KIND-PRI ED 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF WHAM 208 BAKER REBECCA E
561 ELEM SCH CURR 04.0 CR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF WHAM 206 LEE J "URRAY
563 ORGANIZATION EL SCH 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SLCAN FREO A JR
















1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TG BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
INC RES SUPERVISION
1 TU BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
INO RES LANG ARTS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
IND PES SCIENCE
I TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES READING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
INC RES SOC STUD
1 TO Bt ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGEC
INO RES ELEM ED
1 TO BE ARRANGED
i IND RES ARITHMETIC
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
J IND RES PROS IN K-P
1 TO BE ARRANGED
INDEPENDENT INVtST
1 TO BF ARRANGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGEC


































































02.0 TC 04.0 CR
02. C TC 04.0 CR
02. C TC 04.0 CR
2. C TC 04.0 CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
02. C TC 04. C CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
02. C TC 04.0 CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
05.0 TC 09.0 CR
03. C TC 09.0 CR


































































































300A THERMODYNAMICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252A
1 07.30-08.20 M Vy F TECH A 322
302 HEAT TRANSFER 03.0 CR
PREREQ 222, 300A S MATH 3C5A
1 01.30-02.20 M ^ F TECH A 408
311A PROPERTIES OF MAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ 26CC & MATH 2526
1 12.30-C1.20 MT THF TECH 131
09.30-11.20 TH TECH 14
313A FLUID MECHANICS 03. C CR
PREREC ENGR 260C
1 11.30-12.20 MTkTHF TECH C 14A
12.30-01.20 W TECH D 14A
JUNE 21-JULY 27
313B FLUID MEChANICS 03. C CR
PREREQ ENGR 313A
1 11.30-12.20 MTwTHF TECH 14A
12.30-01.20 n TECH D 14A
JULY 28-SEPT 3
335 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252A
1 09.30-10.20 MTW F NKRS A 278
338 ELECTROMAG FIELDS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 305A
1 08.30-09.20 M W F TECH A 308
409 ENGR HYDROLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 3138
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
417 FUND-COMP FLUID FLO 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 313A,G
1 TO BE ARRANGED
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
438 ELECTRONIC DEVICES 03.0 CR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
1 10.30-11.20 M k F TECH D 131
442 STRUCT DESIGN-METAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 440A CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
57C SPECIAL INVESTIGAT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
580 SEMINAR 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01. C TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED




1 C9. 30-10. 20
09.30-11.20
2 C9. 30-10. 20
02.30-04.20
102B GRAPHIC CCMMUNICAT




PREREQ E T 102B
1 02.30-03.20
02.30-04.20
260A STATICS 6 DYNAMICS
PREREQ MATH 15CB CONCURRENT
1 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF TECH A 320
11.30-12.20 W TECH A 320
JUNE 21-JULY 27
* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
3
00.0 CR
TH TECH A 111
03.0 CR
TECH A 111
W F TECH A 207
TECH A 111
fc F TECH A 207
03.0 CR
W TECH A HI
TH TECH A 207
03.0 CR
W TECH A 111
TH TECH A 207
03.0 CR
26Cfi STATICS £ DYNAMICS 03.0 CK
PREREQ t T 26GA
1 10.30-11,20 MTkTHF TECH A 320
11. 30-12. 2C M TECH A 320
JULY 28-SEPT 3
J04A ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 15CB CR CONCURRENT
ENROLLMENT
1 11.30-12.20 T TH TECH D 104
01.30-03.20 M W F TECH 104
JUNE 21-JULY 27
3C4B ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 3G4A
1 11.30-12.20 T TH TECH D 104
01.30-03.20 M W F TECH 104
JULY 28-SEPT 3
311A STRENGTH-MATERIALS 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 26CB
1 12.30-01.20 MT THF TECH A 320
01.30-04.20 T TH TECH 14
2 12.30-01.20 MT THF TECH A 320
08.30-11.20 T TH TECH D 14
JUNE 22- JULY 28
311B STRENGTH-MATERIALS 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 260B
1 12.30-01.20 MT THF TECH A 422
01.30-04.20 T TH TECH D 14
2 12.30-01.20 MT THF TECH A M2
08.30-11.20 T TH TECH D 14
JULY 28-SEPT 3
313A EL HEAT POttER 0A «° CR
PREREQ MATH 150A
1 03.30-04.20 MTWTH TECH A 220
318A HYDRAULICS 03 «° CR
PREREQ E T 26GC
1 07.30-08.20 MTfcTHF TECH A 410
08.30-09.20 W TECH D 14A
2 09.30-10.20 M * NKRS C 218
09.30-10.20 T THF TECH A 420
08.30-09.20 F TECH D 14A
JUNE 21-JULY 27
318B HYDRAULICS 03 «° CR
PREREQ E T 318A
1 07.30-08.20 MT THF TECH A 408
08.30-11.20 T TH TECH D 14A
2 07.30-08.20 MT THF TECH A 408
01.30-04.20 T TH TECH D 14A
JULY 28-SEPT 3
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 08. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF COORDINATOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED A
2 TO BE ARRANGED A
SECT 2 RESTR TO ENVIRON HEALTH INSTITUTE
STUDENTS
A65A INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 04.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
1 02.30-03.20 MTWTH TECH A 420
English (ENG)








PREREQ ENG 300A cnCTCIW
1 10.30-11.20 MT TH 0721 101 EPSTEIN
50
M N F 0720 118 APPLEBY
T TH 0720 114


















































HIST - ENG LANGUAGE
08.30-C9.20 M
MIC ENG LIT-CHAUCER
02. 30 -C 3. 20 ,v
LIT FOR ADOLESCENT
* 10.30-11.20 V
17C ENG LIT-NON DR
PREREQ MAY BE TAK
10.30-11.20 M
AMER POET - MODERN






454C ENG FICT-CONTEMP BR
1 12.30-01,20 l>
456 MODERN CONT FICT
1 C8.30-C9.20 1^
08.30-09.20








1 TO BE ARRANGED
499 READINGS IN ENGLISH
PREREQ NO MORE TH
IN ANY ONE
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
500 M £ M ENG RESEARCH
1 07.3C-C8.20
509 STUD MID ENG LIT
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 01.30-03.20 M













T THF AG 188




T THF 0720 117
04.0 CR
T THF U720 117
04.0 CR
T THF 0720 117
3.0 CR




T TH 0720 118
T TH 0720 117
04.0 CR
T THF 0720 118
04.0 CR
T THF 0720 117
04.0 CR










T THF 0720 116
04. C CR
MT THF H EC 201
04.0 CR
<T THF 0720 114
04.0 CR
IT TH C720 105
F 720 109
04. C CR
IT THF 0720 109
04.0 CR





02.0 TO 06.0 CR
AN 4HRS MAY BE TAKEN
QUARTER
02.0 CR
T TH 0720 114
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
DEPT
M 0721 101
04.0 TC 12.0 CR
DEPT






































EARLY 18TH C LIT C4.C TC Q
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
07.30-09.20 T TH 0720
18TH CEN NOVEL
STUOIES AMER TRANS G4.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
11.30-01.20 M W PULL 39
TOPIC-THOREAU
STUD LAT 19C AM WR C4.Q TC 12. C CR





CI. 30-03. 20 T TH
581A PRCB TEACHING ENG
PREREQ CONSENT CF DfcPT
1 CI. 30-03.20 T TH
581B PROB TEACHING ENG
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1* 11.30-01.20 T TH
581C PROB TEACHING ENG
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 11.30-01.20
598A INO REV ENG AM LIT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
598B INC REV ENG AM LIT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
600 DISSERTATION














01.0 TC 03.0 CR
01.0 TC 03.0 CR
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
Finance (FIN)
320 INTRO TO BUS FIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 261, ECCN 215
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF WHAM 308
2 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 228
3 ll.3u-12.20 MTWTHF WHAM 308
323 INVESTMENTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 320 CR CONSENT GF INSTRUCTOR
1 C9. 30-10. 20 MTWTH H EC 201
371 8USINESS LAW I 04.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 MTWTF 0862 102
2 01.30-02.20 TWTHF LAWSON 201
372 BUSINESS LAW II 04.0 CR
PREREQ 371
1 12.30-01.20 MTWTH H EC 208
373 BUSINESS LAW III 04.0 CR
PREREQ 371
1 12.30-01.20 TtoTHF CL 109
Food & Nutrition (F&N)
247B SCHOOL LUNCH PROG 02.0 CR
1 09.00-04.00 MTWTHF TRUEBL 100
3UUNE 14 - JUNE 18<
256 SCIENCE CF FOOD 05.0 CR
PREREQ F&N 100, CHEM 1 10 AND 240 OR
EQUIVALENT
1 11.30-12.20 M W F H EC 212
11.30-01.20 T TH H EC 212
371 FIELD EXPERIENCE 06. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF CHAIRMAN & INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
1* TO BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS Cl.C TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTCR











Foreign Languages (F L)
French (FR)
161A FR FOR GRAC STCCENT 00#0 CR
1 09,30-10.20 MTkTH 0721 ' L01
L61B FR FUR GRAU STL'CENT CO.C CR
1 09. 30-10. 20 MTWTH AG 214
2C1 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 09 q cr
PREREQ GSC 123-9 CR GSD 123C, CR




°"!V^ WT THH WHLK U3 CUNDERSCN FRANK E
?n IT\* 1 W WHLR ll3 GbNDERSON ERANK E10.30-11.20 w 0720 121 GllNDERSGN FRAmk p350A ADVANCED COMP-CCNV 34. CR LLNI ' tKM ' K NK E
PREREG FR 2C1C
1 08.30-09.20 M W WHAM 301B
08. 30-09. 20 T TH WHAM 231
354 INTRO LIT ANALYSIS 04 C CR
PREREQ FR 35C
1 08.30-09.20 MT*TH PULL 41
402A CUNTEM FR NOV £ THE 03.0 CR
PREREQ 354 ANC ONE CLARTER OF 397
1 09.30-10.20 M W F WHAM 301B KILKFR
461 FRENCH STYLISTICS G4.0 CR
PREHtQ FR 350, 354 CR CONSENT CF INST
R
1 10.30-11.20 MT F H EC 120 CMEARA
10.30-11.20 TH WHLR 214




" 11,20 T TH H £C 2 °i SMITH MADELEINE M543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02. C TC 06. C CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C2.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Prospective teachers see FL 453 for listing of methods of teaching
modern Foreign Languages.
German (GER)
161A GER FOR GRAD STUD 00.0 CR
1 12.30-01.20 MTW F WHLR " 203
1618 GER FOR GRAD STUD 00.0 CR
1 CI. 30-02. 20 MTW F WHLR 214
201 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 09. CR
PREREQ GSC 126-9 CR GSC 126C OR 2 YRS
HIGh SCHOOL
1 08.30-10.20 MT THF WHLR 207 C-ADWAY JCHN F
08.30-09.20 W WHLR 207 GADWAY JOHN F
C9. 30-10. 20 k 0720 121 GADWAY JOHN F
ACCELERATED
201C INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ GER 20iB
1 11.3C-12.20 M W F WHLR 113 GADWAY JOHN F
ainA r . T i
U3C " 12 " 20 TH 0720 121 GAOWAY JOHN F310A INTRO TO GERMAN LIT 04.0 CR
PREREQ GER 2C1C
1 10.30-11.20 M W F H EC 106
10.30-11.20 T wHAM 326
4C7 20TH CENT GER PLAYS 02.0 CR
1 08.30-10.20 T TH AG 218
411A MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 03.0 CR
1 08.30-10.20 M W F WHAM 231 FRENCH
JUNE ZZ- JULY 23
411B MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN 03.0 CR
i 11.30-12.20 M W F WHLR 212 FRENCH
JULY 26-AUG 27
497 READG 18TH CT LIT Cl.C TC 02. C CR
1 08.30-09.20 M U AG 218 HARTWIG
* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
3
53
W F CL 25 FAR TWIG
02. TO 06.0 CR
03.0 CR
TH wHLR 207 FARTWIG
02.0 TO 06.0 CR










493 REAOG 19TH CT LIT 01. C TC 02. CR
1 09.30-10.20
501 SEMINAR GER AUTHOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
513 20TH CENTURY NOVEL
1 10. 30-11. 2G
5^3 RESEARCH PROBLEMS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Prospective teachers see FL 453 for listing of methods of teaching
modern Foreign Languages.
Romance Philology (R PH)
41C ROMANCE PHILOLOGY I
1 10.30-11.20 MTW f
Russian (RUSS)
161 RUSS GRAC STUD
1 CI. 30-02. 20 M W f
32C READING IN RUSS LIT
1 10.30-11.20 T TH
414 RUSSIAN POETRY
PREREQ RUSS 308C OR DEPT APPRCVAL
1 11.30-12.20 M W F WHLR 214 KUPCEK
415 RUSSIAN PHONETICS 03.0 CR
PREREG RUSS 3C8C OR DEPT APPRCVAL
1 10.30-11.20 M W F WHLR 207 KUPCEK
599 THESIS 02-^ TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Prospective teachers see FL 453 for listing of methods of teaching
modern Foreign Languages.
Spanish (SPAN)
14CA SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRLMT IN GSD 140
1 10.30-11.20 H WHLR 212
140B SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRLPT IN GSD 140
1 10.30-11.20 T 0720 114
140C SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRLPT IN GSD 140
1 10.30-11.20 M
161A SPAN FOR GRAD STUD
1 12.30-01.20 M WTH
12.30-01.20 T
161B SPAN FOR GRAD STUD
1 12.30-01.20 MTWTH
201 INTERMED SPANISH
PREREQ GSD 140 OR 2 YR
EQUIV
1 09. 30-11. 20 M
09.30-11.20 T THF
09.30-11.20 W ARENA 119
ACCELERATED COURSE




220A INTER SPAN CONVER
PREREQ GSD 140 OR
EQUIV
1 02.30-03.20 M W WHLR 107
OPEN TO ALL 201-9 201C SUMMER STDS
310B SURVEY SPANISH LIT 03.0 CR












W F NKRS C 116
TH 0720 121
02.0 CR
2 YRS H.S. SPAN OR
316 CIVIL ESPANOLA 03.0 CK
PREREQ CONSENT LF INSTRUCTOR
1 08.30-09. 20 M W F GY^ 204
32CB AOV COMP AND CCNV 02.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 M W WHLR 203 DAVIS J CARY
360 TRAVEL-STUOY MEXICO 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCEC STANDING IN SPANISH
1 TO HE ARRANGED WCSYLUS
400 TRAVEL- STUDY SPAIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ PARTICIPATION IN TRAVEL-STUDY
TOUR IN SPAIN
1 TO BE ARRANGED BCRK A w
422 CONT SP AM POETRY 03.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 T THE WHLR 203 r>EINFARDT
49C READINGS IN SPAN 01. TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ PERMISSION OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
500 SEMINAR LAT AM FICT 02.0 TC 06. C CR
1 09.30-10.20 M k TECH A 410 NEINHARDT WARREN L
501 SEMINAR SP AUTHOR 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 12.30-G1.20 NTW F WHLR 113 kCCDBRIDGE HENSLEY C
JUNE 22-JULY 30
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS C2.C TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575 ADV TOPICS IN SPAN 03.
C
TC 12.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 MTb F WHLR 203 WCOCERIDGE
11.30-01.20 TH WHLR 203
JUNE 22-JULY 3C
599 THESIS 02.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Prospective teachers see FL 453 for listing of methods of teaching
modern Foreign Languages.
Family Economics and Management ( FE & M
)
300 HONE EC FOR MEN
1 12.30-01.20 M W
2 02.30-03.20 M «
331 MGT FAMILY RES
1 01.30-02.20 T THF
332 HOME MGT PRACTICUM
PREREQ 227, 331
1 C9. 30-11.20 T TH
2 02.30-04.20 T TH
341 CONSUMER PROBLEMS 04.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 MT THF H EC 206
407 WORKSHOP C2.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 07.30-09.20 MTWTHF H EC 206 JOHNSTON
2JULY 19 - JULY 30<-METH0DS £ MAT IN
HOME MGT
2 11.30-01.20 MTWTHF H EC 203 CRAIG
SJULY 19-JULY 30<-DECICN MAKING FOR
CONSUMERS
481 READINGS 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR 6 CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
571 RECENT RESEARCH 04.0 CR
1 01.30-03.20 MTkTHF H EC 5 JCHNSTON
3JULY 19-AUG 3<
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Forestry (FOR)
104 INTRO FORESTRY 03.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 T TH S AG 166
03.0 CR











H EC 400 HEISLER
H EC 400 MCDANIEL
* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
3
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221 CtNOROLOGY 04.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 M to F AG 187 FCUSTCN
09.3u-ll.20 T AG 187 HCUSTCN
259 TECH IN AG £ FOREST C3.C TC 60.0 CR
PREREQ TRANSFER FROM 2 YR PROGRAM
1 TO RE ARRANGED ANDRESEN JOHN W
390 SPEC PROd IN FOREST 01. C TC 06.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF DFPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED ANDRESEN JOHN W
391 HONORS IN FORESTRY Cl.C TC 06. C CR
PREREQ JR STAND, 4.C GPA34.25 IN MAJ<
,& CONSENT OF DEPT CHM
1 TO BE ARRANGFO ANDRESEN JOHN W
490 PRACTICUM 04.0 TC 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED ANDRESEN JOHN to
52GA READ FOR 6 FOR REC C1.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED VCCURDY DWIGHT R
520B READINGS RES ECON 01. TC 06. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR PLUS FCP 475
OR EGUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGEC FERELL RAYMOND S
520C READ FGR PRO wD SCI 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MCSLEMI AL I A
575 RESEARCH 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Geography (GEOG)
2CC INTRO TC GcQG 04.0 CR
1 12.30-02.20 M w 0483 101 HILLIARO SAM
302 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GECG 30C
1 12.30-02.20 T TH 0483 101 SHARPE DAVID
304 ECONOMIC GEUGRAPHY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 300
1 07.30-09.20 M W 0483 101 THCMAS FRANK
4C6A ADV CULT GEOG I 04.0 CR
PREREQ GECG 306 CR CONSENT CF DEPT
1 10.30-12.20 M W 0483 101 MILLIARD SAM
433A ADV PHYS GEOG 04.0 CR
PREREQ 302
1 01.00 MTfcTHF PULL 304 JCNES DAVID
RESTRICTED TO INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS
440 READINGS-MAJORS 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREC MAJORS CNLY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
490C TUTORIAL IN GEOG 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG MAJOR AND SENIOR STANDING
1 08.30-10.20 T 0483 101 LCBB GARY
515 FIELD COURSE 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED LOBB GARY
530 INDEP STUDY GEOG 02.0 TC 10.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
540A RESEARCH PHYS GEOG 02. C TC 36.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 52C
1 TO BE ARRANGED SHARPE
540B RESEARCH-ECON GEOG 02.0 TC 36.0 CR
PREREQ GECG 521
1 TO BE ARRANGED THOMAS
540C RESEARCH REG GEOG 02.0 TO 36.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 522




54CD RESEARCH CULT GEOG 02. J TC 36.0 CR
PREREO bECG 524
1 TO BE ARRANGED LC8L G ^ Ry
**" THESIS 03. C TL 09.0 CR
RREREw CONSENT CF UEPT
1 TO BE ARRANCEO
60C DISSERTATION 01.3 TC 48.0 CR
PREREU CONSENT CF CEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED THCMAS FKAfgK HFNRy
Geology (GEOL)
430 PHYSIOGRAPHIC N AM 04. C Ck
PREREQ GEOL 220
1 TO BE ARRANGED
440 INDEPENDENT STUDY 01. G TC 04. CR
PREREw GEOL 2 2C , 2 2 1 , AC V ANC F C STANDING
1 TO 3c ARRANGEC
450A FIELD GEOLOGY 09.0 CR
PREREQ GEOL 302 ANC 315
/B * A
T ° db AR «ANGED UTGAARD JOHN EDWARD45CB ADV FIELD GEOLCGY 03. C CR
PREREQ GEOL 45CA






GtC " BRIS ^^ E J «
541 RESEARCH Ql.C TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02. C TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Government (GOVT)
231 AMERICAN NATL GOVT
1 08.30-09.20 T THF
08.30-09.20 W
232 STATE LOCAL GOVT
PREREQ 231 CR GSB 211B
1 o8.3G-C9.20 T THF
08.30-09.20 W
2 11. 30-12. 2G M
11.30-12.20 T THF
301 SCOPE 6 METH-PCL SC
1 10.30-11.20 MTWTH
321 REAOINGS 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ APPROVAL CF GCVT CEPT UNDER-
GRAD ADVISOR
1 TO Bt ARRANGEO SAPPENFIELD
2 TO BE ARRANGED SAPPENFIELD
330 ILL GOVERNMENT 02.0 CR
PREREQ 231 CR GSB 211B CR JR STANDING
1 01.30-02.20 M W H EC 206 KENNEY
340 THE LEGIS PROCESS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 231 OR GSE 211B
1 02.30-03.20 M W F LAWSON 201 VANCERSLlK
360 PUBLIC ADMIN 04.0 CR
PRtREQ GSB 211B CR GCVT 231
1 08.30-09.20 TWTHF LAWSON 231 SAPPENFIELD
381 PUB QPIN & ELEC BEH 04.0 CR
1 12.30-01.20 MTfcTH H EC 102 LCNG
425 BLKSCWHTS-AMER POL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 211B CR GCVT 231
1 01.30-02.20 M W H EC 118 MORRIS
01.30-02.20 T TH H EC 203
430 GOVT NATL SEC 03. C CR
1 10.30-11.20 MT TH 0862 101 FANSCN
458A GOVT & POL OF ASIA 04.0 CR













* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
3
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467 URBAN POLITICS 04.0 CR
PRfcREG GOVT 232
1 1C. 30-11. 20 MTWTH 0862 102 RAKER
478 INTERNATL POLITICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ BASIC COURSES, RELATtU TRNG,
R CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.30-12.20 T Th WHAM 319 PAINE & LANDECKER
48 5 POLITICAL PSYC 04. J CR
1 02.30-03.20 MT THE H EC 104 PILLER
486B REC POLIT THEORY 33.0 CR
PREREG SR CR GRAC STANDING, CR CON-
SENT OF INSTR
1 C8.30-C9.20 T THE H EC 122 fCRTON
490 HONORS RESEARCH 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREG CONSENT CF INSTR & CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED SAPPENFIELD
508 SEM-INTERNAL REL 04.0 CR
PREREG BASIC CCURSES, RELATED TRNG OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 09.3J-11.20 T TH WHLR 107 GARNER
515 SEM-COMPARATIVE GOV 04.0 CR
PREREQ BASIC CCLRSES, RELATED TRNG OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 12.30-02.20 T TH CL 25 STAUBER
517 SEM PRCB POL THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 484 CR 488 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 1C. 33-12. 20 T TH CL 326 NORTON
52C SEM AMER FOR POLICY 04.0 CR
PREREQ BASIC CCLRSES, RELATED TRNG OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.30-12.20 M W WHAM 307 KLING3ERG
521 READINGS 01.3 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 TO 8E ARRANGED HANSON
2 TO BE ARRANGED HANSON
53C INTERNSP PUB AFF 04. C TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED SAPPENFIELD
551 POLIMETRICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 02.30-04.20 M W CL 25 LEVINE
595 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HANSON
599 THESIS C1.0 TC 39.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
I TO BE ARRANGED HANSON
60C DISSERTATION 01.0 TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ MIN CF 36 HRS TC eE EARNED FOR
DOC OF PHIL DEGREE
1 TO BE ARRANGED HANSON




1 09.30-10.20 TW LAWSON 161
09.30-1G.2C THF CCMM 1017
2 09.30-10.20 TW LAWSON 161
C9. 30-10. 20 TH LS II 350
09.30-10.20 F LS II 450
3 09.30-10.20 TW LAwSCN 161
C9. 30-10.20 TH H EC 102
09.30-10.20 F H EC 104
4 09.30-10.20 TW LAWSON 161
09.30-10.20 TH H EC 203
09.30-10.20 F WHAM 210
5 09.30-10.20 TW LAWSON 161
09.30-10.20 TH NKRS A 458







































1* 02.30-04.20 T F
SPEC RESEARCH PROS 02.0
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED



























PREREQ GUID 505 I











TH H FC 106
F H EC 118
T LAwSON 161
w LAwSON 141
THF H FC 122
T LAwSCN 161
W LARSON 141
TH NKRS A 458
F NKRS A 258
T LAwSON 161
W LAwSCN 141















MTWTHF WHAM 202 YATES J W






T THF H EC 120
M W 0861 102
MTwTHF WHAM 312
C2.0 TC 12.0 CR







MTWTHF LAWSON 131 LEWIS ERNEST
MTWTHF WHAM 307 LEWIS ERNEST
T TH NKRS C 118 ELMORE PATRICIA
MTWThF LAWSON 131 ERACHT GLENN
MTWTHF COMM 1020 LINDSfcY JEFFERSON
04.0 CR
MTWTHF WHAM 307 MCUW JOHN
MTWTHF WHAM 202 LINDSEY JEFFERSON
MTWTHF LAwSCN 131 BRACHT GLENN H
04.0 CR
T TH WHAM 321 MCUW JOHN





W F WHAM 301B WILLIAMS REED G
04.0 CR
M W WHAM 231 S.ULZER
04.0 CR
T TH WHAM 301B BRADLEY RICHARD W
04.0 CR
CR CONSENT OF INSTR
B TYLER, TOM







532A INOIV MEAS THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 505 AND CONSENT CF INSTR
1* 06.00-09.00 PM Th WHAM 229 DALY WILLIAM C
532B INCIV MEAS APPRAIS 04.0 CR
PRFREQ GUIO 532A
1* D6. 00-09. 00 PM M WHAM 229 AMBLE BRUCE ROY
537A COUNSEL THEUR— PRAO 04. G CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF CEPARTMENT
1* 02.30-04.20 M W " MEEK CLINTON ROSCOE
541 CCCUP INF L GUID
PREREQ GUID 442
1* 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF RAMP WAYNE S
543 GUIO THROUGH GROUPS
PREREQ GUID 442
1* 10.30-12.20 M W WHAM 329 ALTEKRUSE MICHAEL K
545M SEM-PSYC FOUND - ED 04.0 CR
1* 09. 30-11. 20 M W TECH B 23 CCDY
548A PRACT IN SEC GUID 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 537 AND CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 03.3J-05.20 T TH WHAM 212 GRAFF
548B PRACT IN ELEM GUID 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 527 AND CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 03.30-05.20 W F WHAM 303 ALTEKRUSE
54 8C PP. AC IN COUNSELING 04. Q TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* TO BE ARRANGED GRAFF ROBERT W
548D PRAC IN SCHOOL PSYC 02.0 TC 03. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1* TO BE ARRANGED SULZER BETH W
555 SEM IN SCHOOL PSYC 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
562A HUM DEV IN ED-CHILD 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
1* 01.30-03.30 M w WHAM 329 CEICH M ANN JOHN W
552B HUM DEV IN EO-ADOL 04. G CR
PREREQ MAY BE TAKEN IN A f B SEGUENCE
1 08.30-10.20 M w WHAM 229 GRAFF, ROBERT
568 TOP SEM-COUN £ GUID 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 01.30-03.20 T TH WHAM 301A BRADLEY RICHARD W
580 TOP SEM-STAT £ MEAS 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ INSTRUCTORS PERMISSION
1* 10.30-12.20 M W CL 326 MCNEIL
581 PRACT-COUNS fi GUID 01. TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 548C
1 TO BE ARRANGED GRAFF ROBERT W
590 SEM - BEHAV FOUNDAT 02.0 CR
PREREQ FORMAL ADMISSION TO DOCTOR CF
PHIL STUDIES
1* 09.30-11.20 M WHAM 301A CODY JCHN J
596 INDEP INVESTIGATION 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ INSTRUCTORS PERMISSION
1* 03.30-05.00 T TH WHAM 112 CCDY JCHN J
597 INDEPENDENT STUDY 01.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
I TO BE ARRANGED CODY JOHN J
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1* TO BE ARRANGED CCDY JCHN J
6CC DISSERTATION 01. TO 48.0 CR
1* TO BE ARRANGED CCDY JOHN J
Health Education (H ED)
301 F ED CONCEPTS ADV 04.0 CR
PREPEQ
1 11.30-12.20 MTWTH 0861 101 VINCENT RAYMOND J
302S DRIVER-TRAFF SAFETY 04.0 CR
PREREQ A VALID DRIVERS LICENSE
1 07.30-08.20 MTWTH L-APS 136 CGCLEY AUBREY C
60
30 5 PR IN-FOUND H EC J^.O CR
1 12.3C-C1.2C IMWTH *REM 121 RUSSELL. RfHFRT313S INTRO SAFETY EDUC 04 CR
HL E
PREREQ
3 25 ' Cc£h^1h-PR0B
HTWTHF L - A P
L, c^
nCQLtV AUHREY C
334s' MR^k '' 00 "" " AR
^:. C J"
^ ILL ' PS > ™»^«
PREREG
1 07. 30-08. 20 MTWTH ARENA I 19 HARRIS F II HFM M
2 08.30-09.20 MTwTH ARENA 119
N
3 06.00-07.40 PM WTH GRASSY 100 KLAWITER35c METH MAT SCH HEALT 04 CR
PREREO















lTLALRHNCG^tO 04.0 CR ""^^ ^^






9,30~ 1G,2 ° MTkTH ARENA 121 HARRIS, EILEEN401 DIS PREVENT 6 CCNTR 03.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 MTWTH GYM 204 FREEMAN415S WKSHQP OR ED TR SAF 03.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ H ED 302 CR EQUIV
, iK l nDI U ' 3 i" l^ & *TWTHF L-APS 135 LINOAVER, LARRY442S DRIV 6 TRAF SAFE ED 04.0 C R
PREREQ HED 3C2S
/,,c* r U - 30 - 12 - 20 MTWTHF L-APS 135 RITZEL DALE443S DRIV & TRAF SAFE ED 04.0 CR
PREREG HEC 442S
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF L-APS 135 BRIDGES A FRANK445S DRIVER SIMULATION 04.0 CR ™
1U^
PREREG HED 443S
1 01.30-04.20 MTWTHF L-APS 136 RITZEL, DALE
SJUNE 22-JULY 16<
461 WORKSHOP HEALTF ED C4.0 TC 08.0 CR
PRtREQ H ED ICO OR ITS EQUIV
1 01.20-04.40 MTWTHF ARENA 119 RUSSELL ROBERT D2JUNE 19-JULY 13<
462 HEALTH ED WORKSHOP 04.0 CR
PREREQ
1 01.20-04.40 MTWTHF ARENA 119 RUSSELL ROBERT DJULY 19-AUG 13
463 HEALTF EC WORKSHOP Cl.C TC 04. C CR
PREREQ
1 01.20-04.40 MTWTHF ARENA 119 RUSSELL ROBERT DJULY 19-AUG 13
47CS HWY SAFE-STIM & DEP 04. C CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING OR CONSENT
F INSTRUCTOR
1 08.30-10.20 MTWTHF L-APS 136 RITZEL, DALE
JULY 19-AUG 6
471 CRG AD SCH HEALTH C4.0 CR
PREREQ
1* 07.30-08.20 MTWTHF ARENA 121 CASEY, RALPH475S TRAFFIC LAW ENFORCE 04.0 CR
PREREQ H ED 433S CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF L-APS 135 BRIDGES A FRANK488 ED ASP ENVIRON SAN 04.0 CR
PREREQ H EC 1C0,2C5,CR EQUIVALENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED GRISSOM, DEWARP
* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
3
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49C FLD WK SCH CCMM HEA 02.0 TC 08. G CK
PRtKEG RESTRICTED TC MAJORS IN DEPT
1* TO BE ARRANGED RICHARDSON CHARLES
h91 P TCH-SCHOGL L CCMM 04. G CR
PREREG H ED 305,471 CR CONSENT CF
INSTRUCTOR
1* 08.30-09.20 MTwTHF ARENA 125 VINCENT RAYMOND J
495S DRIVER ED-HANDICAP 04.0 CR
PREREG ADVANCEC STANDING CR CCNSENT C
F INSTRLCTOK
1 12.3^-02.20 MTWTHF L-APS 135 AARON
JULY 19-AUG 6
511 PRACT H ED WKSHCP 05.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 MTwTHF ARENA 123 RUSSELL RCBERT D
3JUNE 22-JULY 16<
515 CUR LIT IN HTH ED 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED RICHARDSON CHARLES
520 SPEC PROJ-HED £ SAP C4.G TC J6.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED 6CYDSTCN DONALD N
525S GRG-ADMN-SUP-SAF ED 04.0 CR
1* 07.3O-C8.20 MTwTHF L-APS 135 AARON JAMES E
526 EVAL IN HEO & SAFE 04.0 CR
1* 11.30-12.20 MT*THF ARENA 119 CASEY, RICHARDSON
533A HUMAN CONSERVATION 04.0 CR
PRFREQ PERMISSION UF INSTRUCTOR
1* 08.30-u9.20 MTWTHF ARENA 121 GRISSOM & RICHARDSON
533C HUMAN CONSERVATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ H ED 533A,8
1* 10.30-11. 20 MTwTHF 0720 105 RICHARDSON L GRISSGM
55CS CURRENT DEV-D&S ED 04.0 CR
PREREG ADVANCED GRACUATE STANDING AND
CONSENT OF INSTRLCTOK
1 02.30-04.20 MTWTHF L-APS 135 AARON
JULY 19-AUG 6
59C FIELD INTERNSHIP 04. C TC 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC GRISSOM
597A SEM IN HEO & SAFETY Oi.O CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED eCYOSTCN DONALD N
597B SEM IN HED & SAFETY 01.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED eCYDSTCN DONALD N
597C SEM IN HED £, SAFETY 01.0 CR
1 TU BE ARRANGED ROYDSTCN DONALD N
599 THESIS 03.0 TC 09.0 CR
1* TO BE ARRANGED BOYDSTGN DONALD N
60C DISSERTATION 01. C TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ MUST MEET MINIMUM REG OF 36
HRS FCR PH D DEGREE
1* TC BE ARRANGED BCYDSTON DONALD N
Higher Education (HIED)
51C HIGHER EDUC IN L S 04.
C
CR
1* 10.30-12.20 M WTH WHAM 302 FAWLEY JOHN BABCOCK
512 HIED-SELECT NATIONS 04.0 CR
1* CI. 30-03.20 M W WHAM 312 CALDWELL OLIVER J
01.30-03.20 TH WHAM 307
515 CCL STUDENT PER WK 04.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 T LS II 130 CASEBEER
01.30-04.20 T LS II 130
10.30-11.20 TH CCMM 1022
516 COL STUDENT-CULTURE 04.0 CR
1 08. 30-09. 2C T TH H EC 201 CASEBEER
01.30-04.20 W WHAM 305
518 COLLEGE TEACHING 04.0 CR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF WHAM 319 SWINBURNE
522 READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1* TO BE ARRANGEO
2* TO BE ARRANGED
3* TO BE ARRANGED
62
523b INTERN-STUDENT PERS Cl.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DfcPT
1* T(j BE ARRANGED CASEBEER ARTHUR L
523C INTERN-CCLLEGE ADV 01. C TC 12. G CR
PRtREC CCNStNT CF DbPT
1* TO BE ARRANGEC TGLLE £ KING
524 INCIVICUAL STUCY C2.C TC 06. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
I* TO BE ARRANGED
2* TO BE ARRANGEC
3* TO BE ARRANGED
535C STUDENT PER GROUP W 02.0 CR
1 C1.3U-03.2C MTwTHF 0870 104 CASEBEER
JULY 19-30
535E PRCB IN CTR AOMIN 02. C CR
1* D8.30-C9.20 MTWTHF WHAM 301A KING
535H ADMIN OF ADM & REC 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC A CASEBEER
JUNE 22-JULY 2
5351 JR COLLEGE ADMIN C2.C CR
1 01.30-03.20 M W F WHAM 307 TCLLE DONALD J
JUNE 23-JULY 16
535K ADLLT 6 CCNTIN EOLC 02.0 CR
1 Ci.30-C3.20 MTWTHF WHAM 205 hAWLEY € SWINBURNE
JULY 12-23
545Q SEMINAR-HISTORY 03.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 MTkTHF 0875 101
545R SEMINAR-SOCIOLOGY 03.0 CR
1* TO BE ARRANGEC FAWLEY JOHN BABCCCK
545S SEMINAR-LAW & LEG 03.0 CR
1 C1.3C-C3.2C MTVvTHF kFAM 205 CASEBEER € HAMMONC
AUG 2-13
545V FED GOV I HI ED 03.0 CR
1 Cl.30-C3.20 MTfcTFF wFAM 205 ADAMS
JUNE22 -JULY 9
555 PHILOSOPHY OF hi EC 04. C CR
1* 10. 30-11. 20 MTfcTHF WHAM 212 KING
565 COMMUNIT-JR COLLEGE 04.0 CR
1* Cl.30-C4.20 T TH wFAM 202 TCLLE CCNALC J
589 ADVANCED RESEARCH 04.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* TO BE ARRANGED
595 HIED SEMINAR III 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* TO BE ARRANGED KING
ADVANCED DOCTORAL STUDENTS
599 THESIS Cl.C TC 09.0 CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
600 DISSERTATION 01. C TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ MINIMUM CF 36 HRS TC BE EARNEC
FOR DOCTOR OF PHIL
1* TO BE ARRANGED
History (HIST)
332A MEDIEVAL HISTORY 03.
C
CR
1 10.30-11.20 M wTH 0720 101 BREHM
333C EUR HIST-20TH CENT 03.0 CR
1 C1.3C-C2.20 MT TH LA^SCN 131 CCAY
352A LATIN AMER-COLONI AL 03.0 CR
1 C8.30-C9.20 M TH H EC 208 GARDINER
08.30-09.20 T WHAM 326
4C3e AMER ECONOMIC HIST 03.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 M W F 0861 101 CCNRAD
18CC-1900
4CEA PRCB IN 6LCK AM HIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 6 HRS 300 LEVEL SUC SCI CR CON
SENT CF INSTR
1 08.30-09.20 T TH TECH A 210 HUDSON
08.30-09.20 F 0875 101
















H EC 203 KUC
03.0 CR
h EC 102 SHELBY
03.0 CR
H EC 102 GCLD
WHAM 328
3 . CR
41C SPECIAL READINGS 02. C TC 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
414B INT-HIST EUR-19TH C
I 08. 30-09. 20 MT TH
43CC LATt MODERN EUROPE
1 12.3O-C3.20 fc
1918 ON
434A SCC&POL FUR TO 187C
1 09.30-10.20 T TH
09. 30- 10. 20 F
4 3 5 B 2 GTE CENT U.S. HIST
PREREQ GSB 3C0C LR CCN
1 7.30-03.20 MT TH
44CC AMER DIPL 1920-PRES
1 12.30-C1.2C TWTH
455 HIST INNER-ASIA REL
1 07.3G-C8.20 V )n F
46C8 SOC+INSTIT HIS-M A
1 11.30-12.20 T THF
471B MEXICO— 20TH CEN
1 11. 30-12. 2C M W
11.30-12.20 TH
477 BRAZIL SINCE INDEP
PREREQ 6 HPS CF 3C0 LEVEL SCC SCI OR
CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 10.30-11.20 MT TH LS II 350 GARDINER
478A HISTORY CF SPAIN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 6 HRS OF 3CC LEVEL SCC SCI CR
CONSENT OF INSTR




1 Cl.30-C4.30 T TH CL 326 HUDSON
510 READING IN HISTORY 02.0 TC 12. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
515A SEM 20TH CEN US HIS 04.0 CR
1 09.30-11.20 T TH CL 25 ALLEN HOWARD W
575B STUDIES-LATIN AMER 04.0 CR
1 C1.30-C4.2C M WHAM 301A GCLD
583A SEM - MED £. REN HIS 04.0 CR
1 01.30-C4.30 TH WHLR 203 SHELBY
590 MOD EUROPEAN HIST 04.0 CR
PREREQ GRAC STANDING OR PERMISSION CF
DEPT
1 01.30-04.30 T WHLR 203 ZUCKEP
599 THESIS Cl.C TC 09. C CR
1 TO 8c ARRANGED
60C CISSERTATION 01. C TC 48.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
Home Economics Education ( HEED
)
3C9A PROGRAM PLANNING C3.0 CR
PREREQ GUIO 305, S ED 310
1 03. 30-04. 20 M W F H EC 120 EDDLEMAN EDNA J
313 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREG
1 TO BE ARRANGEC MCORE VIOLET
RESTRICTED TO THOSE TAKING 371
CONCURRENTLY
371 FIELD EXPERIENCE 06.0 CR
PREREQ 370
1 TO BE ARRANGED MCORE VIOLET
ON SITE RURAL 6 INNER CITY TRAINING
481 READINGS 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR AND CHAIRMAN
OF DEPARTMENT













PRIN-PHIL VO TEC ED 03.0 CR
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING CR CONSENT OF
DEPARTMENT
1 08.30-10.20 MTWTHF TECH A 122
SJUNE 28 - JULY 16<
RESEARCH METHODS 04.0 CR
PREREQ QUID 505 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.30-04.20 MTWTHF H EC 122
WORKSHOP 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
SJUNE 21-JULY 3C<-CN SITE TRAINING-6CR
2 07.30-09.20 MTWTHF H EC 133
3JULY 19-AUG 13<-WAGE EARNINGS IN HIGH
SCH00L-4CR
3 C7. 30-09. 20 MTWTHF H EC 133B CARTER
2JUNE 21-JULY 16<-CURRICULUM FOR DISAD-
VANTAGED-4CR
4 09.30-11.20 MTWTHF H EC 133B
?AUG 2-13<-SUPERVISICN FCR CCCPERATING T
EACHERS-2CR
5 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF H EC 133B
JULY 6-30 - CONCEPTS &GENER AL I Z-4 CR
6 01.30-02.20 MTWTHF H EC 133B
SJULY 19-JULY 30<-INCIVIDUALIZED INSTR
2 CREDITS
7 01.30-04.20 MTWTHF H EC 1338 FULTS
JUN 21-30 - CONSUMER SHOMEMAKING PRCG -
2CR
COCP VOC-TECH ED 04.0 CR
1 10.30-12.20 MTWTHF TECH A 122 KEENAN DOROTHY M
*JUNE 28- JULY 16<
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02. C TC 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEM-RES IN HCME EC 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR




1* TC BE ARRANGEC
DISSERTATION
1* TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TC 09.0 CR





INTRO TC DESIGN 03.0 CR
09.30-11.20 M W H EC 302
HOME FURNISH 6 INT 03.0 CR
PREREQ 131 OR EQUIV OR CONSENT OF
INSTR
07.30-09.20 T TH H EC 302
INTERMEDIATE ID 05.0 CR
PREREQ ID 391B
09.30-11.20 T THF H EC 3G4
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
TO BE ARRANGED
WORKSHOP 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF CHM
1 07.30-09.20 MTWTHF H EC 302
JULY 19-JULY 30(HCME FURN AND ID
2 01.30-04.20 MTWTHF H EC 304
SJUNE 21-JULY 16<-FURNITURE DES-CONSENT
OF CHAIRMAN
481 REAOINGS 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN



























PLASTIC PROCESS 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 1016
03.30-04.20 M W F TECH A 208
12.30-02.20 TH TECH C 14B
ANAL PRCB IN TECH 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111A, B
10.30-11.20 MTWTHF TECH A 208
INDUSTRIAL INTERN C3. TC 24.0 CR











































SCH LIB FUN MGT
1* 07.30-08.20
LIB MAT FOR CHILD




1* 09.30-10. 2G MTWTHF
CAT OF NGN-BOCK MAT
PREREQ 308
1* 07.30-08.20












PREREQ 417 CR CCNSENT CF
1* 07.30-09.20 MTWTHF
2* 10.30-12.20 MTWTHF
ADMIN OF A-V PRCG
































































































510 MASS COMM IN ECUC 04.0 CK
1* 08.30-C9.20 NTWTHF POLL 316
514 SUR-RES 6 DEV IN IM 04.0 CR
PREREQ 405, 406, 417 CP CONSENT CF
INSTRUCTOR
1* 12.30-01.20 NTWTHF PULL 318
546 INTEG A-V MATERIALS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 417, CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTwTHF PULL 316
576 PRCB INST MAT 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* TO 8E ARRANGED
599 THESIS 05. TC 09.0 CR
1* TO BE ARRANGED
6GC DISSERTATION 01. TC 48.0 CR


































NEWS £ EDIT III
PREREQ JRNL 301 ANO 30
08.30-09.20 TH
RADIO TV NEWS
PREREQ JRNL 3CC, 301,
01.30-02.20 M W F
EDITORIAL WRITING
PREREQ JRNL 303
09.30-10.20 M W F
HIST OF JOURN
01.30-02.20 M W F
COMPARATIVE JOURN
11.30-12.20 M W F
PRIN OF ADVERTISING
09.30-10.20
AD COPY LAYOUT PROD
M W






12.30-01.20 M W F




PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
01.30-03.20 T TH
NEWSPAPER PRO £ CIR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
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JRNL 399 LIMITED TC
421 SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS
1* 12.3U-01.20























1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
60C DISSERTATION
1 TO 8E ARRANGED
Linguistics (LING)
401A INTRO TO LINGUISTIC
1 09.30-10.20
09.30-10.20











PREREQ LING 401A.8, OR ECUIV
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTH 0720
03.0 CR
M W F 0869 101 CROW
M W F 0869 1G1 CRCW WENDELL C
03.0 CR
ANDING
M « CCMM L018 ATWOOD
F LS II 330
03.0 CR
M W F 0869 101 GROTTA
33.0 CR
T 0834 101 STARCK KENNETH
*TH NKRS A 160 STARCK KENNETH
03.0 CR
TWTH LS II 430 STARCK
01. CR
MAJORS
T TECH A 408 FRAZER MARY KI
GRADUATING SENI :rs
04.0 CR
MTWTHF COMM 1018 RICE
03.0 CR
-JRNL 395, GRAD- <»33A
T OF INSTR
M to F NKRS A 160 CHU
03.0 CR
NG -JRNL MAJORS CNLY
M WTH CL 326 STONECIPHER
02.0 TC 08.0 CR
F DEPT
LONG HOWARD RU
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
F INSTR
T COMM 2012 BROWN
04.0 CR
CR CONSENT OF I VSTR
T WHAM 231 ATWOOD L ERWIN
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
BROWN
03.0 CR
CR CONSENT OF INSTR






01.0 TC 08.0 CR
BRCWN
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
EROWN
04.0 CR
M H EC 120 SILVERSTEIN
T THF H EC 122
04.0 CR
MT THF 0720 118 HILL
04.0 CR
MT TH 0720 105 SILVERSTEIN
F 0721 101
15.0 CR







5^l STUOIEi-LINGUl STICS C2.0 TC 38.0 CR
PRFREu 4Q1B CK EUUIV CR CONSENT
1 C9. 30- 11. 20 M k 0720 118 CARRELL
5«C SPEC PRUb OF EEL J4 . uR
PREkL* LING 57C, 571, 572, Ck 573
1 C9.3C-ll.20 T TH 0720 UH PARISH
Management (MGT)
17C INTR TC BUS ADMIN 34,0 CR
PREREQ FRESHMEN AND SCPHCMQRES CNLY
I 12.3C-01.2C MTwTHF CL 24 VICARS WILLIAM M
34C BUS-CRG ANU MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 2C1B ANC C, CR EGUlVALENT-
JR STANDING CR CONSENT
1 09.30-10,20 MI^THF NKRS B 240
341 CRGANIZ BEHAVIOR I 04.0 CR
PREREC 340, GSC 110 CK EQUIV CR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 07. 30-09. 20 w F CL 24
345 INF SYST-COMP FUND 04.0 CR
PRERFQ ACCT 261, VGT 340 CR FIN 32C
OR MKT 3C1, CR CONSENT
1 10.30-12.20 T TH COMM 1017
361 RESEARCH IN BUS ACM 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, bSD 102, 103, GSD 110
OR ECUIV CR CONSENT
1 CI. 30-03.20 M w CL 109 LIPP CAVID A
380 PRODUCTION MGT 34.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340,345, MATH 150A OR
EQUIV. CR CONSENT
1 02.30^04.20 T TH LARSON 201
385 PERSONNEL MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, GSD 110 CR EQUIVALENT
, CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 09.30-11.20 W 0862 101 VICARS WILLIAM M
G9. 30-11. 20 F 0862 102
440 THE MGT PROCESS 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO GRADS »HC HAVE N
OT TAKEN 340 OR EQUIV
1 TO Be ARRANGED
452 BUS OPERATIONS ANAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, 351 OR MATH 15CA OR E
QUIV
1 12.30-02.20 T TH COMM 2012 SANDERS RONALD L
474 MGT RESP IN SOCIETY 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, SR STANDING OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 01.30-03.20 M F CL 24 CEHOFF JOHN ALPHEUS
479 PRCBS BUS AND ECON 04.0 CR
PREREQ 340, ECCN 215,308 OR 408 OR
EQUIV, MKTG 301 OR EQ.
1 11.30-01.20 T TH H EC 120 SANDERS
481 ADMINISTRATIVE POL 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, FIN 320, MKTG 301 OR
EQUIV, £ SR STANCING
1 07.30-09.20 M F H EC 106
2 07.30-09.20 T TH H EC 106
3 10.30-12.20 M W CL 109
49S SPEC TOPICS IN MGT 01. C TC 08. C CR
PREREQ 16 HRS IN BUSINESS & CONSENT
F DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Marketing (MKTG)
301 MKTG FUNDAMENTALS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214, ACCT 251A
1 08.30-09.20 MTfcTH CL 326
2 09.30-10.20 MTWTH CL 109
3 10.30-11.20 MTWTH LAfcSON 201
* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
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4 11.30-12.20 MTWTH WHAM 312
34 1 TRANSPORTATION C4.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301 , ECCN 215
1 08.30-09.20 MT TH CCMM 10 21
08.30-09.20 h CCMM 1022
362 PROMOTIONAL CONCEPT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301
1 09.30-10.20 MTWTH CCMM 2012
2 11.30-12.20 M W LS II 430
11.30-12.20 T TH LS I I 350
390 MKTG RES £ ANAl 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301 , CNE CCURSE IN
STATISTICS
1 10.30-11.20 M W H EC 118
10.30-11.20 T TH H EC 106
2 11.30-12.20 M H EC 118
11.30-12.20 TWTH H EC 202
438 SALES MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 363
1 08.30-10.20 M W H EC 102
463 ADVERTISING MANAG 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 363 , MKTG 390
1 01.30-03.20 M W WHAM 201
493 MARKETING POLICIES 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 261 , MKTG 36 3, 390, PLUS
4HRS IN MKTG, SENIOR
1 10.30-12.20 M W CCMM 1021
Mathematics (MATH)
108 EASIC TRANS MATH
PREREQ GSD 107
03.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 M WTH NKRS C 118
2 08.30-09.20 T THF NKRS C 118
3 01.30-02.20 T THF NKRS C 218
4 03.30-04.20 MT TH NKRS C 116
111A COL ALGEBRA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 106 CR HS EQOIV
1 07.30-08.20 MTWTHF TECH A 208
2 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF TECH A 208
3 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF TECH A 308
4 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF TECH A 208
5 01.30-02.20 MTWTHF TECH A 3 22
6 03.30-04.20 MTUTHF TECH A 308
11 IB COL ALGE8RA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111A CR MATh 108
1 07.30-08.20 MTWTHF TECH A 308
2 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF TECH A 208
3 11.30-12.20 M TECH A 320
11.30-12.20 TWTHF TECH A 310
4 12.30-01.20 MTWTHF NKRS A 160
5 02.30-03.20 MTWTHF TECH A 310
6 03.30-04.20 MTWTHF TECH A 322
140A SHORT CRSE-CALCULUS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111A
1 10.30-11.20 MT TH TECH A 210
2 01.30-02.20 MT TH NKRS A 160
14CB SHORT CRSE CALCULUS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 140A
1 C8. 30-09. 20 MT TH NKRS A 156






1 07.30-08.20 MTWTHF TECH A 310
2 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF TECH A 422
3 12.30-01.20 MTWTHF TECH A 322
4 02.30-04.20 MTWTHF NKRS A 258













15CB ELEM CALC-ANAL GECM 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150A
1 OB. 30-09.20 MTWTHF
2 01.30-02.20 MTWTHF
3 02.3u-04.20 MTWTHF
SECT 3 - JULY 28-SEPT 3
252A INTER CALC-ANAL GEC 05. C CR
PREREQ MATH 1508 CR 1598
1 09.30-10.20 MTkTHF
252B INTER CALC-ANAL GEC
PREREQ MATH 252A
1 10.30-11.20 M WTHF
301 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT
PREREC MATH 150B
I 12.30-01.20 M W F
305A MATH PHYS SCIENCES
PREREQ MATH 252B
1 08.30-09.20 M wTHF
07.30-09.20 T
JUNE 21-JULY 27




























335B CONCEPTS CF GECM 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 335A
1 09.30-10.20 M WTHF TECH A 308
09.30-11.20 T NKRS C 116
JULY 28-SEPT 3
421A LINEAR ALGEBRA 03. G CR
PREREQ MATH 252B, 301 CR CONSENT OF
DEPT
1* 11.30-12.20 M WTHF NKRS A 358
425 THECRY OF NUMBERS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 325 CR CONSENT CF INSTR
1 02.30-03.20 M W F NKRS A 358
428A BOOL ALG-SWI THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 301 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 11.30-01.20 T TECH A 410
12.30-01.20 M WTHF TECH A 410
JUNE 21-JULY 27
8 week course meets June 22-August 1
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M fcTHF TECH A 322
T TECH A 322
04.0 CR
MTWTHF NKRS A 156
M WTHF NKRS A 156
M W NKRS C 218
T TH TECH A 310
F TECH A 410
MTWTHF TECH A 210
MTWTH TECH A 210
MTWTHF NKRS A 156
03.0 CR
CR CCNSENT OF CEPT
M W F TECH A 210
03. CR
CR 140B
M NKRS C 118
M F TECH A 308
03.0 CR
, 3C1 CR CONSENT OF
M WTHF TECH A 308
T NKRS C 116
428B BOCL ALG-SWl TFFGRY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 428A
1 ll.3u-Cl.20 T ThCH A 410
12.3J-01.20 M wTHF TcCH A 410
JULY 28-SEPT 3
430 PROJECTIVE GtCMtTRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 252A, 3C1 CR CONSENT OP INSTR
I* C8. 30-09.20 MTWTHF NKRS A 358
433A INTKU TC TGPOLCGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 30 1 CR CCNSfcNT CF DEPT
1 01.30-G2.20 M WTHF NKRS A 35tf
Oi. 30-03. 20 T NkRS A 358
JUNE 21-JOLY 27
433B INTRO TC TCPGLCGY 03. C CR
PREREQ MATH 433A
1 01.30-02.20 M WTHF NKRS A 358
01.30-03.20 T NKRS A 358
JULY 28-SEPT 3
455A ACV MATH-PHYS SCI 03. C CR
PREREQ MATH 3C5B CR CONSENT GF INSTR
1* 09.30-10.20 M WTHF NKRS t± 358
480A PROBABILITY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252B
1 09.30-11.20 T NKRS A 358
10.30-11.20 M WTHF NKRS A 358
JUNE 21-JCLY 27
48CB PRCBAB1LITY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 4BCA
1 09.30-11.20 T NKRS A 358
10.30-11.20 M WTHF NKRS A 358
JULY 28-SEPT 3
543 PRCB FOR TEACHERS 04. C CR
PKEREQ CONSENT GF DEPT CR INSTITUTE
DIRECTOR
1* 09.30-10.20 WTWTHF TECH A 320
NATIuNAL SCIENCE FCUNDATIuN STDS ONLY
548 TRENDS IN SCGL MATH 34.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1* 01.30-02.20 MTWTHP WHAM 328
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION STCS ONLY
55CA SEMINAR IN ALGEBRA 33.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 09.30-10.20 M W F NKRS A 458
55CC SEMINAR IN ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 12.30-C1.20 M W F NKRS A 258
55CD SB* IN PROB & STAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 11.30-12.20 M WTHF NKRS A 16J
550G SEMINAR-TOPOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1* 02.30-03.20 M WTHF NKRS A 278
592 RESEARCH-MATH EDUC 02. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1* 02. 30-03.20 T TH WHAM 321
595A SP PROJ ALGEBRA 01. C TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595B SP PROJ GEOMETRY 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595C SP PROJ ANALYSIS 01. TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ARTEMIADIS
5950 SP PROJ PROB & STAT 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
72
595E SP PRUJ MATH EOUC 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TU BE ARRANGED
595F SP PROJ LOGIC £ FOU 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTK
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
595G SP PROJ TOPOLOGY 01.0 TC 10. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
595H SP PROJ AP MATH 01. G TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO Bk ARRANGEO
5951 SP PROJ CIF EQLAT 01. C TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595J SP PROJ NUMBER THEO 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01. C TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Microbiology (MICR)
39C UNDERGRAC RES PART C2.C TC 05. C CR
PREREQ 4.00 GPA IN MICR AND CONSENT
OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
511 RESEARCH 01.0 TC 15.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
528 READINGS IN MICRO 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 03.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
600 DISSERTATION 03. C TO 48.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGFD
JUNE 28-JULY 3
Music (MUS)
0C1B SYMPHONIC BAND 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1* 03.30-05.00 M W ALTG 114 SIENER
€ KOENIGSTEIN
CC1C STAGE BANC 01. C CR
PREREQ AUDITION
1* 03.30-05.00 T TH ALTG 114 STIMAN HAROLD E
C02A UNIVERSITY CHOIR 01.0 CR
PREREQ AUCITIGN
1* 03.30-05.00 M W F ALTG 115 KINGSBURY ROBERT W
002C MALE GLEE CLUB 01. CR
PREREQ AUDITION
1* 03.30-05.00 T TH ALTG 115 KINGSEURY ROBERT W
003A UNIVERSITY ORCHESTR 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1* C7. 00-09.45 PM T ALTG 114 STROUD JAMES H
03.30-05.00 F ALTG 114
C10A CLASS APP-STRINGS 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CCNC MUS, ELED, EARLY
CHILCH0CD,0R CONS INST
1* 10.30-11.20 M M F ALTG 114 STRAHN
G10B CLASS APP-rfQODWINOS 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CCNC MLS , ELEC, EARL Y
CHILDHOOD, OR CONS INST
1* 09.30-10.20 M hi F ALTG 114 INTRAVAIA
OiOC CLASS APP-BRASS 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CCNC MUS , ELED , EARLY
CHILCH0CD,0R CONS INST
1* U.30-12.20 M W F ALTG 114 LEMASTERS DONALD D
* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
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01QE CLASS APP-PIANC 01.0 CR




































CONC, SEC CCNC MLS, ELED, EARLY
CH1LCHCC0,CR CCNS INST
1* C9.3J-1C.20 M fe F ALTG 115
010G CLASS APP-GUITAR 01.0 CR






1* 08.30-C9.20 M k
2* 09.30-10.20 M W
105C THECRY CF MUSIC
PREREQ MUS 1C5B
1* 08.30-09.20 M W F
C8. 30-10. 20 T TH

























































MUS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
ARRANGED
MUS-VICLA Cl.C TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC, OR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-CELLO 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS - BASS 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-FLUTE 01.0 TC 04. C CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-OBOE 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-CLAR 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-BASSON 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-SAX 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCNCARY CCNC GR
CONSENT GF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-PERCUS 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CCNC CR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-PIANO 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECONCARY CCNC OR






















































































MUS-F HCRN 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECONDARY CGNC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-TRUMP 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECONDARY CCNC QR
CONSENT OF PUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-TRBONE C1.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-TUBA 01.0 TC 04. C CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-BATONE 01. C TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCISOARY CCNC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-VCICE 01.0 TO 04. C CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
ARRANGED
MUS-ORGAN 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
MUS-HARPCH 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECONDARY CCNC OR
CONSENT GF MUS FACULTY
ARRANGED
03.0
M W F ALTG
T 0555
f W F ALTG
TH 0555
M W F ALTG
T 5 55
M W F ALTG
TH 0555
01.0 TC 04.0
3 QTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CONSENT
See MUS 140 for listing.
EL METH-NON MAJ 4-6
PREREG MUS 200-3 CR EGUIV
1* 11.30-12.20 MT THF ALTG
300C EL METH-NON MAJ K-3 03.0





















1* 10.30-11.20 M w
312A COMPOSITION
PREREG 205C
1* TO 3E ARRANGED
318A CONDUCTING
1* 08.30-09.20 M W
326A ANALYSIS
PREREQ 205C
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340 PRIV APP MUS Oi.C TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CONSENT
See MUS 140 for listing.
346 OPERA WORKSHOP 02. C TC 36.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED LAWRENCE MARJORIE
COURSE MEETS IN ARKANSAS JUNE 21-JULY
30
347 MUSIC THEATRE WKSFP 02. C TC 36.0 CR
1 08.30-12.20 MTWTHF AG 102 TAYLOR & HANES
C7. 00-10. 00 PM MTWTHF AG 102 TAYLOR
357C MUSIC HIST & LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MUS 105C OR CONSENT OF INSTRUC
TOR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTwTHF ALTG 116 ECOINS
3658 CHAMBER MUS-STRING 01.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED STRAWN RICHARD G
365C CHAMBER MUS-WOODWND- 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED RCSE
365D CHAMBER MUS-8RASS 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED NADAF
405 SEM-INSTRUM MUS ED 03.0 CR
PREREQ MUS 3051
1* 01.30-C3.20 T TH ALTG 248 INTRAVAIA
431 DEV HS STAGE BAND 02.0 CR
PREREQ 43C
1* TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN
440 PRIV APP MUS 01.0 TC 04. C CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR CR CONSENT
See MUS 140 for listing.
444A INTERMEDIATE COMP 02.0 CR
PREREQ 312C ANC CCNSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED OLDFIELD WILLARO A
451 TEACH GEN CLASS MUS 03.0 CR
1* C2.3J-C3.20 MT THF ALTG 115 TAYLCR CHARLES C
453 CHORAL MAT S TECH 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 07.30-11.20 MTWTHFS H EC 140B KAGEFF
12.30-04.20 MTWTHFS H EC 140B
JUNE 13-21
455 WKSHOP-EL MUSIC ED 03.0 CR
1 08.30-10.15 MTWTHFS H EC 140B MCHUGH
03.30-05.20 MTWTHFS H EC 140B
07.00-10.00 PM MTWTHFS H EC 140B
JUNE 21-26
46C TEACHING MUS APPREC 03.0 CR
1* 1C. 30-12. 20 T TH ALTG 106 FLOYD
468 MUSIC PRODUCTIONS 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED LAWRENCE MARJORIE
COURSE MEETS IN ARKANSAS JUNE 21-JULY 30
2 TO BE ARRANGED TAYLOR WILLIAM KLE1
481 READINGS IN THEORY 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MUELLER
482 READ IN HIST L LIT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BARWICK
483 READ IN MUS EDUC 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MCHUGH
2 08.30-10.15 MTWTHFS H EC 140B
03.30-05.30 MTWTHFS H EC 140B
07.00-09.00 PM MTWTHFS H EC 140B
JUNE 28-JULY 3
499 INDEPENDENT STUDY OI.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED B GORDON RODERICK D
2 08.30-10.20 MTWTHFS 0555 203 BOTTJE WILL G












503 MUSIC E0 RESEARCH
1* 10.30-12.20
531 AOV COMPOSITION
PREREU 312C f 342C
INSTRUCTOR




























C TC 09.0 CR
CCNSENT OF
TH
01540 PRIV APP MUS
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVI
SAME INSTR CR C
See MUS 140 for listing.
03.0 CR
ALTG 248
.0 TC 04. C CR
OLS LEVEL CN
CNSENT
550 AOMIN & SUPERVISION 03.0 CR
1* CI. 30-03.20 T TH ALTG 106
556 AD\J CONDUCTING 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
566 INST ENSEMBLE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO 8E ARRANGED
567 VOCAL ENSEMBLE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
568 CPERA WORKSHOP
1 TO BE ARRANGED
COURSE MEETS IN ARKANSAS JUNE 21-JULY 30
2 TO BE ARRANGED
598 GRADUATE RECITAL 06. C CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 03.0 TC 09. CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
C1.0 TC 12.0 CR
01.0 TC 12.0 CR















PREREQ JR STANDING OR
DEPT





































REAOINGS IN PHIL 01. C TC 05.0 CR




































1 TO BE ARRANGtC






















M WTH PULL P 111 ESSICK
01.0 CR
T TH ARENA 555 HOLDER
01.0 CR
T TH ARENA 555
02.0 CR




MTWTH ARENA 123 IUBELT GEORGE
3 02.0 CR
MTWTH ARENA 555 HARTZCG
02.0 CR
MTWTH ARENA 555 MEADE
02.0 CR
T TH ARENA 123 MARTIN MORRIS GLENN
3.0 CR
Physical Education for Men







1 CI. 30-02. 20
M TEACH EASKETBALL








PREREQ GSA 101A, PHSL 300, GSA 301
1 07.30-08.20 MTWTHF LAwSGN 121
SCUBA DIVING 02.0 CR
PREREQ GSE 101B CR CCNSENT CF INSTR





PRIN OF P E
PREREQ SEMCR STANCING
08.30-09.20 M WTH





TESTS MEAS PHY ED
09.30-10.20 MTWTH
tVALUATION IN P E
07.30-08.20 MTWTHF
TEACHING OF SPORTS 02
01.00-05.00 MTWTHF
2JUNE 21-JUNE 25<-BASKETBALL
01.00-05.00 MTWTHF ARENA 555
1JLNE 28- JULY 3<-WRESTLING
ADV THSTECH-ATH INJ 02. C TC 04. C CR
12.30-01.20 MTWTHF ARENA 125 SPACKMAN
SJULY 5-JULY 30<
BEh FOUND OF CCACH 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305 OR EQUIV, CONSENT OF
INSTR
I* 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF ARENA 121
475A IND RES-DANCE
1* TO BE ARRANGED
475B IND RES-KINES10L0GY
I* TO BE ARRANGED
475C IND RES-MEASUREMENT
1* TO BE ARRANGED
4750 IND RES-MOTOK DEVEL
1* TO BE ARRANGED
475E IND RES-PHSL OF EX
1* TO BE ARRANGED
475F IND RES-HIST L PHIL
1* TO BE ARRANGED
500 TECH RESEARCH 04.0 CR
























ARENA 123 WILKINSON I LAMBERT
WILKINSON & LONG
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR













1* TO BE ARRANGED
508 ADMIN INTER ATHLETC
1 Cl.30-C3.20 MTWTHF
*JULY 5-JULY 23<
511 ANLY HUM PHYS MCVE
PREREQ PEM 303
1* 10.30-11.20
525 REAOING IN P E
1* TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1* TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION









01. TC 06.0 CR
01.0 TC 09.0 CR
02.0 TC 48.0 CR
05.0 CR
Physical Education for Women (PEW)
303 KINESIOLOGY
PREREQ ANATCMY
1 1C. 30-11. 20 MTWTHF GYM 204
3C4E TECH-TEACH SPORTS 02.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 228 OR EGUIV
1 07.30-09.20 T TH GYM 207
319 TCHG ELEM SCH ACT 04.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 3C1 CR GLID 305
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTH GYM 208




351 REC FOR ATYPICAL
1 12.30-01.20 MT THF
352 HISTORY OF PHYS ED
1 C9. 30-10. 20 MTWTH
FIRST SIX WEEKS ONLY
354 PRIN CF PHYS ED
1 09.30-10.20 MTWTH
LAST SIX WEEKS ONLY
355 TECH OF TEACH SWIM
PREREQ PEW 211 OR EQUIV
1 07.30-08.20 M W F
400 EVALUATION IN PE
1* 07.30-C8.20 MTWTHF
407 ADV TH&TECH-ATH INJ 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1* CI. 30-03. 20 MTWTHF ARENA 125
410 BEH FOUND OF COACH 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 3C5 OR ECUIV, CONSENT CF
INSTR
1* 01.30-02.20 MTWTHF GYM 204
444 CONTEMP DANCE WKSHP 02. C TC 08.0 CR
1* 01.00-05.00 MTWTHF 0813 101
475A IND RES-DANCE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
475B INC RES-KINESIOLCGY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
475E IND RES-PHSL OF EX
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
475F IND RES-HIST S PHIL
1 TO BE ARRANGED


















02.0 TC 04.0 CR
02. C TO 04.0 CR
C2.C TC 04.0 CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
04.0 CR
PEW 400 CR CCNCURRENT ENRIN
PEW 40C
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF ARENA 123
503 SEMINAR IN P E 04.0 CR































PREREQ 500 CR EGUIV
1* TC Bfc ARRANGfcC
508 ADMIN INTER ATHLETC
1 Cl.30-C3.30 VTVvlhF
JULY 5-JULY 23
5 11 AMY HUM PHYS NCVE
PREREQ PEW 303
1 1C.30-11.20 MTWTHF
525 READINGS Cl.C TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR AND OEPT
CHAIRMAN
1* TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGtC
60C CISSERTATION 02. C TC 48. C CR





ARENA 123 WlLKINSCN JAMES J
206
COLLEGE PHYSICS




















10.30-11.20 M W F
08.30-09.20 TH
10.30-11.20 M M F
G8.30-C9.20 T
COLLEGE PHYS LAB
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENR I







PREREQ MATH 150B CR CON
09.30-10.20 M W F
09.30-10.20 TH




11.30-12.20 M W F
11.30-12.20 TH











PREREQ PHYS 111 CP 206
1 09.30-10.20 MT F
10.30-11.20 T
01.30-03.20 W






























PREREQ MATH 305A CR CON
111A OR 206A OR








































































302 ASTRONOMY - HONORS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 1508 6 CNF- A 10 1 A , PH YS 111
A,206A,211A, CR CONSFN
1 10.30-11.20 M W F NKRS C 410305A INTRO FLEC THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 305A CR CCNS INSTR*& °HYS
111 CR 2C6 OR 211
1 U.30-12.20 M k NKRS A 258
11.30-12.20 F NKRS C 118309 ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 03.0 CR




30 " 09 * 20 M w F NKRS A 25d ZITTER Robert N310 LIGHT 03#0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 1 1 IB CR 2C6B CR 211E
1 u8. 30-09. 20 V w F NKRS C 410
311 CPTICS LAB QUO CR
PREREQ PHYS 31C CR CONCURRENT ENR IN
PHYS 310
1 08.30-11.20 TH PHY SC 404
312 ELEC CIRC LAB 02.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 309 CR CCNC ENROLLMENT
1 08.30-11.20 T TH PHY SC 406
401 MECHANICS II 03 CR
PREREQ PHYS 30 1, MATH 455C CR CONSENT
«« P^civ£iC2* w f nkr^ c cr° c4rr£ll jcm craig
PREREQ PHYS 304, 305, AND 401 CR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 09.30-lu.20 M W F NKRS C 116
405 ELECTRONICS 03#0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 305 AND 3C9 CR CONSENT CF
INSTR
1 09.30-10.20 M W F NKRS C 11841CB INTRO TO EM WAVE TH 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 410A
1 12.30-01.20 M W F NKRS A 458415A MOOERN PHYSICS 03.0 CR






?HVS.-CS " " ' ^^0 Cr" """^ R ' CHAR ° 6
PREREQ PHYS 415B
1 U.30-12.20 M W F NKRS C 116









2 ' 2G M
*
F NKRS C 41C MCKLE HARRY H520 SPECIAL PROJECTS 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575 GRAD SEMINAR 01. C TC 04.0 CR
5flf
l
<Pi °Tnl^ 9 'nlL M W F NKRS
'
A 458 eENSCN BR ENT W80 SEL TOPICS PHYS 03.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
592 COLLOQUY IN MOL SCI 01.0 CR
1 03.30-05.50 M NKRS 6 440599 TH ESIS C1.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01. C TC 48.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TO ADVANCEO STUDY IN
MOLECULAR SCIENCE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Physiology (PHSL)
3008 HUMAN ANATOMY 05.0 CR
1 08. 30-09. 20 MTWTH LS II 146 WARNER
09.30-11.20 T LS I 130
2 08.30-09.20 MTWTH LS II 146 WARNER






























PHYSIOLOGY READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT
I TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 03.0
1* 01. 30-03.20 MTWTHF
DISSERTATION 04.
C









HONCRS PAPER C2.C TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ APPROVAL OF PRES SCHCL PROG £
DEPT CONCERNED
TO 3E ARRANGED
UNDERGRAD HON THES 03.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ APPROVAL CF PRES SCHCL PRCG &
OEPTS CONCERNED
TO BE ARRANGED
2JUNE 21 - JULY 16<






306A SOIL & WATER CONS
PREREQ PL I 103
1 10.30-11.20 M W
306B SOIL £ WATER CONS










SPEC STUD PLANTS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED


















LS II 3 30
TH LS II 423













08.30-10.20 M W AG 170
C7. 30-10. 20 T TH AG 171
SOIL FERTILITY 03.0 CR
PREREQ ONE COURSE ; ' L !
10.30-11.20 M W F AG 170 VARSA, EDWARD
SOIL FERTILITY 02.0 CR
PREREQ PL I 4C7A CR CONSENT OF DEPT
10.30-11.20 T AG 167 VARSAt EDWARD
09.30-12.20 TH AG 167
REAOINGS 01. c TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT




PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED LEASURE JOHN K
SPEC STUDIES-PL I 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
07.30-09.20 PM MTW AG 168 LEASURE JOHN K
THESI
S
01.0 TC 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED LEASURE JOHN K
82
Psychology (PSYC)





















































1 09.30-10.20 MT THF
431 PSYCOPATHOLQGY
PREREQ 305 CR CONSENT G
1 09.30-11.20 T TH
440 TH OF PERSONALITY
PREREQ PSYC 3C5 CR CCNS
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTH
459 PRESCHOOL WORKSHOP



















































































































































ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
PREKEQ GSA 30 1 OR 3C2 CR EGUIV
1 12.30-01.20 TWTH LS II 350
11.30-01.20 M LS II 3 50
12.30-04.20 F LS I I 269
CROSSLISTED WITH ZCCL 479
INCEPEN PROJECTS 1.0 TC 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR AND DEPT
CHAIRMAlN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
LEARNING PROCESSES 04.0 CR
PREREG CONSENT CF INSTR
1 07.30-09.20 M TH LZ I I 250
ADV PSYCHOPATHOLOGY 08.0 CR
PREREG 530, 541 AND CONSENT OF INSTR
1* TO BE ARRANGED
2* TO BE ARRANGED
READINGS-PSYC Cl.C TC 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
RESEARCH IN PSYC 01.0 TC 36. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
PRACT-CLIN PSYC 01. TC 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TG BE ARRANGED
PRACT-COUNS PSYC Ql.C TC 13. G CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN (:harge
1 TO BE ARRANGtD
PRACT-TEACHING PSYC 01.0 TC 18. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
ADVANCED SEMINAR 01.0 TC 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
I TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGEC
4 TO BE ARRANGED
5 TO BE ARRANGED
6* 01. 30-04.20 F LS I I 224




1 TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 01. TO 45.0 CR


















251 SURVEY OF BROACCAST
1 11.30-12.20 M W I
252 PRODUCTION ANALYSIS
1 09.30-10.20 M W i
260 AUDIO CONTROL PRACT
1 C9. 30-11. 20
10.30-11.20 M
351 PROGS AND AUDIENCES
PREREG R-T 251
1 12.30-01.20











COMM 1016 HILDRETH RICHARD
03.0 CR
CGVM 1046 BARTLETT BYRON A
03.0 CR









COMM 1016 HILDRETH RICHARD














1 02.30-03.20 T TH CCMM 1046
TO Bt ARRANGED
373 ADV RADIC PROD LAB Cl.C TC C2.C CR
PREREO 363 CR CCNCURREN T-FCC 3RDPH LI
CENSE CR CONSENT INSTR
1 03.30-04.20 T TH . CCMM 1046 LYNCH CHARLES T
374 ADV TV PROD LAB 01.0 TC 02.0 CR
PREREC R-T 364
1 03.30-04.20 M CCMM 1046 LAFFEPTY REN A
375J IND RESEARCH PROBS 01. G TC 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 li. 30-12. 20 T COMM 1046
383 BROADCAST WRITING 04.0 CR
PREREG R-T 363 AND 364
1 07.30-08.20 M W CCMM 1016 BARTLETT, BYRON
07.30-09.20 F CCMM 1016
393 RADIO-TV
€ SOCIETY 03.0 CR
PREREG R-T 251, 351, 352
1 10.30-11.20 M W F COMM 1046
464 PUB AFFAIRS-TV PROG 03. C CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
I 01.30-04.20 T CCMM 1046
475 INDIV PRODUCT PROB 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 TH CGMM 1046 CY8VIG HOMER EUGENE
Recreation and Outdoor Education (REC)
2C1 LEISURE AND REC 03.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 M * F H EC 208 OBRIEN WILLIAM E
315 DRAMATICS IN REC 03.0 CR
PREREC REC 201, 202
1 09.30-12.00 M U 0628 101 TAYLCR LCREN ESTEN
325 LEISURECRAFTS 03.0 CR
PREREC REC 2C1, 2C2
1 09.30-12.20 T TH NKRS A 258 TAYLOR
330 CAMPCRAFT 03.0 CR
1 03.30-06.00 W WHAM 301B ABERNATHY WILLIAM
340 REC ACT FOR SP POP 03.0 CR
PREREC REC 3C2
1 TU BE ARRANGED B FREEBURG
380 FIELD WORK 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 20HRS RECREATION
1 TU BE ARRANGED E ABERNATHY
425 REC AREAS AND FAC 03.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 M W F 0628 101 ABERNATHY WILLIAM
490 INTERNSHIP IN REC 12.0 TC 16.0 CR
PREREQ 20 HRS REC
1 TO BE ARRANGED ABERNATHY WILLIAM
500 PRIlM OF REC
1* 09.30-10.20
C9.3G-10.20




52C REC ADMIN WKSHCP
1* 10.30-11.20
525 SPEC POP WKSHOP
1 TO BE ARRANGED
570 SEM-REC 6 OUT ED
1* 10.30-11.20
596 INDEPENDENT STUDY
1* TO BE ARRANGED
2 C8. 00-11. 00
JUNE 28-JULY 9




M W F H EC 203 OBRIEN WILLIAM E
T TH LS II 130
04.0 CR
M W F 0629 101 NOWAK PAUL F
T TH 0629 101 CHRISTIE ROBERT M
04.0 CR




M W F NKRS C 118 CBRIEN
02.0 TC 09.0 CR
RICINGER













01. C TC 16.0 CR
































1 TO BE ARRANGED
VOCATIONAL CHOICE
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DIAG PROC-SPEC POP











SEM IN SEL TOPICS
PREREG CONSENT
1 TU BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
SEM IN BEHAV MCDIFI
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 09.30-11.20
SEM IN CGRR REH CC
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 09.30-11.20 M
2 07.30-09.00 PM M
585A PRACTICUM IN REHAB
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 TO Bb ARRANGED
585B PRACTICJM IN REHAB
PREREQ CONSENT CF









































CCYLE FRANK A JR
FCPPEN
























































1 08.30-09.20 M H F
330C HIST WES REL TFOUGH
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING
INSTRUCTOR






















M WTHF WHAM 326
M WTHF WHAM 326
y WTHF WHAM 326
V WTHF WHAM 326




Cf 1 CONCURRENT ENROLL
M WTHF WHAM 319
04.0 CR
AIKMAN ARTHUR LOREN
Secondary Education (S ED)
31C FIST PRIN QF SEC EC C4.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305/PSYC 30 3 » AfJM I SS I ON TO
TCHK EC PROGRAM
1 07. 30-08.20




6 01.30-02.20 M MEES JOHN
315 SEC SCOL TEACH METH
PREREQ S £0 31C
1 08.30-09.20 FILLER
340 TEACH REAC IN H S
PREREQ GUIO 305
1* 08.30-C9.20 MTWTHF 0871 102 CUSENBERY
352 SEC STUD TCH 08. G TC 16.0 CR
1 TO SE ARRANGEC
(AGRICULTURE)
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
(ART)
3 TO BE ARRANGED
(BIOLOGY)
4 TO BE ARRANGED
(BUSINESS)
5 TO BE ARRANGEC
(CHEMISTRY)
6 TO BE ARRANGED
(ECONOMICS)
7 TO BE ARRANGEC
(ENGLISH)
8 TO BE ARRANGED
(FOREIGN LANGUAGE)
9 TO BE ARRANGED
(GENERAL SCIENCE)
10 TO BE ARRANGED
GECGRAPHY
11 TO BE ARRANGEC
GOVERNMENT
12 TO BE ARRANGED
HEALTH ED
13 TO BE ARRANGED
HISTORY
14 TO BE ARRANGEO
HOME ECONOMICS
15 TO BE ARRANGED
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATIGN
16 TO BE ARRANGED
JOURNALISM
17 TO BE ARRANGED
MATHEMATICS
18 TO BE ARRANGEO
MUSIC
19 TO BE ARRANGEO
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
20 TO BE ARRANGED
(PhYSICS)
21 TO BE ARRANGED
(SOCIOLOGY)
22 TO BE ARRANGED
(SOCIAL STUDIES)
23 TO BE ARRANGED
(SPEECH)
24 TO BE ARRANGED
(LIBRARY SCIENCE)
25 TO BE ARRANGED
(LANGUAGE ARTS)
375A IND RES-CURRICULUM
1 TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
CLIVA
87
C2.0 TC 04.0 CR
02. C TC 04. C CR
375B INO RES-INSTRUCTION
1 TO BE ARRANGED
375C HMD RES-LANG ARTS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
375C IND RES-SCIENCE
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
375E IND RES-READING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
375F IND RES-SOC STUDIES
1 TO BE ARRANGED
375G IND RES-PROB S ED
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
375H IND RES-JR HIGH KET
PREREO CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
MID L JR HIGH SCH
1* CI. 30-02. 20 MTWTHF
TCH NAT SCI-SEC SCH
PREREQ S ED 310 CR CONCURRENT
1* 10. 30-11. 20 MTfcTHF PULL
SUC ST IN SEC SCH 04.0
PREREQ S ED 31C CR CCNCL'RR ENTL Y
02. C TC 04.0 CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
02. C TO 04. C CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR














1* 01.30-02.20 MTWTHF WHAM
ECONOMIC EDUCATION 04.0 CR
1* 08.30-12.00 MTWTHF WHAM
01.30-03.20 MTWTHF WHAM
AUGUST 16 - 27
READING IN SEC SCH 04. C CR




























1 TO BE ARRANGED
DEVELOP SEL AREAS
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF
PRACTICUM IN RD 04.
C
PREREQ S ED 521C
1 TO BE ARRANGED
INTERN IN READING 08.
PREREQ S ED 509 AND 514
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SUP OF ST TEACH
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF
JUNE 22- JULY 16
CIAG-CCRR READ DIS
PREREQ 505 OR 440 CR CONCURRENT RbG
WITH 505 6 TEACH EXPER
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 231
DIAG-CORR READ DIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 505 CR 440 CR CONCURRENT REG
WITH 505 £ TEACH EXPER
1* 11.30-12.20 MTWTHF WHAM 231
521C DIAG-CORR READ CIS 04.0 CR






































MTWTHF WHAM 231 FISHCC
02.0 TC 12.0 CR
MTWTHF TECH A 220 STADT RONALD W
MTWTHF TECH A 220 STADT RONALD w
i
MTWTHF TECH A 220 STADT RONALC w
MTWTHF TECH A 2 20 STADT RONALD w
MTWTHF TECH A 220 STADT RONALD w
MTWTHF TECH A 220 STADT RONALD w
MTWTHF TECH A 220 STADT RONALD w
MTWTHF TECH A 220 STADT RONALD w
88
AUG 2-13
561 CURRICULUM 04.0 CR
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 328 F1SHBACK W
562 SEC SCHO CURRICULUM 04.0 CR
1* 08. 30-09. 20 MTWTHF WHAM 328 FLIGCR ROSS JEAN
2* CI. 30-04. 00 M W WHAM 317 KEEFER OARYLE EARL
564 SEC S PRINCIPALSHIP 04.0 CR
1* il. 30-12. 20 MTWTHF WHAM 305 STEPHENS CLARENCE W
566 SEM IN INSTRUCTION 04. CR
PKEREQ CONSENT CF INSTK
1 TO 8E ARRANGtO CLIVA PETER F
FOR 1ST YEAR TRIPLE-T TEACHERS ONLY
570 STUDENT ACTIVITIES 04.0 CR
1* 06.30-09.20 mtwthf wham 317 buser robert
571 sem in Curriculum 04.0 cr
prerfq eled 561 or s eo 562 or equiv
1* 01.30-04.00 t th wham 301b buser robert l
575a ino res-curriculum 02.0 tc 04.0 cr
1 to be arrangec cliva peter f
575b ino res-supervision 02.0 tc 04.0 cr
1 to be arrangec cliva peter f
575c ino res-lang arts 02.0 tc 04.0 cr
1 to be arrangec clsenbery miriam c
5750 ind res-science 02.0 tc 04.0 cr
1 to be arrangec flngerfgro harolc r
575e ind res-reading 02.0 tc 04.0 cr
1 TO BE ARRANGEC CLSENBERY
575F IND RES-SOC STUDIES 02. C TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MILLFR
5750 IND RES-SEC EOLC 02. G TC 04. C CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED CLIVA
575H IND RES-JR H METHOD 02. G TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OLIVA
596 INDEPENDENT INVEST 05. C TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED CLIVA
599 THESIS 03. C TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED CLIVA PETER F
6CG CISSERTATION 01. C TC 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC HILLGOLIVA
Secretarial and Business Education (SEC)
2C1A TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 T THF CL 13 BUBOLTZ VAN A
201B TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 2C1A OR EQUIV
1 08.30-09.20 M w F CL 13 BUHOLTZ
201C TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 201B CR ECUIV
1 10.30-11.20 T THF CL 13 BUHOLTZ
221B SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 221A OR EQUIV
1 G2. 30-03. 20 MTWTHF CL 13 JACOBSON
221C SHORTHAND-TRANS 04. C CR
PREREQ SEC 221B CR ECUIV
1 02.30-03.20 MTWTHF CL 13 JACOBSCN
241 DUPLICATING 01.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 201 OR EQUIV
I 11.30-01.20 W CL 21 RAHE
243 KEYPUNCH 01.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 2C1A OR ECUIV
1* 11.30-12.20 T CL 21 BURGER
2* 02.30-03.20 TH CL 21 BURGER
304 ADV TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 2C1-9
1 C9. 30-10. 20 M WTH CL 13 JACOBSON
324A AOV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 221C OR ECUIV
1 CI. 30-02. 20 MTWTHF CL 13 RAHE
* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
3
324B ADV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 324A CR EGUIV
1 01.30-02.20 MTWTHF CL 13
341 OFFICE CALC MCHNS 04.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF CL 17
4C9 TEACH DISTRIB ED 04.0 CR
PREREG MKTG 3C1
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF CL 17
410 TEACH CONSUMER ED 04. C CR
PREREQ GSB 346 OR FIN 3C5 CR ECUIV
1* 09. 30-10.20 MTWTHF CL 21
411 WRKSHP IN BUS ED 01.0 CR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
1 08.00-12.00 TH H EC 140B
12.00-09.00 TH H EC 140B
C8. 00-12. 00 F H EC 140B
12.00-05.00 F H EC 140B
AUG 19-20 WKSHP IN VOCATIONAL CO&OE
414B ORG ADM VOC BUS ED- 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF 1NSTR
1 02. 30-04. 20 MTWTHF LAWSON 231
JUNE 22-JULY 9
415 SUP BUS EXP & STUCY 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.30-04.20 MTWTHF LAWSQN 231
(JULY 12-161(1:30 MTW AUG 23-25) REST-
WORK EXPR
417 DATA PROC IN BUS ED 04.0 CR
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF CL 21
426 OFFICE MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
1* 01.30-02.20 MTWTHF CL 17
485 PRIN-PHIL VO TEC ED 03.0 CR




508 ADMIN & SUPV-BJS ED
1* 12.30-01.20 MTWTHF































PREREG GSB 201B CR SCC
08.30-10.20 T TH
RESERVED FOR SOC MAJORS
THE FAMILY
PREREQ GSB 201B CR SOC
08.30-09.20 MTWTH
CRIMINOLOGY
PREREG GSB 2C1E CR SCC
09.30-10.20
SECT 2 RESERVED FCR SCC
SOCIOLOGY OF ED
PREREQ GSB 201B CR SOC
01.30-02.20
SOCIAL WELFARE
PREREQ GSB 2C1B CR
10.30-11.20
INTROD INTERVIEWING
PREREQ GSB 201B CR SOC
09.30-10.20 MTWTH
01.30-02.20 MTWTH























































1 TO BE ARRANGED
396H HONORS READINGS-SOC
PREREJ CONSENT OF





RESERVED FOR SOC MAJ




481 PROC IN SOC WORK
PREREQ SOC 375 CR
1 02. 3O-03.20 M
482 SOC WK-SEL AGENCIES
PREREQ SOC 481 AN
1 11.30-12.20 M
489E INDEPT STUDY CORRS
PREREQ CONSENT OF








1 TO BE ARRANGEC
498H HONORS IND RESEARCH
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
501 SURVEY SOCIOL THEC
PREREQ SOC 451 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
503 EUR THEO 1910-PRES
PREREQ 15 HRS SCC
1 TO BE ARRANGED
583 SUPER FIELD WK CORR
PREREQ CONSENT CF




1 TO BE ARRANGED






1 TO BE ARRANGED
60C DISSERTATION
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Special Education (SP E)
41CA PRCB & CHAR-EMO CHI
PREREQ SP E 414
1* 12.30-01.20 MTWTHF
410B PROB CHAR MENT RET
PREREQ SP E 414




Ol.o TC 04.0 CR
DEPARTMENT
04.0 CR
S IN SCC CR CONSENT
T TH WHAM 3C7
ORS
04.0 CR






C CONSENT CF INSTR
T TH WHAM 303
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
04.0 CR
G WITH 20 HRS SCC &
INSTR
04.0 CR
G WITH 20 HRS SCC £
INSTR





OR CONSENT OF INSTR
04. C TO 12.0 CR
INSTR
02.0 TC 06.0 CR
INSTR ANC DEPT
02.0 TC 12.0 CR
INSTR ANC CEPT
W WHAM 301A
02.0 TC 09.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
























* 8 week course meets June 22-August 1
3
91
41CC PRCB CHAR GIFT CHLD 04.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 301 OR 303 CR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF PULL 34 CASEY JOHN P
All ASS G REMED LRN D1S 04.0 CR
PkEREQ SP E 414 AND CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 08.30-09.20 MT THF WHAM 302
08.30-09.20 W LS I 205
413A CIR CBSER-EMGT DIST 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1* TO BE ARRANGED CUNBAR
413B CIR OB CF MR CHILD 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414, SP E 410B CR CCNC EN
RLMT & MAJOR IN SP E
1* 10. 30-12. 20 T TH WHAM 321 CRCWNER
TO BE ARRANGED
414 THE EXCEPT CHILD 04. C CR
PREREQ PSYC 301 OR 303 CR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1* 07.30-08.20 MTWTHF WHAM 308
2* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF PARK 124 CRCWNER
3 C9.3J-10.20 MTWTHF *HAM 328 MORGAN
ABOVE SECTION FOR GRADSTUDENTS ONLY
4* 01.3U-02.20 MTWTHF WHAM 308 FOLDER
42CA MET MAT-ED EM DIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 410A ANC CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF GRASSY 100 JUUL
4206 METH MAT TEACH MR 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 41CB ANC CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 02.30-05.00 T TH WHAM 303 HOLDER
42S SPCH CORR CLASS TCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ IN-SERVICE TEACHER CR GRAC
STUDENTS ONLY
1* 12.30-01.20 MTrtTHF COMM 1006 FARGHER GEORGANN P
496 READ & INOEP STUDY 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414 AND CONSENT OF STAFF
1* TO BE ARRANGED CRCWNER
2 TO 8E ARRANGED
JUNE 21-AUG 13 IN JALAPA t VERA CRUZ,
MEXICO
513 ORG AD* SP CLASSES 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414
1* 10.30-12.25 T TH LS II 146 MORGAN HOWARD G
518A LEARN £ BEHAV OISGR 02. Q TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414
1* TO BE ARRANGEC CRCWNER
JUNE 21-AUG 13 IN JALAPA, VERA CRUZ,
MEXICO
2* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF PULL 41 JACOBS
518B WKSHP-ED M R CHILO 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414
1* 02.30-05.00 M W WHAM 212 JOINER £ RAINEY
518C WKSHP-ED GIFT CHILD 02. C TC 04. C CR
PREREQ SP E 414
1* 08.00-C4.00 MTWTHF MARION CASEY
518S WKSHP-ADM SP E PRCG 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414
1 TO BE ARRANGED CRCWNER
JUNE 21-AUG 13 IN JALAPA, VERA CRUZ,
MEXICO
577 PRACTICUM IN SP ED 04. C TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 41CA, B, C, CR D, AND
CONSENT CF STAFF
1* TO BE ARRANGED
580A ED MALAQ CHILDREN 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414 ANC CONSENT OF INSTR
1* 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF WHAM 205 CRCWNER JAMES
580B ED OF MENT RET 04.0 CR






























T TH WHAM 305
05. C TC 09.0 CR
02.0 TC 09.0 CR













* TO BE ARRANGEC
THESIS
* TO BE ARRANGEC
OISSERTATION












PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
TO Qt ARRANGED
ORAL INTERP POETRY 04,
PREREQ GSD 2C0 ANC SPCH 323
09.30-11.20 M U COMM
SEC SCHL FOREN PROG 04,
* 1C. 30-11. 20 MTWTHF CCMM
EXP STUD ORAL COM 04,
PREREQ SPCH 428
12.30-02.20 M W COMM
LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR 04,
08.30-10.20 M W LS II
GENERAL SEMANTICS 04,
08.30-09.20 MTWTH COMM
SURV CLASSICAL RHET 04.
09.30-11.20 M W CCMM
SEM STUDIES IN DISC 04,
07.3C-10.30 PM T COMM
TEACH COLL SPEECH 02,
01.30-03.20 T TH COMM
TEACH COLL SPEECH 02,
01.30-03.20 T TH CCMM
PHIL FOUND-SPEECH 03,
11.30-12.20 MTWTH COMM
SEM RHET & PUB AOD 03,
TO BE ARRANGED
RESEARCH PROBLEMS 01. TC 04,
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM-EXP CCMM RES 04,
PREREQ SPCH 428 AND 429
01.30-03.20 M W CCMM
NON-QUAN RES METH 04,
PREREG SPCH 41C
08.30-10.20 T TH COMM



































































































PRAC SP £ HEAR THER 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING IN CEPARTMENT
TO BE ARRANGED
CEREBRAL PALSY 04.0 CR

























CUMM PROB OF H OF H
PREREQ SP&A 4C6 CR CONSENT CF
08.30-12.00 MTfaTHF COMM
SP CORR FOR CL TCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ PRACTISING TEACHER, SR CR GRAC
IN EDUC
MTfaTHF COMM 1006




1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEM-PHYSIUL ACOUST
PREREQ SP&A 406, 416
1 02.30-04.20 M TH
RES PROB IN SP&A 01.0
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEM IN SPCH SCIENCE
1 02.30-04.20
THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION








02.0 TO 09.0 CR
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
Theater (THEA)















Cl.C TC 03.0 CR
M m COMM 1045
04.0 CR
MTWTH H EC 104
C1.0 TO 03.0 CR
to CCMM 1045
02.0 TO 14.0 CR
08.40-10.10 MTfaTHF CCMM 1037
MTS 8.40AM TO 10 . 1CPM-CEPT .CONSENT RE-
QUIRED
402A PLAY DIRECTING 04.0 CR
MTWTHF CCMM 1045
MTfaTHF CCMM 1045

















HARRISON EEL IN S
ZOECKLER CHARLES W









1 TO BE ARRANGED
444 CONTEMP DANCE WKSHP
1* 01.00-05.00









& CONSENT OF INSTR



















SEM IN THEATRE ARTS 03.0 TC 12. C CR
PREREQ GRAO STANDING 6 CONSENT
OF DEPARTMENT
04.30-05.20 MTWTHF COMM 1006 MOE CHRISTIAN H





C1.0 TC 04. C CR






















PREREQ CONSENT CF CCCRDINATQR
TO BE ARRANGED
STU TCH IN TECH PRO
MCLECD






MTWTH PULL I 17
1 04.0 CR
MTfcTH PULL I 109
TW PULL I 109





TW PULL I 109 JENKINS JAMES JR
M PULL I 109 JENKINS JAMES JR
U PULL I 109 JENKINS JAMES JR







03,.0 TC 24.0 CR
08.0 TO 16.0 CR







































02.0 TO 08.0 CR
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
02.0 TC 08. C CR
PREREQ 12 HRS IN TECHNICAL SUBJECTS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SPECIAL PROBLEMS
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
ADV SKILLS TECH SUB
PREREQ BASIC TRAINING IN AREA
SELECTED FOR STUDY
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF PULL
MATERIALS AND PROCESSES









TECH A 122 RAMP WAYNE S
03.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS IN TEACHING SPECIALTY
1* 11.30-12.20 MTWTH

























* 8 week course meets June 22-Auqust 1
3
95
MTWTHF TECH A 220
MTWTHF TECH A 2ZQ
MTWTHF TECH A 220
MTWTHF TECH A 220
MTWTHF TECH A 220
MTWTHF TECH A 220
MTWTHF TECH A 220









502 EVAL-OCCUP ED PRCG 04.0 CR
PREREQ 1 COURSE IN TESTS AND MEASUREM
ENTS
1* 12.30-01.20 MTWTHF TECH D 130 BAILEY
505 ADGSUPERVIS QCC ED 04.0 CR
1* 11.30-12.20 TWTH AG 214 BITTLE RAYMOND E
11.30-12.20 M TECH A 410
525 CQCP VOC-TECH ED 04. C CR
1 10.30-12.20 MTWTHF TECH A 122 SULLIVAN JAMES A
JUNE 28-JULY 16
54C RES IN OCC ED 04. C CR
1* 02.30-03.20 MTWTHF TECH D 131 ERICKSCN JOHN HOWARl
541 CCCUP INFO AND GUID 04.0 CR
1 10.30-12.20 MTWTHF TECH A 420 RAMP WAYNE S
JULY 19-AUG 13
56C NEW DEVEL-GCCUP EC C2.C TG 12.0 CR













1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS




1 07.30-08.20 M W F LS II 350 HAAS
07.30-09.20 T TH LS II 303
317A DIVERSITY OF ANIMAL 05.0 CR
PREREQ ANY 3 OF FCLLOwING - BICL 3C5,
306, 307, 308
1 C9.3U-10.20 T TH LS I I 330 CYER
09.30-11.20 M W F LS II 251
317B DIVERSITY OF ANIMAL 05.0 CR
PREREQ ZGGL 317A
1 01.30-02.20 T TH LS II 250
01.30-03.20 M W F LS II 251
322 PRCBLEMS IN ZOOLOGY 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ 4.25 GPA.SENICR STANDING, AND
DEPT GR FAC APPROVAL
1 TO BE ARRANGED
382 ZOCL SENIOR SEMINAR 01.0 TC 03.0 CR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
1 11.30-12.20 W LS II 350
2 11.30-12.20 W LS II 330
4C2 NAT HIST INVERT 04.0 CR
PREREQ ZOCL 317A
1* 09.30-10.20 M W F LS II 350 MCPHERSON JOHN E
09.30-12.20 T TH LS II 257
JUNE 22-AUG 13
404 ZOOLOGY FIELD STUD 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
406 PRGTOZOOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ZOOL 317A
1 G8. 30-09. 20 T TH LS II 330 GAROIAN
07.30-09.20 M W F LS I I 369
43CA BIOL STATISTICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR









ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 04. C CR
PKEREQ GSA 301 OR 3C2 CR ECUIV
12.30-01.20 rWTH LS II 3 50
11.30-01.20 M LS II 350
12.30-04.20 F LS I I 269
CYTOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
02.30-03.20 M W F LS I I 430 OLAH LESLIE
02.30-04.20 r th LS II 404 CLAH LESLIE
CRCSSLISTED WITH BCTANY 525
GRAD ZCOL SEMINAR 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM - ANIMAL BEHAV 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
03.30-04.20 MTW LS II 3 30
SPECIAL RESEARCH C3.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 02.0 TC 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 03.0 TO 48.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED







General Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
101A INTRO-PHYS SCIENCE 04. C CR
901 12.30-01.20 MTWTH M3 101
902 01.30-02.20 MTWTH M3 101
1C1B INTRO-PHYS SCIENCE 04.0 CR
901 11.30-12.20 MTWTH F3 144




201C CULT-SOCIETY-BEHAV 04.0 CR
901 12.30-01.20 MTWTH MI 112
902 03.30-04.20 MTWTH MI 112
211B POLITICAL ECONOMY 04.0 CR
901 11.30-12.20 MTWTH L3 109 SHIN
902 02.30-03.20 MTWTH MI 112 SHIN
General Studies Area D—Organization and Communication of
Ideas (GSD)
101 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
901 12.30^01.20 M W F H3 153
902 02.30-03.20 M W F H3 153
903 03.30-04.20 M W F H3 153
102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR901 02.30-03.20 M W F L2 105
103 ORAL CCMM OF IDEAS 03.0 CR
901 07.30-08.20 MTWTF 1 L3 109 WCRKUN902 12.30-01.20 MTWTH 1 L3 109 WORKUN
Accounting (*ACC)
101A ACCOUNTING























3 02. 30-03. 2C NTWTHF Fl 113 JOHNSTON
4 07.00-09.30 PM M W FI 113
126 FUNO OF BUSINESS 03. C CR
1 08.30-09.20 M to F Fl 108 MARKWELL
2 11.30-12.20 M fe F Fl 108 VAUGHN
226A BUSINESS LAW 04.0 CR
1 02.30-03.20 MTWTH Fl 1G8 CUNDIFF
226B BUSINESS LAW 04.0 CR
1 12.30-Ci.20 MTWTH Fl 108 CUNDIFF
227 OFFICE AOMIN S SUP 04.0 CR
PREREQ *ACC 126
1 10.30-11.20 MTWTHF Fl 108 VAUGHN
Architectural Drafting (*AD)
11CA ARCHITECT DRAFTING





146A FREEHAND ARCH GRAPH
1 12.30-C3.20






























205 CABIN ENVIRON - PAC
1 07.30-08.20
08.30-11.20
















AKEN IN A,B SEQUENCE
M v. F MI 108
03.0 CR
M W MI 108
03.0 CR





M W F MI 112
04.0 CR
T TH MI 108
T MI 112
04. CR
T TH AVTECH 106
T TH AVTECH 128
04.0 CR
W AVTECH 131
T TH AVTECH 116
T TH AVTECH 131
06.0 CR
F AVTECH 132 RICH
T TH AVTECH 106
05. CR
MTWTHF AVTECH 117
M W F AVTECH 135
06.0 CR
MTfcTHF AVTECH 106 CAROSA
M W F AVTECH 127
04.0 CR
M F AVTECH 117 CANNON
04.0 CR
M H F AVTECH 117
M F AVTECH 132
03.0 CR
T TH AVTECH 116
W AVTECH 135
06.0 CR
M W F AVTECH 131
MTWTHF AVTECH 106
04.0 CR
M M F AVTECH 128 CANNON
M M F AVTECH 116
05.0 CR
M W F AVTECH 116
M M F AVTECH 134 BURKEY
05.0 CR
T TH AVTECH 119 RICH




























































































101A ALTO LAB— ENG
1 07.30-10.20
























Corrections and Law Enforcement
103 INTRO CRIME CONT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
217 CQRR ADM





140 DENTAL PHARMACOLOGY 02.0 CR
PREREQ MUST BE TAKEN CGNC.WITH 139
PREREQ *GEN 115
1 11.30-12.20 M W Fl 110
209 DENT HYG CLIN /S/ 05.0 CR
PREREQ SOPHOMORE STATUS IN DENTAL
HYGIENE CONCENTRATION
1 08.30-11.20 MTW F F3 132
11.30-12.20 F Fl 110
2 12.30-03.20 MTW F F3 132
11.30-12.20 F Fl 110
218A CLIN DENT ROENTGEN 02.0 CR
PREREQ *DH 132,137,*GEN 115 GSA 301
SOPH STNDING IN *DH
1 G8. 30-10.20 TH Fl 110
























107 AUTO DP CONCEPTS
1 08.30-09.20
109 PUNCHED CARD PREP
1 09.30-10.20
201A PRCG OPERATING SYS
PREREO DP 1C3A
1 07.30-09.20
207 DP FIELD PROJ
PREREQ DP 201
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Dental Laboratory Technology (*DT)
U3E SCIENCE DENT MATLS
PREREQ *GEN U5A
1 C8. 30-11. 20
2 01.30-04.20
125A DENT PRGSTH THEORY
05.0 CR
MTWTHF H4 134 FITZPATR1CK
MTWTHF H4 133



















































M W F Fi 110 LEEBENS
LT)
02.0 TC 15.0 CR
T TH M3 109















M W F L2 105 CUNNINGHAM















BUS £ TECH MATH
PREREQ SATISFAl
*GEN 106
09.30-10.20 M W F H3 151
11.30-12.20 M W F H3 151
BUS € TECH MATH 03.0 CR

















(*HCT)Highway and Civil Technology
202A COCP WORK EXPER
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Library and Audio-Visual Technology ( * LAV)
08.0 CR
111 CATALOG NONBCOK MAT
PREREQ LAV 107, 1C9




























209A LIB INTERNSHIP 04.0 CR
PREREQ FIRST- THREE QUARTERS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Mortuary Science (*MS)
101A FUNERAL HIST £ CtST
1 09.30-10.20 M W
101B FUNERAL HIST & CUST
1 10.30-11.20 M W
275 FUNERAL SER INTERN
PREREQ ALL CTHER REQMNTS OF MORTUARY
SCI CURR MUST MEET
1 TO HE ARRANGED
280 FUNERAL SERVICE SEM 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT REGISTRATION IN
MS 275
1 TO BE ARRANGED






104 PRACT NURSING II
PREREQ *PN 103




1 TO BE ARRANGED
Printing Technology (*PT)
235 PRINT THEO
€ PRACT 02.0 CR
PREREQ N210A,B AND 230A,B
1 12.30-02.20 T TH L3 110
Physical Therapy (*PTH)
205 PHYS THERAPY SCIENC 03.0 CR
PREREQ PTH 100
1 05.45-07.25 W WHAM 203
221 CLINICAL INTERNSHIP 06.0 CR
PREREQ ALL REQUIREMENTS OF PROGRAM
1 TO BE ARRANGED
222 CLINICAL SEMINAR 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT REGISTRATION IN PTH
221
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Retailing, Cooperative (*RET)




177A PRODUCT INFO LAB
1 10.30-12.20
201A CO-OP WORK EXP
1 TO BE ARRANGEC






















































M W Fi 107
03.0 CR
ONSENT CF ADVISER
MTWTHF FI 102 NORMAN
MTWTHF FI 102
T TH Fl 103
03.0 CR
MTWTHF Fl 107 MRIAN
02. TO 05.0 CR
224 06.0 CR
Tool and Manufacturing Technology (*TT)
101A M TOCL LAB-ENG BEN 05.0 CR
1 08.30-11.20 MTWTHF LI 101
176A MANUFACTURING PRGC 03.0 CR
1 12.30-01.20 M W F Ml 107 fUHICH
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